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FN'rilODUCTIOX.

When, on a question that has undergone

much investigation and excited general at-

tention, an individual comes forward to

controvert received opinions, and to offer

views which have previously passed unno-

ticed, every one is disposed to ask, what

have been the peculiar opportunities of in-

formation upon which he presumes to con-

tradict those who have gone before him.

1 trust, therefore, it will not be deemed an

unbecoming egotism, that some particu-

lars relating to myself form the subject of

these preliminary pages.

:! \\

Without any immediate or local connp^ion

with the Highlands, I was led, ver; early

in life, to take a warm interest in the

fate of my countrymen in ttat part of

the kingdom. During the course of my
B
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academical studies, my curiosity was strong-

ly excited by the representations I had

heard of the antient state of society, and

the striking peculiarity of manners still re-

maining among them ; and, in the year 1792,

I was prompted to take an extensive tour

through their wild region, and to explore

many of its remotest and most secluded val-

leys. In the course of this I ascertained

several of the leading facts, on which the ar-

guments of the following pages are ground-

ed ; in particular, that Emigration was an

unavoidable result of the general state of the

country, arising from causes above all con-

trol, and in kself of essential consequence

to the tranquilhty and permanent welfare of

the kingdom.

I

hi

Hi

1

The particvilar destination of the emi-

grants is not likely to excite much interest

i* those who believe that emigration may
be obviated altogether. Being persuaded

that nr) such expectation could be reasonably

entertained, I bestowed some attention on

details, which to other observers mav have

appeared nugatory. I learned, that the
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Highlanders were dispersing to a variety of

situations, in a foreign land, where they

were lost not only to their native country,

but to themselves as a separate peo}')le.

Admiring many generous and manly fea-

tures in their character, 1 could not ob-

serve without regret the rapid decline of their

genuine manners, to which the circum-

stances of the country seemed inevitably to

lead. I thought, however, that a portion of

the antient spirit might be preserved among

the Highlanders of the New World— that

the emigrants might be brought together in

some part of our own colonies, where they

would be of national utility, and where no

motives of general policy would militate (as

they certainly may at home) against the pre-

servation of all those peculiarities of customs

and language, which they are themselves so

reluctant to give up, and which are perhaps

intimately connected with many of their

most striking and characteristic virtues.

fi H

?j-

W

It was on the eve of the late wixr that

these views occurred to me, and any active

prosecution of them was precluded by tlie

eventful period which followed ; but the

h2
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object was deeply impresseil on my mind,

and has never been lost sight of. Far from

beinr elTiiccd by the lapse of time, or the oc-

cupations of matnrer years, my ideas of its

practicability and its importance have been

confirmed by every succeeding reflection.

I

The emigrations from the Highlands,

which had been of little amount during the

continuance of hostilities, recommenced

upon the return of peace, with a spirit more

determined and more widely diffused than

on any former occasion. All those views

which I had hitherto entertained, then re-

curred as requiring immediate attention

;

and the strong impressions I had on the

subject induced me to state, to some mem-
bers of the then Administration, the necessity

of active interference, for attracting the

emigrants to our own colonies. These re-

presentations were treated with polite at-

tention, but did not excite an interest cor-

responding to my own ideas of the impor-

tance of the object. Inasmuch, however,

as it could be promoted by the disposal of

wa:.te lands of the Crown, I was in-

formed that every reasonable encourage-

i!
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ment might be expected. Seeing no pro-

bability of my views being eirectudlly adopt-

ed by Government, and reluctant to aban-

don the object altogether, I was led to con-

sider how far, under the encouragement

held out, I could, as an individual, follow

it up on a more limited scale, to the effect

at least of establishing the practicability of

my suggestion. Having, therefore, received

the assvirance of a grant of land on liberal

terms, such as promised an adequate return

for the unavoidable expenses of the under-

taking, I resolved to try the experiment,

and, at my own risk, to engage some of the

emigrants, who were preparing to r;o to the

United States, to change their dcsanation,

and embark for our own colonics.

^1

'1 s\

of

iii-

:e-

It is unnecessary to detail the transactions

to which this ied,and the various obstructions

I met with in the Highlands, from persons

whose jealousy had been roused by my at-

tempt. When the preparations for myexpedi-

tion were pretty far advanced, 1 learned tliat

in consequence of some calumnious reports.

Government were disposedto look less favour-

ably than at first on my undertaking. To
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tli!

remove the grounds of these misapprehen-

sions, in February 1S03, 1 stated to the Secre-

tary of State for the Colonial Department, (in

the concise form to which the bounds of a

Letter restricted me,) the principal out-

lines of the following arguments ; and I

had the satisfaction to learn that this repre-

sentation had removed the doubts of the

Noble Lord to whom it was addressed.

I was given to understand, however, that it

would be more satisfactory to Government,

if the people I had engaged were settled in a

maritime situation, instead of that I had at

first in contemplation. For reasons, which

I may perhaps have occasion hereafter to lay

before the public, I was by no means satis-

fied that this suggestion was founded in just

views of national policy. Nevertheless I

thought it my duty under all the circum-

stances of the case, to acquiesce, and deter-

mined on making my settlement in Prince

Edward's Island, in the Gulph of St. Law-

rence.

From various considerations I found that,

to give the experiment a fair prospect of sue-
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cess, my own presence with the colonists was

indispensable It was indeed with some re-

luctance that I ultimately yielded to this

;

for, before I sailed, the unexpected renewal

of hostilities had taken place. The business

was then too far advanced to admit of any

change of plan ; and it was with the most

anxious feelings that I found myself under

the necessity of quitting the kingdom at so

critical a moment. In other respects I have

had no reason to regret my absence, as it

has not only led me to sources of infor-

mation, to which few have access ; but

I trust that my occupation in the mean

time has not been wholly useless to my
country.

(I

II

i

w

i. w

I find, that my own views in this under-

taking have been as much misrepresented,

as the subject in general has been misunder-

stood. But I enter with confidence on the

task of correcting the mistakes that have

been disseminated ; trusting that a simple

statement of facts will be not less con-

vincing to the public at large, than it has

already been to an official character.
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My first intention indeed was to have

given to the world the very Letter, I have

above alluded to, with a few additional il-

lustrations ; but I could not avoid expand-

ing my observations more than was consis-

tent with such a plan, in order to render

them intelligible to those who are not well

acquainted with the local circumstances of

Scotland. I have therefore cast the whole

anew into its present form ; and, notwith-

standing the bulk to which it has grown, I

cannot flatter myself that the subject is

exhausted. If time had permitted, some

valuable additional documents might have

been collected. Anxious, however, that the

misrepresentations, which have been circu-

lated under the sanction ofrespectable names,

should no longer remain uncontradicted, I

venture to submit these remarks, in their

present imperfect state, to the judgment of

the public, and solicit that indulgence, to

which, perhaps, I have some claim from the

importance of the subject, and the unavoid-

able haste of this publication.

Wi



OBSERVATTO^^ S

ON THE PRESENT STATE

OF TUF,

HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND, c^c. I:

T. Independence cf the Highland Chieftains in formet

times. Internal state of the country resulting from

that circumstance.

it

1 HE State of commercial refinement and re-

gular government, to which we are accus-

tomed in England, has been so long esta-

blished, that it req\iires some effort of ima-

gination, to form a distinct idea of the situ-

ation of things under the feudal system.

We must look back to a distant period of

time, the manners and customs of which

have gradually disappeared, with the causes

which gave rise to them, and have left few

traces of their existence. This has also been

the case, to a great degree, in the Low^ Coun-
B

3J?;-
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try of Scotland ; hw: the progress of society

in the Highlands has been very different. It

must not be forgotten, that Uttle more than

half a century has passed, since that part of

the kingdom was in a state similar to that

of England before the Norman conquest.

When we look back to the condition of the

Highlands before the year 1745, the differ-

ences which still exist between that and the

other parts of the kingdom are easily ac-

counted for. There is much more reason to

be surprised at the progress that has been

made by the inhabitants in these sixty years,

than that they should not have accomplish-

ed to its full extent the change, which in

other parts has been the work of many cen-

turies. The feudal system has been abo-

lished ; but the customs that arose out of it

are not forgotten. . An act of parliament,

supported by a military force, could destroy

the one ; time only can eradicate the other :

and in every peculiarity of the Highlanders,

we may trace the remnants of this former

state of the country, or the effects of its

rapid change.

f

1

I

iii

iiil
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Though the conquests of Cromwell, and

the issue of the rehclUon in 1715, gave a

check to the independence of the Highland

chieftains, vet it is w^cll knov^'n that, till after

the year 1 745, it was never completely over-

thrown. Before that period, the authority

of law was too feeble to afford protection.

The obstructions to the execution of any le-

gal warrant were such, that it was only for

objects of great public concern that an ex-

traordinary efibrt was sometimes made to

overcome them. In any ordinary case of

private injury, an individvial could have little

expectation of redress, unless he could avenge

his own cause ; and the only hope of safety

from any attack was in meeting force by

force.

•" fi

In this state of things, every person above

the common rank depended for his safety

and his consequence on the number and at-

tachment of his servants and dependants

:

without people ready to defend him, he could

not expect to sleep in safety, to preserve his

house from pillage, or his family from mur-

i^m

t:a.

1$
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dcr ; he must have submitted to the inso-
'

lence of every neighbouring robber, unless

he had maintained a numerous train of fol-

lowers to go with him into the field, and to

fight his battles. To this essential object,

every inferior consideration was sacrificed

;

and the principal advantage of landed pro-

perty consisted in the means it afforded to

the proprietor of multiplying his dependants.

By allowing his tenants to possess their

farms at low rents, he secured their ser-

vices whenever required, and, by the power

of removing any one who was refractory,

maintained over them the authority of a

monarch. The sacrifice of pecuniary interest

was of very inferior importance, and was

not a matter of choice ; for any proprietor,

who should have acted on contrary princi-

ples, losing the attachment of his people,

would have been left a prey to the violence

of his neighbours.

TheHighlandgentlemen appearto havebeen

so anxious on this subject, that they never

ventured to raise their rents, however much

m
, iiii

i(

'
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the circumstances of any case might make it

reasonable : the tenant in fact paid his rent

not so much in money as in miHtary services;

and this explains the extraordinary diflcrcnce

between the apparent v^alue of land in the

Highlands, In former times, and at present.

The small rentals of the estates forfeited by

the rebels of 1 745 have often been remariced

with surprise, and have been contrasted vvidi

the great value of the same lands at present;

but were the rent of these estates at their

utmost actual value to be all laid out in em-

ploying labourers, at the rates now current

in the north of Scotland, the number of

men to whom they would furnish wages and

maintenance would not be very diifercnt

from that of the clatLs who came out from

them in the rebellion*.

The value of landed property was, in these

times, to be reckoned, not; by the rent it pro-

duced, but by the men whom it could send

into the field. It is mentioned indeed of one

ofthe chieftains, that being questioned by a

* See Appendix [A.]

3 .'
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stranger as tvj the rent of his estate, he

answered, that it could raise 500 men.

Under these circumstances, it was natural

that every proprietor should wish to reduce

his farms into as small portions as possible

:

and this inclination was fully seconded by

the disposition of the people. The state of

the country left a fiither no other means of

providing for a numerous family, than by

dividing his farm among them ; and where

two families could be placed on the land that

was previously occupied by one, the pro-

prietor acquired a new tenant, and a new

soldier. From the operation of these princi-

ples, the land seems, in a great majority of

cases, to have been divided into possessions

barely sufficient for a scanty subsistence to

the occupiers.

It was indeed usual for the head of a clan,

possessing extensive territories, occasionally

to grant more considerable farms to the

younger branches of his family ; but this

circumstance had little effect on the general

i
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Ian,

jlly

the

his

ral

mode of agricultural management. The

tacksmen (as the holders of such large farms

were termed) were considered nearly in the

same light as proprietors, and acted on the

same principles. They were the oiFirers who,

under the chief, commanded in the military

expeditions of the clan. This was their em-

ployment ; and neither their own disposi-

tions, nor the situation of the country, in-

clined them to engage in the drudgery of

agriculture, any further than to sup[)]y the

necessaries of life for their own families.

A part of their land was usually sufficient

for this purpose ; and the remainder was

let off, in small portions, to cotters, who

differed but little from the small occupiers

who held their lands immediately from the

chief, excepting that, in lieu of rent, they

were bound to a certain amount of labour for

the advantage of their immediate superior.

The more of these people any gentleman

could collect around his habitation, with

the greater facility could he carry on the

work of his own farm,—the greater too

was his personal safety. Besides this,

the tacksmen, holding their lands from

n

\

;l'
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the chief at a mere quit-rent, were natu-

rally solicitous to merit his favour, by
tlie number of their immediate dependants

whom they could bring to join his standard;

and they hcul in fad no other means of em-

ploying to advantage the superfluity of their

land, than by joining in the general system

of the country, and multiplying the ultimate

occupiers of the land.

These circumstances produced a state of

manners, from which it is easy still to trace

the most striking peculiarities of the High-

landers. The greatest part of the countr}^

was fit only for pasturage, and the small por-

tions of arable land which fell to the share

of any family, could occupy but little of

their time. On two or three occasions in the

course of the vcar, the labours of the field

required a momentary exertion, to prepare

the soil, or to secure the crop : but no re-

gular and continued industry was requisite

for providing the simple necessaries of life,

to which their forefathers had been accus-

tomed, and beyond which their ambition

did not extend. The periods of labour were

i
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natu-
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r were

short ; and they could devote the intermedi-

ate time to indolence, or to amusement, un-

less when their assistance was required for

the defence of their chief and of their fa-

milies, or for attacking some neighbouring

clan. Prowess on these occasions was the

most valuable quality they could possess,

and that on which their pride was found-

ed ; warlike achievements engrossed their

thoughts ; and the amusements of their

leisure hours generally consisted of active

exercises, or displays of strength and agility,

calculated to enhance their estimation as

warriors.

This style of life, favourable as it was to

the acquisition of all those qualities of mind

and body which are requisite to form a

good soldier, was no less adverse to habits

of industry. If, indeed, the natural dis-

position of the Highlanders to industrv

had been ever so great, their situation Vvouid

have allowed it but little scope. Their Unds

afforded few objects of commerce : t-He only

article of which they ever had any consider-

able superfluity was cattle ; ana, from the

c

^1

lis

4'
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turbulent state of the country, these could

not be brought to market without the ut-

most difficulty. The desire of accumulating

was checked by the insecurity of property

:

nor indeed are those who acquire it by the

sword much in the habit of hoarding with

care ; what may next day be replaced by the

plunder of an enemy, they are disposed to la-

vish with careless profusion. Thus among

the antient Highlanders, the same men, who
made a glory of pillage and rapine, carried

the sentiments of hospitality and generosity

to a romantic excess.

The meanest of the Highlanders was im-

pressed with these sentiments ; but, while

he reckoned it disgraceful to shut his door

against the stranger, or to withhold from

him any thing which his house contained,

he considered it as equally unpardonable, if

he was refused, by another, any thing of

which he was in want. From the chieftains

in p3.rticular, the most unbounded generosity

was expected ; and the necessity, which they

were under, of concihating the attachment

of their people, led them to follow the same

:1
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conduct, whatever might be their natural

disposition.

The authority of the chief, however great,

was not of that absoUite kind which has

sometimes been imagined, and could not be

maintained without an unremitted attention

to all the arts of popularity. Condescending

manners were necessary in every individual,

of whatever rank ; the meanest expected to

be treated as a gentleman, and almost as an

equal. Nor was this all. The intiiriate con-

nexion of the chief with his people, their

daily intercourse, the daily dependance they

had on each other for immediate safety, the

dangers which they shared, were all naturally

calculated to produce a great degree ofmutual

sympathy and affection. If there were any

of the higher ranks who did not really feel

such sentiments, prudence prevented them

from allowing this to appear ; and the de-

voted attachment of their followers is de-

scribed in terms of astonishment by cotem-

porary writers.

Yet this attachment was an eiFect easily
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deducible from the general principles of

human nature. Among the poor in civilized

countries, there is, perhaps, no circuiTistance

more severely felt, than the neglect they

meet with from persons of superior rank,

and vv^hich appears to stigmatize them, as of

an inferior species : w^hen any one attends to

their distresses, they are often more soothed

by the concern v^diich they perceive they ex-

cite, than by any direct advantage that may
result. When a person of rank treats his

inferiors with cordiality, and shows an in-

terest in their welfare, it is seldom that, in

any country, this behaviour is not repaid

by gratitude and affection. This was par-

ticularly to be expected among the High-

landers, a people naturally of acute feelings,

habituated to sentiments of a romantic and

poetical cast : in them the condescending

manners and kindness of their chiefs, ex-

cited an attachment bordering on enthu-

siasm*

m

. :|

* See Appendix [B.]
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II. Chancre in the poUcij of the Highland proprietors

subsequent to the PubeUion in 1743.

)*i

The change which this state of society un-

derwent after the rebellion in 1745, was

great and sudden. The final issue of that

contest annihilated the independance of the

chieftains ; and the vigorous measures by

which the victory of Ciilloden was followed,

gave to regular government an authority

which it had never before possessed in that

part of the kingdom. The country was dis-

armed, and a sufficient force stationed in it

to prevent any great and daring violation of

the law. h

The chiefs now ceased to be petty mo-

narchs. The services of their followers

were no longer requisite for defence, and

could no longer be made use of for the

plunder of a defenceless neighbour. They

were reduced to the situation ofany other pro-

prietors: but they were not long in discover-

ing, that to subsist a numerous train of de-

pendants was not the only way in which

II!
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their estates could be rendered of value
;

that the rents they received were far below

those given for lands of equal quality in

other parts of the kingdom.

ii ^
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For a few years after the power of the

chieftains was broken, the influence of

old habits seems to have prevailed, and it

was some time before any great change

took place ; but, by degrees, the proprietors

began to exact a rise of rent. Though the

first demands of this kind were extremely

moderate, the rents being still far below the

real value of the lands, yet the circumstance

was so unprecedented, that great dissatisfac-

tion ensued; and the removal of some of the

tenants, who refused to comply, excited still

more indignation. Accustomed to transmit

their possessions from father to son, as if

they had been their property, the people

seem to have thought, that as long as they

paid the old and accustomed rent, and per-

formed the usual services, their possessions

were their own by legal right,,

The discontents which arose from these

Sm>
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causes, were for a time but partial ; for tlic

progress of raising rentci was slow. The

gentlemen who had been educated amidst

the habits of the feudal times, could not at

once relinquish all the sentiments of their

youth. The attachment of their people was

of so flattering a nature, that it was often

preferred to pecuniary advantages ; and

little alteration seems to have been made,

till the generation of old proprietors was

extinct. Gradually, however, men educat-

ed under different circumstances came for-

ward, and feeling more remotely the in-

fluence of antient connexions with their de-

pendants, were not inclined to sacrifice for a

shadow the substantial advantage of a pro-

ductive property. The more necessitous, or

the less generous, set the example ; and one

gradually followed another, till at length all

scruple seems to be removed, and the pro-

prietors in the Highlands have no more hesi-

tation than in any other part of the kingdom,

in turning their estates to the best advantage.

:^l

if

There are still, indeed, a few chieftains

who retain so much of the antient feudal no-
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tions, as to be unwilling to dispossess the old

adherents of tlieir fiimilics ; and, from a ten-

derness towards them, submit to consider-

able loss. There are many others who,

from vanity, are desirous of counting a nu-

merous tenantry, and would willingly pre-

serve the population of their estates, if it

could be reconciled to their pecuniary in-

terest. These motives, though now wearing

fast away, have however had great effect till

of late; so that, notwithstanding the length

oftime that has elapsed since the year 1745, a

very considerable proportion of theHighlands

remains under circumstances directly arising

out of the feudal state, or is at this moment
in the crisis of change. But the causes

which have hitherto retarded the change

are so much enfeebled, that they cannot long

continue to have a perceptible effect ; and, as

an unavoidable consequence, the Highlands

in general must soon fall into that state

which is most conducive to the pecuniary

interest of its individual proprietors.

11
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ilT. Coriscqi/cucrs of litis ciutvga on prfi/lalio?i, /hrc7/gh

the prevalence of paslurdi:^', sliccp-J'armbig^ and cn-

fTrossui[f of arms^ff'

In one very import'at circumstance, the

antient state of the Highlands difFcred re-

markably from the rest of the khigdom,—

-

every spot was occupied by nearly as many

families as the produce of the land could

subsist.

In other parts, and indeed in every civi-

lized country where landed estates are on a

large scale, we find no more people upon a

farm than are reckoned necessary for carry-

ing on the work that must be done upon it.

This is the natural result of tlie operation

of private interest. The proprietor lets his

land to the tenant who will give him the

highest rent for it ; and the tenant m.anages

it in the manner that he expects will pro-

duce him the most profit. For this purpose,

he must raise as much produce, but with

as little expense, as possible : to avoid ex-

pense, he must employ no unnecessary

.JV.;,
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hands ; must feed no superfluous mouths.

The less of the produce is consumed upon

the farm, the more he can carry to market.

From these causes, the population in all

those parts of the kingdom which are

merely agricultural, is reduced much below

the proportion of people which the country

could feed ; while particular spots that are

favourable for manufiictures have accumu-

lated a population greatly exceeding what

the produce of the immediate vicinity could

maintain. There the superabundant pro-

duce of the agricultural districts finds a

market; there any .superabundant popula-

tion may expect to find employment.

Where there is no employment but what

arises directlyfrom the cultivation of the land,

the country is more or less peopled accord-

ing to the mode of cultivation. A highly

refined agriculture, that approaches to gar-

dening, will employ a considerable popula-

tion, though not equal to that of a manu-

facturing district. In the ordinary style

of agricultural management, less labour
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being bestowed on tlic Lmtl, fewer pec >le

will be requir.d, and fewer will fluu a

maintenanec. This will be still more the

case where a great proportion of the land is in

grass; and even in countries entirely devoted

to pasture a dllference will be observed;

as a dairy farm will recjiiire more hands

than the same land employed for mere

grazing.

•x^ii When we inquire therefore wliat popula-

tion may be maintained in any district, wc

have not merely to ask what the country

could produce, or how many inhabitants

that produce could maintain ; the essential

point is, to know what employment it can

afford, and imder what mode of manage-

ment the land will be most profitable to the

occupier. To examine the Highlands of

Scotland by this test, let us consider what

are the other parts of the kingdom to which

it bears most resemblance. If in any of

the mountainous districts of England, we
find a considerable population collected in

one spot, it is where a number of hands

are required for working mines, or where

I
•!
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the ii'oimtlancc oF coal lias led to the csta-

blislinient of maiiiu'actures. In the High-

lands there arc fnv mines, and these of little

conscquciicc: the country is entiely destitute

of co:il i ; and thougii the inhabitants have an

opporcunky of suj^plying themselves with

peat or tuif from tlie mosses, yet this is by a

process i.o expensive and precarious in a rainy

cliniai;\ tiiat this fuel is by no means a com-

plete substitute for coals, and is of very in-

ferior value. The liighlands are therefore

on a par with the mountains of the South

of Scotland, and those on the borders of

the two kingdoms, with a great part of

Cumberland and Westmoreland, of North

Wales, and some other mountainous di-

stricts in England :—in all of these, the soil

and climate forbid the extension of tillage,

while the scarcity of fuel has discouraged

manufacturing industry.

In such mountainous regions, the most

profitable employment of land is univer-

sally found to be in rearing young cattle

and sheep, which, at a proper age, are

bought by farmers in more fertile countries.

sa:
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and fattened for the butdier. iew of tlio^.c

mountains are entirely destitute of ^poto in

which cultivation might he practicable; but

it is found more advantageous to keen them

in grass, as the numerous Hocks which a

range of mountains can Iced in summer,

require some better [)asture in shclicred situa-

tions for a retreat in winter. lor these rea-

sons, judicious farmers attempt little culti-

vation, except in so far as it can be rendered

subservient to the accommodation of their

flocks; and those who have tried more have

been obUged to acknowledge, tl.at the ex-

pense of labour, combined witli the loss of

their winter pastures, has overbalanced any

profit arising from their crops.

These reasons have still more force in the

Highlands, where the climate is more adverse

to the production of grain, and renders a

reserve ofwinter pastures still more indispen-

sable. From the prevalence therefore of the

same circumstances, it must be expected that

the lands will fall into the same general style

of management ; and that in the Highlands,

as in the Cheviots or in Tweeddale, a few

i' ,
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shepherds, with choir dogs, will be found

sui3icient for all the profitable work of an

extensive range of land.

Ever since the introduction of sheep-

farming into the Highlands, there has been

a very unequal struggle between the former

possessors of the lands, and the graziers.

It would be difficult, perhaps, to quote an

instance where the old tenantry have been

able to offer a rent fully equal to that which

their competitors would have given. In

many instances, indeed, the fear of such

competition has induced them to stretch their

utmost nerve, and to make offers, which left

from the produce of the land a bare sub-

sistence for themselves. The indulgence of

the landlords has often induced them to pre-

fer these offers, when they could certainly

have procured higher ; and in these cases,

the tenants have, perhaps, found their situ-

ation better than they had just reason to ex-

pect. The great and continual rise that has

taken place in the value of every species of

produce, and of none more than grazing

cattle, has enabled them to pay their rent

8
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with tolerable case, and even to accumulate

some savings, though in no proportion to

the profits of the sheep-farmers, during the

same period.

That this new system, however, is adapted

to the natural circumstances of the High-

lands, is sufficiently proved by its rapid and

continual progress ; nor can it be doubted

that, from the same causes, it must ulti-

mately prevail throughout all the mountain-

ous parts.

On the first introduction of sheep-farming,

it was confined to a few adventurous in-

dividuals, who being accustomed to it in the

South of Scotland, had penetration to ob-

serve the vast field which was open to them,

and firmness to persevere, notwithstanding

the multiplied obstacles which opposed them.

Having a great extent of country in their

choice, they selected only such farms as were

peculiivrly adapted to their purpose, and such

as they could bargain for at a rent extremely

low in proportion to their real value. Du-

ring all this period, therefore, the old oc-

1 ,^ .
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cupiers had to contend with a competition,

partial, and comparatively feeble. The case

is now altered, and the graziers are so mul-

tiplied as to enter into competition with one

another, and to give a rent as fully propor-

tionate to the value of the land as in the rest

of the kingdom.

• L

i

m
i

The first sheep-farmers, like all who
introduce new and successful modes of

agricvilture, reaped great profits, extended

their capital, and have naturally been in-

duced to employ it all in the same man-

ner. Their success has also attracted others

from the South of Scotland. The more

sagacious of the inhabitants of the country

itself saw the benefits they might derive from

a similar mode of management. The small

proprietors of land were among the first to

imitate it ; and some of them have taken the

whole, or the greater part of their estates

into their own possession. Many of the

tacksmen have also discarded their superflu-

ous cotters and subtenants, and imitate the

active industry of the strangers.
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The success that has hitherto invariably

attended the practice, has been an induce-

ment to all those in the Highlands, who can

command any considerable capital, to en-

gage in the same business ; and the remark-

able rise that has taken place in the value of

produce within the last few years, has led

them to offer rents, which are considered by

the best judges as the utmost, if not beyond

what the average rate of prices will enable

the farmer to pay. Hence the competition

with which the old occupiers have to con-

tend, has risen to a pitch v\^hich they cannot

possibly resist ; and the conclusion is in-

evitable, that, as fast as the current leases

expire, the whole or nearly the whole of

this body of men will be dispossessed.

The cotters are scarcely more likely to hold

their place ; because, though a few may be

requisite, yet the number usually employed

on any tarm under the old system, was in-

comparably greater than a grazier has oc-

casion for. The rents that are novv^ to be naid.
L

will not allow the occupier to submit to any

unnccessary expense: the families to be main-

tained on the ground must, for liis osvn
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interest, be reduced to the small number

who are sufficient for the tending of his

flocks*

The tract of country known b y the gene-

ral name of Highlands, is not every where

mountainous; and there are situations where,

in all probability, sheep-farming will not

prevail. In some parts the country consist*

of low hills, more adapted for pasturing

black cattle than sheep ; in others, there is

a great proportioh of arable land ; but

the climate is generally a discouragement

to tillage, even where the soil and situa-

tion oppose no obstacles.—The Western

Coast and Isles are subject to such excessive

rains, that a crop of grain can scarcely be

secured without damage, or at least not with-

out great expense, difficulty, and uncertainty.

Under these circumstances, the farmer will

certainly find it for his advantage to keep the

greatest part of his arable land in pasture

:

and, though the tending of cattle may re-

quire rather more labour than that of sheep,

a grazing of any kind, when managed with

oeconomy, can afford employment to very

few people in comparison with the numbers
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hitherto maintahied vinder the old system

of the Highlands.
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The same general principle is applicable

even to the districts where agriculture can

be carried on to advantage : in no part will

cultivation require all the people whom the

produce of the land can support. Where

farms are very small, the proprietors will,

in every situation, find it for their interest

to throw several into the hands of one man.

The occupier of a minute portion of land,

who, without any other source of profit,

can raise little more produce than enough

for his own consumption, has no means of

paying an adequate rent. One man con-

stantly employed might accomplish all the

work of cultivating several of these small

possessions. When they are thrown to-

gether, the farmer is enabled, merely bv

diminishing the number of superfluous

mouths, to send a part of the produce to

market ; and from the same land, without

any addition to its fertility, to afford a better

rent to the landlord*.

* See Appendix [C]
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The further enlargement of farms throws

them into the hands of men of education and

eflicicnt capital, who, by following improved

modes of cultivation, increase the productive-

ness of the soil : thus, according to the ob-

servation of Dr. Adam Smith, " the diminu-

" tion of cottagers, and other small occupiers

" of land, has in every part of Europe been

" the immediate forerunner of improvement

" and better cultivation." This the High-

land proprietors have already begun to ex-

perience; and a tendency towards the ac-

cumulation of farms, is very observable in

the agricultural districts, as well as in those

devoted to pasturage.

,!!'!•
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Hence a number of small occupiers of

laud must be disT:)ossesscd. Where Jar^e farms
i. o

are already established, many of the people,

who were thought necessary in the fevidal

times, and have since been suffered to re-

main on the land, vvdll, under any system

of cultivation, be found superfluous as work-

men, and dismissed. Ail of these have been

hiihcrto enabled to live by possessing land

at a rent below its value : directly or indi-

rectly they arc a burdicn on the proprietors
;

.!%,
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^{nd unless some new and profitable employ-

ment can be devised for tliem, tlicv mup>t

continue to be a burthen as loner as thcv

remain in the country.

To this the proprict(>rs certainly will r^ot

long submit ; and tlicrcfore a great part of

the present inhabitants of the Highlands

must in one way or another seek for means

of livelihood totally different from those ou

which they have hitherto depended.
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Thoup;h there has been a continual pro-

gress towards this state of things, it has

never till now taken place to its full extent.

The new modes of management have reach-

ed their full maturity in but a small propor-

tion of the Highlands. From those parts

where they are of more recent introduction,

emigrations have taken place on former oc-

casions, but not to such an extent, as to

produce a sensible diminution of the in-

habitants. Thus the change of sys;:em, has

yet to produce its entire and unimpaired ef-

fect in a countrv still teeminc: with the su-

erabundant populat

enius of the feudal

ion accumulated by tnc

times.
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IV^. Situation mid circumstances of the old tenantry

:

choice of resources when dispossessed of their farms

:

Ernigrat ion preferred ; for ivhat reasons; limited h
extent.

1 HIS great change in the system ofmanage-

ment throughout the Highlands branches

into various and compUcated effects. In

order to give a clear view of its unavoidable

consequences, it will be proper first to enter

into some details as to the situation and mode

of life of the people, such as we actually find

them, where the old system still remains.

From this it will be easy to deduce the im-

mediate effects which the change must pro-

duce on their circumstances; and it will thus

appear that emigration is the line of conduct

which the occasion leads them most natu-

rally to pursue. After considering this

consequence, as it affects the interest of

the public, the same details will enable us

to appreciate how far it may be obviated

or modified by legislative wisdom ; and

this will lead to a discussion of all the re-

sources which have been proposed as re-

medies for preventing emigration.

';,!i:| :l
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in consequence of the extensive distribution

of landed possessions arising from the feudal

manners, combined with the small progress

that has been made in the arts of life and

division of labour, the people of the High^-

lands are not separated into distinct classes

of farmers, labourers, and mechanics : they

are all more or less engaged in agriculture.

There are no markets where provisions can be

purchased, so that every man must be a far-

mer, at least so far as to raise provisions for

his own family. Whatever additional em-

ployment a man may follow, he must oc-

cupy a small spot of land ; and any one who
cannot procure such a possession, cannot

live in the country.

The farms occupied by the common
tenantry, are hamlets or petty townships*,

held by six or eight partners, sometimes

by many more. The shares appear to

have been originally equal; but by the

subdivision of some, and the accumula-

* Called in the Gaelic lantiuape ha'iU : in the Low
Country dialect toiuis.
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tion, in other cases, of several in the

same hand, it is now frequently found that

one man has a third or a fourth part of

a farm, while his neighbour has but a fif-

teenth or a twentieth part.

These farms consist, in general, of a por-

tion of a valley, to which is annexed a

tract of mountain pasture, often stretching

to the distance of many miles. The habi-

tations are collected in a little village, in

the midst of the richest and best of the

arable lands, which are used as croj'fs in

constant tillage. The less fertile of the arable

lands on the outskirts, termed oiitjicld^ are

only occasionally cultivated, and every part

of them is in its turn left in grass. The

lands in tillage, are sometimes cultivated in

common, but are more visually distributed

among the tenants in proportion to their

shares ; seldom, however, in a permanent

manner, but from year to year. The pro-

duce of the tillage land rarely affords a

superfluity beyond the maintenance of the

tenants and their families. Their riches

consist of cattle, chiefly breeding cows, and

}i li
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the young stock produced from them, which

are maintahied on the farm till of a proper

age for the market; and by tlie sale of these

the tenants are enabled to j)ay their rent.

The number which each farm or (oiui is

capable of maintaining, is ascertained by

antient usage, and may be, in general, from

thirty to eighty cows, besides other cattle.

The total amount is divided among the oc-

cupiers according to their respective shares,

no one being allowed to keep more than his

regulated proportion.

I

The joint occupiers of such farms are

termed anutll tciiaiit.^^ to distinguish them

from, the rac/i\s//i(n, who hold entire farms,

and who are in general of the rank of gentry,

each of thcvTi tracing himself to some antient

proprietor of the estate, who has allotted

the flirm as a provision for a cadet of his

family.

Upon the farms of tlie tacksmen, are a

mr.nber of subtenants or co/tcrs, under

which general term may be included vari-

ous local denominations of ooflrrs, mailers,

7
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&c. &c. These people hold their possessions

under various conditions : sometimes they

differ from the tenants in little else than the

diminutive scale of their possessions ; but in

general they have a greater or less amount of

labour to perform as a part of their rent.

Frequently they are absolute servants to their

immediate superior, having the command
only of a small share of their own time to

cultivate the land allowed them for main-

taining their families. Sometimes the tacks-

man allows a portion of his own tillage field

for his cotter ; sometimes a small separate

croft is laid off for him ; and he is likewise

allowed, in general, to pasture a cow, or per-

haps two, along with the cattle of the farm*.

r

r'
!

Cotters are not confined to the farms of

the tacksmen—they are also intermixed with

the small tenants. Two or three are gene-

rally employed on every farm, as servants of

the whole partnership, for herding their

cattle, or preventing the trespasses of others.

There are also a few people who exercise the

trades of black-smiths, weavers, taylors,

* See Appendix [D.]
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shoemakers, 6cc. and who bargain with one

or other of the tenants for a portion of his

land. Sometimes persons who have been

dispossessed of their own farms, and are un-

able to procure a share of one elsewhere,

will secure a temporary residence in the

country by taking subsets of this kind

:

sometimes individuals, connected by rela-

tionship with the tenants of a farm, and

who have no other resource, are permitted,

from mere charity, to occupy some corner

of waste land, where, by raising crops of

potatoes, they contrive to work out a mise-

rable subsistence.

It may be easily conceived, that the line

between these two classes, the small tenants

and the cotters, is not always very accurately

defined ; some of the more opulent of the

cotters being as well provided as the lowest

of the tenants. Upon the whole, however,

there is a great difference in the amount of

their property, and in the views they may
entertain, when, by the progress of sheep-

farming, they are dispossessed of their tene-

ments. Among the more opulent, it is nf)t
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uncommon for one man to have twelve,

fifteen, or even twenty cows ; but in general

the small tenant, according to his share of

the farm, may have from three or four, to

six or eight cows, and always with a pro-

portionate number of young cattle. He has

also horses, a few small sheep, implements

of agriculture, and various household articles

to dispose of; and, from the sale of all these

he is enabled to embark in undertakings

wdiich cannot be thought of by the cotter,

and which are not within the reach of the

peasantry even in the more improved and

richer parts of the kingdom.

l^i^i

There the labouring poor, though earn-

ing very considerable wages, are seldom

possessed of much permanent property.

Their daily or weekly wages are expended

in the market as fast as they arise, for the

immediate supply of their families. In the

Highlands, there are few of the lower class

who have the means of living nearly so well

as an English labourer, but many who

have property of much greater value. In

the Agricultural Survey of the Northern

Ui
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bounties, details are given of the ceconomy

of a farmer of about ^0 acres of arable

land, whose diet and habitation appear to be

of the lowest kind, the total value of his

buildings not exceeding 10/., and the annual

consumption of provisions for his own family

and three scrvdnfs amounting to about 15'.;

yet his capital is estimated at 1 IG/. ; and by

the advance in the price of cattle since the

date of that publication, it must now be

considerably more".

Of tliis description of people it has often

happened that ijO .or 10 families have been

(lisposse SSC(

8

I all at oiu\\ to make way for a

•m X th ose w lio 1lave at-

tended to tlie prv:cccling details will easily

understand the dilemma ':o which every one

of these people must be reduced. The coun-

flordc .f 13 no means or livmfr vv'itnout ao th(try a

possession of land, arid how is that to be pro-

cured ? 'ri;e farms thdt are not already in the

hands of the grazier:-, are all full of inhabi-

tants,themselves periiaps in dread of the same

i:itc, and at anv rate too crowded to make

=>f .s. SIC DlMV O t^ llij Northern C'oaiit'us of 5C()t!ai

(Jiiiuii r.;) lor tlic Uomx] cr A^rlciilti:r'.\. p.'Kjc 76 to 3 J
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room for him. Should he, in spite of every

difficulty, resolve to earn his bread as a

labourer, he can expect no employment in a

neighbourhood, where every spot is occupied

by many more people than are necessary for

its own work ; and if any casual opportunity

of employment occur, it is too uncertain to

be depended upon. Let his industrious

dispositions be ever so great, he must, in

the total want of manufacturing employ-

ment in his own neighbourhood, quit his

native spot ; and, if he do not leave the king-

dom altogether, must resort to some of those

situations where the increasing demand for

labour affords a prospect of employment.
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When a great nimiber are dispossessed

at once, and the land is to be applied to

purposes that afford little or no employment,

as in a sheep-walk, the conclusion is so

evident as to require no illuscration : but

the case is not essentially altered when these

people are dismissed in a gradual and

continued progress one after another. In

this way, indeed, the circumstance does

not excite so much attention; but the effects

on the stiite of the country are the same ;

^
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and to the individual who is dispossessed,

it makes no other difference than that he

has fewer companions to share his misfor-

tune. It is equally impossible for him to

find resources in his native spot, and he is

equally under the necessity of removing to

a different situation.

Sheep-farming, though it is the most pro-

minent occasion, is not the radical cause of

the diiEculties to which the peasantry of the

Highlands are reduced: the disposition to ex-

tend farms by throwing several possessions

into one, in the manner that has already

been alluded to, must produce the same ef-

fect, in whatever mode the land is after-

wards to be managed.

To the dispossessed tenantry, as well as to

the cotters, who by the same progress

of things are deprived of their situation and

livelihood, two different resources present

themselves. They know that in the Low
Country of Scotland, and particularly in the

manufacturing towns, labour will procure

them good wages : they know likewise that

in America the wages of labour are still

,.-:)
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higher, and that from the moderate price of

land they may expect to obtain not only the

possession of a farm, but an absolute property.

Of these alternatives, every one who is

acquainted with the country mvist admit

that Emigration is by fiir the most likely

to suit the incUnation and habits of the

Highlander's. It requires a great momentary

effort; but holds out a speedy prospect of a

situation and mode of life similar to that in

which they have been educated. Accustomed

to possess land, to derive from it all the com-

forts they enjoy, they naturally consider it

as indispensable, and can form no idea of

happiness without such a possession. No
prospect of an accommodation of this kind

can enter into the views of any one who seeks

for employment as a day labourer, still less

of thwse who resort to a manufacturing town.

f

%

IK
The manners of a town, the practice of

sedentary labour under the roof of a manu-

factory, present to the Highlander a most

irksome contrast to his former life. The in-

dependance and irregularity to which he is

accustomed, approach to that of the savage:
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his activity is occasionally called forth to the

utmost stretch, in conducting his boat

through boisterous waves, or in traversing

the w^ildest mountains amidst the storms of

winter. But these efforts are succeeded by

intervals of indolence equally extreme. He
is accustomed to occasional exertions of

agricultural labour, but w^ithout any habits

of regular and steady industry; and he has

not the least experience of sedentary em-

ployments, for which, most frequently, the

prejudices of his infancy have taught him

to entertain a contempt.

To a person of such habits, the business

of a manufactory can have no attraction

except in a case of necessity; it can never be

his choice, when any resource can be found

more congenial to his native habits and dis-

position. The occupations of an agricultu-

ral labourer, though very different, would not

be so great a contrast to his former life ; but

thelimited demand for labour leaves him little

prospect ofemployment in this line. Both in

this, and in manufacturing establishments,

every desirable situation is pre-occupied by
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men of much greater skill than the untutored

Highlander. He has therefore little chance

of finding employment but in works of the

lowest drudgery.

j
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To this it is to be added, that the situa-

tion of a mere day-labourer, is one which

must appear degrading to a person who

has been accustomed to consider himself

as in the rank of a farmer, and has been

the possessor even of a small portion of

land. In America, on the contrary, he

has a prospect of superior rank ; of hold-

ing his land on a permanent tenure, in-

stead of a temporary, precarious, and de-

pendant possession. It is not to be forgotten,

that every motive of this nature has a pe-

culiar degree of force on the minds of the

Highland peasantry. The pride, which for-

merly pervaded even the lowest classes, has

always been a prominent feature of their

national character : and this feeling is deeply

wounded by the distant behaviour they now

experience from their chieftains—a mortify-

ing contrast to the cordiality that subsisted

in the feudal times.
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It has sometimes been alleged, that these

motives of preference have been enhanced

by the ignorance of the people, and their

expectation of procuring in America lands

like those of Britain, fit for immediate cul-

tivation. That such ideas may have been

entertained, and even that individuals vv^ho

knew better may have been unprincipled

enough to circulate such falsehoods, is not

impossible : but certainly there is no need

of recurring to delusions of this kind, for

an explanation of the universal preference

of the Highlanders for America. I know,

indeed, from personal communication with

them, that they are aware of the laborious

process that is necessary for bringing the

forest lands into a productive state. But

this is not sufficient to deter men of vigo-

rous minds, when they are incited by such

powerful motives to encounter the difficulty.

It is indeed very probable, that the fashion,

being once set, may influence some who are

under no absolute necessity of emigrating.

That this cause, however, has any very ex-

tensive operation, I can see no ground for
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believing. Those who represent the emigra-

tions as arising from capricious and inade-

quate motives, argue from the circumstance

of tenants having occasionally relinquished

advantageous leases several years before their

expiration, in order to go to America. This,

I believe to be fact, though a very rare oc-

currence ; but were it ever so common, it

would afford no proof in favour of the argu-

ment which it is brought to support.

Do the gentlemen who urge this argument,

suppose the tenantry so blind as to perceive

no danger till they are overwhelmed ? The

tate ot their friends and neighbours is a suf-

ficient warning of that which they must

sooner or later expect. It is surely with good

reason they are convinced that they cannot

long continue to retain the possessions they

now hold; and under this conviction the

simplest dictates of prudence would leadthem

to anticipate the evil day, if they meet any

uncommonly favourable opportunity for ex-

ecuting the plans to which sooner or later

they must have recourse.

1; I
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The price of c'^ttle has of late years been

so fluctuating, and at some periods so ex-

tremely high, that opportunities have oc-

curred for tenants to sell off their stock at

two or three times their usual and average

value. ' Those who availed themselves of this

advantage have acquired so great an increase

of capital, that a few remaining years of an

expiring lease could be no object when put

in comparison. Such instances, so far from

implying capricious levity in the people, are

rather a proof of the deep impression which

the circumstances of the coimtry have made

on their minds,and ofthe deliberate foresight

with which their determinations are formed.

If there were no other proof that emigra-

tion arises from radical and peculiar causes in

the circumstances of the country, it might be

strongly presumed from the fact, that while

this spirit is so prevalent in the Highlands, it

has made no impression, or a very inconsider-

able and transient impression/inthe adjoining

Lowlands. The labourer in the South may
occasionally feel the stimulus of ambition

;

but this affects comparatively few ; the great
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mass of people go on in the track to which

they have been accustomed ; none but

those of peculiarly ardent minds can bring

themselves, for the sake of a distant ob-r

ject, to make the exertion which emigra-r

tion requires.

(•'/ i'

1*1

I ii!
i; :;

The Highlander who is dispossessed of

his land is forced to this species of exr

ertion : it is utterly impossible for him to

go on in the path he has been accustome4

to tread. Whether he emigrate to America,

or remove to the Low Country of Scot-

land, the scene is equally new to him;

his habits are broken through : he must in

either case form himself to an entirely new

mode of life. Forced to a change, it is compa-

ratively of little consequence whether he un-

dertake an exertion ofgreater or lessamount*.

To move his family from the Highlands to

Glasgow or Paisley, is not to be done with-

out an effort, and, to a poor man, a very

considerable effort: and if the result is,

that, after all, he must enter upon a mode

* See Appendix [E.]
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of life to which all his habits render him

averse, which all his prejudices teach him to

consider as degrading, it is surely to be ex-

pected that he will be ready to carry his

effort something further, in order to attain

a more desirable situation.
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Though the Highlanders are certainly very

inferior to their Southern neighbours in the

habits of regular and steady industry, yet, for

a temporary effort, there are few people c cjual

tothem ; none who will submit to greater hard-

ships and privations,where there is a great ob-

ject to be accomplished. Any onewho resolves

on braving the difficulties of an American

settlement, may look forward to a situa-

tion so much superior to that of a day-la-

bourer, and, particularly, so much more

consonant to his habits and former mode of

life, that no tenant, who loses his farm in

the Highlands, can hesitate between these

resources, unless overruling circumstances

counteract his preference.

Accordingly, with a very few exceptions,

we find the choice of the Highlanders has
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been entirely regulated by their ability or in-

ability to afford the expenses of their passage

to America ; and among those whose poverty

has forced them to go into the manufactu-

ring towns, some of the most remarkable

exertions of industry have been prompted,

only by the desire of accumulating as much
money as might enable them to join their

friends beyond the Atlantic.

From the peculiar circumstances of the

Highlands, the proportion of the peasantry

whose property is sufficient to carry them to

America, is much greater than in other parts

of the kingdom.

The excessive division of land arising from

the feudal manners, has confounded and in-

termixed the characters of Jdrmvr and la-

bourer ; and, while it has reduced to a very

lov7 standard the rank of the individual far-

mer, has diffused the agricultural capital of

the country among a great number of hands.

The small tenants form a very considerable

proportion of the population of the High-

lands. Few, even of tlie lowest of this
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class, arc, in ordinary times, vmable to pay

their passage to America : in most in-

stances they have carried with them some

money to begin with in their new situa-

tions.

The cotters, on the contrary, have not, in

general, had property adecjuate to the

expense of the passage, ard few of them

have ever been able lo e.nigrate. There

have been instances of younp unmarried

men binding themselves by iiideatir'c to a

number of years' serv'ce in return for

their passage ; but this has been very rare.

From Ireland, there has been a greater pro-

portion of these rcdcutplUnmri^ (as they are

called) : they are generally, however, young

men who go to seek their fortunes, careless,

perhaps, whether they ever again meet their

relations. The i.iwre social and systematic

plan which the Highlanders have always

followed in freeing to America, is inconsistent

wath the obligations of a redemptioner ; and

to men with families, this resource is wholly

inapplicable. The emigrants have, there-

fore, been almost entirely of the class of
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tenants ; while the cotters, whom the same

change of agricultural system has deprived

of their situation and means of livelihood,

have in general removed into the manufac-

turing districts of the South of Scotland.

Some expectations have been entertained,

that the great public works which have

lately been set on foot in the North of Scot-

land, the Caledonian canal, and the improve-

ment of the roads, may prevent emigration

by the employment they will afford. But

this is more than problematical. Their

great and permanent national utility is a

sufficient ground of praise for these noble

undertakings, without ascribing to them ef-

fects to which they are altogether inadequate.

These vvorks may give a temporary re-

lief to some of the peasantry, but will

not alter the essential circumstances of the

country. They bring employment a little

nearer to the people, and prevent the ne-

cessity of going so many milts to procure it

:

still, however, any one who does not live

in the immediate vicinity must quit his pre-

U
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sent residence to derive any advantage. In

removing his family he cannot forget that

the employment will only be temporary, and

this reflection will strongly counteract the

preference which the situation would other-

wise command. No one will be disposed to

form permanent arrangements on such a

foundation.

::f

.1

Except in point of situation, the em-

ployment afforded by these public works

has no advantage over that which the

Highlanders have long been in the habit of

seeking in the Low C40untry of Scotland.

The small tenant who is deprived of his land

has still the same question to ask himself as

formerly,—whether he will remove into a

diflTerent part of the country to earn his sub-

sistence as a labourer, or go to America

to obtain land:—and the motives which have

hitherto determined his preference for emi-

gration will in no respect be altered.
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V. PolilkaI effecls of the EwJgraiion'i. The Highlands

hitherto a imrserij of Soldiers : circumstances mi.

which this depended; no longer exist : the loss of this

national advantage docs not arisefrom Emigration.

Among the effects of emigration, there is

none that has been more universally la-

mented than the loss of that valuable sup-

ply of soldiers which the public service has

hitherto derived from the Highlands. At

such a moment as this, it is impossible

not to feel deep regret at every circumstance

which may tend to impair the military re-

sources of the nation ; and if any satisfac-

tory means could be devised for obviating,

or even for suspending, an evil of this nature,

it must be considered as of the greatest im-

portance. But how this is to be accom-

plished, is not to be rashly decided. This is

not the only question of political economy

where an apparently direct remedy, occur-

ring on a siiperficial view of the subject,

may prove to be calculated in no degree to

prevent, perhaps to aggravate, the evil we

wish to avoid.

From the details that have been given as

7
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to the state of the Highlands, both previous

to the year 1745 and subsequently, it will

be observed, that all the power of the chief-

tains over their followers, rested on the

essential basis of the low rent of their land;

and on the greater or less continuance of

this, the subsequent state of the country has

chiefly depended. Those proprietors who

continued to exact rents very inadequate to

the real value of their land, maintained all

their former authority over the tenantry,

perhaps even a still greater ; for, during the

feudal times, this authority was tempered

by the dependance of the gentry on the af-

fection of their followers for personal safety.

After the year 1745, the tenantry had no

such return to make for the means of sub-

sistence they derived from the indulgence of

their landlord. They felt, at the same time,

that he must be under frequent temptations

to discontinue that indulgence, and, there-

fore, were still more anxious than formerly

to merit his favour.

The only opportunity they had of render-

ing him any important obligation, was when
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he undertook to raise men for the army.

The zeal with which the followers of any

chieftain then came forward to inlist, was

prompted not only by affection and the en-

thusiasm of clanship, but likewise by obvious

views of private interest. The tenant who,

on such an occasion, should have refused

to comply with the wishes of his land-

lord, was sensible that he could expect no

further favour, and would be turned out of

his farm. The more considerable the pos-

session he held, the greater was his interest,

and his obligation to exert himself. The

most respectable of the tenantry would,

therefore, be among the first to bring for-

ward their sons ; the landlord might, with

an authority almost despotic, select from

among the youth upon his estate, all who
appeared most suitable for recruits. The

gentry of the Highlands were, in general,

too good politicians to make a wanton dis-

play of this power; and well enough ac-

quainted with the temper of their people to

know that they wouldcomeforwardwithmore

alacrity, if allowed to indulge the flattering

idea that their exertions were the spontaneous
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efFect ofattachment to the chief; yet perhaps

no man of penetration in the country ever

doubted the real cause of the facihty with

whichthe Highlandlandlords could raise such

numbers of men with such magical rapidity.

It is easy to see how superior a body of

men, thus composed, must be to a regiment

recruited in the ordinary manner in other

parts of the kingdom. As long as the old

system remained in its purity, as long as

the rents in the Highlands continued nearly

at their old standard, the Highland regi-

ments maintained a very superior character.

Instead of the refuse of a manufacturing

town, these regiments were composed of

hardy mountaineers, whose ordinary mode

of life was a perfect school for the habits of

a soldier. They were composed of the most

respectable of the peasantry ; men, for whose

fidelity and good conduct there was a solid

pledge, in the families they left at home,

and in the motives that Induced them to en-

ter into the service ; men who had much
stronger motives of obedience to their offi-

cers than the lash can enforce ; who were
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previously accustomed, from their infancy,

to respect and obey the same superiors who

led them into the field ; who looked on them

as their protectors not less than their com-

manders ; men in whose minds the attach-

ment of clanship still retained a large

lK)rtion of its anticnt enthusiasm.
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Besides this,c ich corps being collected from

the same neighbourhood, the men were con-

nected by the ties of friendship and of blood

;

and every one saw in his companions those

with whom he had to pass the rest of his life,

whether in a military capacity or not. Every

one was therefore more solicitous to maintain

an unblemished character than he would

have been among a medley of strangers,

from whom he might soon be parted to meet

no more. The same circumstance tended

to give the soldiery a peculiar degree of that

esprit de corps which is so powerful an engine

in the hands of a judicious commander.

The attachment of the Highland soldier to

his regiment was not of a casual or transitory

nature,—it was not a matter of indifference

to him, or the result of accident, whether

!;:!:i I
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he belonged to one regiment or another,

—

his regiment was derived from his clan, and

inseparably connected with it : in the honour

of his regiment he saw that of his name

;

and to it he transferred all those sentiments

ofglory which early education had connected

with the achievements of his ancestors.

The well-known military character of the

Highlanders may thus be naturally accounted

for : but the peculiarities that have been de-

scribed may all be traced to the recent feudal

state of the country ; and in proportion as

this has been supplanted by the progress of

a commercial system, the Highland regiments

have approached to a similarity with the

other regiments in the service. The low rent

of land was the foundation of the whole dif-

ference ; and, that existing no longer, there

is no possibility that its consequences can

long continue. When the Highland chieftain

exacts the full value for his land, his people,

even if he could accommodate them all, will

no longer be dependants ; the relation be-

tween them mvist be the same as between a
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landlord and his tenants in any other part

of the kingdom.

It is not usual in any district for a con-

siderable proprietor to exact for his land

the utmost shilling which it could pos-

sibly afford. The tenant has almost always

some advantage in his bargain; and, in

proportion to this advantage he will be

disposed to pay a certain deference to his

landlord. In many parts of England, where

the lands are held by tenants at will, the

rents are certainly lower in proportion to the

real value than in Scotland, where leases for

a term of years are generally prevalent. It

is probable, therefore, that the tenantry of

the Highlands, under the new system, will

be even more independant than those ofEng-

land; and certainly in a very different situa-

tion from that in which they felt a necessity

of quitting their families and their homes,

whenever they were called upon by their

landlord.

A Yorkshire farmer may give his vote at an

lijif^i
!;''
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election for the candidate whom his landlord

recommends, but would be rather surprised

atan order to inlist,- -not less, perhaps, than he

would be at a summons to attend his lord to

the attack of a neighbouring castle. Such

a summons, however, to his ancestors,

would once have been as irresistible a com-

mand, as recently it was to the Highlander.

The same change in the circumstances of the

country, must produce the same conse-

quences in the Highlands as in England.

It would be as absurd now to expect

every Highlander to follow his chief into the

field, as to suppose that any English noble-

man could, in these days, march against

London with an army of his dependants,

because that was done by Warwick the King-

maker,

Independantly, therefore, of depopulation,

that nursery of soldiers which has hitherto

been found in theHighlands cannot continue.

If there is a possibility of retaining the

present population under the change of

the agricultural system, it is clear that this
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must be done by introducing among the

inhabitants new branches of industry, by

which those who are deprived of their

lands may obtain a subsistence. If manu-

factories should be estabhshed, so exten-

sively as to employ all the present inha-

bitants, they must, of course, acquire the

habits of other manuflicturing districts.

Like them, indeed, they will furnish a pro-

portion of recruits; but these will be of a very

different description from the recruits that

have hitherto been sent from the Highlands.

I
'

1 !!

Will it be argued, that there is some-

thing in the blood of the Highlanders that

will render them soldiers under every cir-

cumstance of habit or education ? If that be

the case, they will form as good a nursery of

soldiers at Glasgow or Paisley, as in their

native valleys. Or does their military cha-

racter arise from the local and physical cir-

cumstances of their country ; and is the

manufacturer of a mountainous district dif-

ferent from the manufacturer of a plain ?

Be it so— still a Highland regiment, recruit-

ed among manufacturing villages, must be

7
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extremely different from the Highland regi-

ments we have hitherto seen ;
- they will no

longer be composed of the flower of the pea-

santry,collected under their natural superiors.

Where men are occupied with industri-

ous pursuits, those of steady habits will

be successful in their business, and be-

come attached to it ; none will be easily

tempted to quit their home, but those who

from idleness and dissipation have not suc-

ceeded in their ordinary occupations. Men
of this description inlisting singly and un-

connected, in any regiment they may happen

to meet, under officers who are unknown to

them, can be depended on no further than

their obedience is enforced by the rigour of

military discipline. A regiment thus com-

posed, whether from the Highlands or any

other part of the kingdom, will be in no re-

spect different from the ordinary regiments

in the service. *
I ;.

This change in the character and compo-

sition of the Highland regiments, is not a

mere speculative probability, but has been
r
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actually going on in a pu'^ps^ive manner,

ever vsince the advance of rents began to be

considerable. We must go back to the

seven-years war to find these regiments in

their original purity, formed entirely on the

feudal principle, and raised in the manner

that has been described. Even as early as

the American war, some tendency towards

a different system was to be observed* ; and

during the late war, it went so far, that

many regiments were Highland scarcely

more than in name. Some corps were in-

deed composed nearly in the antient manner;

but there were others in which few of the

men had any connexion whatever with the

estates of their officers, being recruited, in

the ordinary manner, in Glasgow and other

manufacturing places, and consisting of any

description of people, Lowlanders and Irish,

as well as Highlanders.

Those gentlemen whose estates had long

been occupied in large grazings, could not,

in fact, raise men in any other manner.

The influence of a popular character in his

* Sec Appendix [F.]
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immediate neighbourhood, will every where

have some little effect in bringing forward

recrviits ; and the care with which the com-

missions in some regiments were distributed

among gentlemen resident in the same

neighbourhood, gave these corps a certain

degree of local connexion, which is not

found in the service in general. Still, how-

ever, there was a great difference between

these, and the regiments which were raised

in the remoter parts of the Highlands,

where the change on the state of the country-

was only partially accomplished, and where

recruiting proceeded on the old system. A

j

It is to be observed, that the great demand

for men during the late war, and the un-

common advantages that accrued to those

gentlemen who had still the means of in-

fluencing their tenantry, suspended for a

time the extension of sheep-farming, and the

progress of the advance of rents. Many
estates which were ripe for the changes that

have since been made, and which, if peace

had not been interrupted, would have been

let to graziers seven or eight years earlier,
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remained, for a time, in the hands of the

small tenants, who were not dismissed till the

conclusion of the war rendered their personal

services of little further use. This circum-

stance goes a great way in accounting, both

for the suspension of emigration during the

late war, and for that sudden burst which ap-

peared immediately after peacewas concluded.

The same may again take place in a cer-

tain degree, but cannot again have much
effect. The tract in which the old system

remains, is reduced within narrow limits

;

and even there, the tenantry will not be so

easily influenced as formerly. They have

learnt, by the experience of their neighbours,

that a compliance with the desire of their

landlords may protract the period of their

dismissal, but cannot procure them that per-

manent possession they formerly expected to

preserve. A few years more must, in all

probability, complete the change in the

agricultural system of the Highlands, and

bury in oblivion every circumstance that di-

stinguishes the Highlands, as a nursery of

soldiers, from the rest of the kingdom.

>
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The change in the composition of the

Highland regiments, whatever may be its

consequences hereafter, has not yet entirely

altered their peculiar spirit and character.

Military men are well acquainted with the

effect which the established character of any

regiment has in moulding the mmd of the

recruit ; and how long a peculiarity may

thereby be preserved, though perhaps origi-

nating from mere accident. The reputation

acquired by the old Highland regiments, has

probably had no small effect on their succes-

sors, and perhaps also on the opinion of the

public.

The importance which has been ascribed

to the popTilat'on of the Highlands, does not,

I apprciiend, arise from the mere number of

the recruits which tliev supi^lv, but from

their peculiar excellence, and the ideas en-

tertained of their higJi military character.

If this character can be preserved, it must

be on different principles from those that

have hitherto operated; and while the change

in the system of the country j.^oes on without

interruption, no remedy can be expected
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from compulsory measures against emigra-

tion.

In addition to all that has been said, every

person, acquainted with the description of

people of which the emigrants consist, must

perceive, that these are not the men who, in

ordinary circumstances, can be expected to

enlist. Men with money in their pockets,

and with families to take care of, are not

those whom a Serjeant Kite would assail.

From their personal and domestic situation,

they must entertain objections against a

military life, which cannot be overcome by

any motive less powerful than those which

influenced the feudal tenantry. There is no

reason therefore to expect, that any direct

obstruction to emigration, however severe,

can add a single recruit to the army.
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Vr. The Emigrations (>f tlie Highlanders intimateh/ con-

nected with the progress of National prosper itjj : not

detrimental to Manufacture^^, nor Agriculture.

IMMIGRATION has also been thought pre-

judicial to the public interest, as depriving

the country of the hands requisite for car-

rying on its agriculture and manufactures.

How far this idea might be just if the people

who went away were indvistrious workmen,

is not the question ; but in the case of the

Highlanders, the eifect of emigration on the

commercial prosperity of the kingdom is

directly the reverse.

To give a just view of this subject, the

great change that has been described in the

general management of the Highlands, must

be considered as one connected event. Emi-

gration is a part of the general change : it is

one result, and cannot in fair reasoning be

abstracted from the other concomitant effects.

If the national prosperity is essentially pro-

moted by the causes from which emigration

; ;;'.i
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necessarily ensues, this their effect cannot

be considered as pernicious.

The same change in the stateof the country,

which we now see going on in the High-

lands, took place in England under the

Tudors. In the reign of Henry VII. the

authority of the crown was firmly establish-

ed ; the power of the great barons was

broken; their retainers, being found to be use-

less, were dismissed. In the same progressive

manner the rents were then raised, by turn-

ing the lands into more profitable modes of

management, and letting them in larger

farms ; the same odium was excited by dis-

possessing the small occupiers, and by the

prevalence of pasturage ; the very same com-

plaints were made of the sheep having

driven out the men*. No one, however,

now entertains a doubt, that from the aera of

this change the prosperity of England as a

commercial country is to be dated : and can

it be supposed that an arrangement, of which

the beneficial consequences in England have

been so remarkable, will have an opposite

* Sec Ap|)endix [G.]
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effect when extended to the Highlands of

Scotland ?

After all the declamation that has been

excited by the depopulation ofthe Highlands,

the fact in reality amounts to this ; that the

produce of the country, instead of being

consumed by a set of intrepid but indolent

military retainers, is applied to the support

of peaceable and industrious manufacturers.

Notwithstanding the marks of desolation

which occasionally meet the eye of the tra-

veller, impressing him with melancholy re-

flections on the change which ii> going on, it

cannot be doubted,thatthe result isultimatelv

favourable to population, when we take into

account that of the whole kingdom, balan-

cing the diminution in one district by the

increase n another.

In former times, when a great population

was maintained in the midst of these moun-

tains, their produce was almost entirely con-

sumed on the spot. The number of cattle

which at any time found their way to a di-

stant market was inconsiderable, in propor-

^1
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tion to the value of produce sent away under

the new system of grazing. This produce is

an addition to the supply of the manufactur-

ing districts ; and,in proportion as it augments

their means of subsistence, must tend to the

increase of population. Supposing, therefore,

that the produce of every farm under the new

mode of management, were of the s-^me total

amount as under the old, the effect of the

change would only be, to transfer the seat

of population from the remote valleys of the

Highlands, to the towns and valleys of the

South, without any absolute diflerence of

numbers*.

It is agreed, however, by the best authori-

ties, that the produce is not merely changed

in its kind, but augmented, by the improved

management which has been introduced.

No doubt can be entertained as to the aug-

^lentation of pasturage produce ; but it

TAiay be :iuestioned, whether this is not

balanced by the diminution of tillage. On
the other hand, the land which is still kept

in tillage will certainly be much better ma-

* See Appendix [H.]
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naged ; and, perhaps, from a smaller number

of acres the produce may be nearly as great*.

Besides this, the diminution of tillage

in the Highlands will probably be fol-

lowed by an increase in the Southern parts

of the kingdom, It is well known, that in

England a great deal of arable land is kept

in grass, for rearing young cattle and sheep :

but there will be the less necessity for this,

when the mountains furnish a greater sup-

ply. Many of the arable pastures will then

be broken up, and, in all probability, their

produce will flir exceed that of the fields

hitherto cultivated in the Highlands, as the

soil and climate are both so much better

adapted for the production of grain. In this,

as in many similar instances, motives of pri-

vate interest appear to lead to the same gene-

ral arrangements, which the most enlarged

views of public advantage would dictate f.

Even if the question were limited to the

Highlanders alone, it is an iindeniable fact,

that an increase in the productive industry

* See page 36, and Appendix [C.J

t See Appendix [I.]
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of the nation is a consequence of the emigra-

tions. The extreme indolence of these people

where they are allowed to remain in their

original seats under the old system, has often

been remarked. That indolence, however, is

not to be ascribed to inherent dispositions,

but to the cirt umstances in which they are

placed, to the want of sufficient incitements to

industry, and to the habits which have natu-

rally grown out of such a situation*. This

is demonstrated by their laborious exertions

when they come into the Low Country, and

feel at the same time the spur of necessity

and the encouragement of good wages. A
stranger who had seen them in their native

spots would scarcely believe them to be

the same men. Though, in many branches

of business, they cannot be equal to people

of more practised industry
;
yet their labovir,

however unskilled, will admit of no com-

parison, in point of value and productive

effect, with their former work, while loun-

ging over their paternal farms.

i 1!;

Thus the same general circumstances which

* See Appendix [L.]
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lead a part of the Highlanders to emigrate,

occasion a very great increase of productive

industry among those who remain. There

can be no shadow of doubt that this in-

crease is much more than equivalent to the

trifling amount ofwork usually performed by

the emigrants before any change took place.

Where the old system of management is

broken up, the utmost that can be supposed

with any probability is, that from an estate

inhabited by 100 families, ^5 or perhaps

30 may have the means of emigrating

:

and does any one, acquainted with the

Highlanders, entertain a doubt that 70

or 75 well employed labourers will per-

form work of more value than 1 00 small

tenants and cotters ? It would perhaps be

nearer the truth to say that they will do three

or four times as much.

h-''
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If, by restrictive laws, those who would

otherwise have emigrated should likewise

be brought under the necessity of seeking

employment within the kingdom, it does

not by any means follow that the in-

crease of productive industry would be

G
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in proportion to the additional numbeix

The laborious life for which any of these

people have to exchange tiieir former liabits,

;1( lanj fo)Ted on

:3Si\

is a hard and nnweicoiuc

them only by the pressur

Those who have capital enough to go to

America, are not under such immediate ne-

cessity as those who have no property, and

will be so much the more reluctant to con-

form themselves to their new situation. It is

theywho will feel with peculiar force the idea

of degradation from the change ; and, in

proportion as their situation was formerly

above their neighbours, they will rank below

them as iTseful labourers. Deprived of the

encouraging prospect of maintaining or im-

proving their station in life, they will con-

tinue in a state of inaction or feeble exertion,

as long as the remnant of their property will

allow them. This little capital, which would

have enabled them in the colonies to begin as

settlers, will be wasted in indolence at home
;

and no effectual exertion of industry can be

looked for from them, till they too are re-

duced to beggary.

M
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But is it possible to suppose that a policy,

which must 'occasion so much individual

hardship, would be adopted for so trifling a

public object, as any advantage that can be

expected from the reluctant industry of those

who might be restrained from emigration ?

dd

as

:e-

The peasantry, whom the necessity of

their circumstances has brought from the

Highlands r le manufacturing towns, have

been found but little capable of any of the

nicer operations of manufacturing industry,

and have been chiefly employed as labourers

in works of mere drudgery*. Though the

Legislature has at times thought fit to inter-

fere, for the purpose of preventing our

manufacturers from being deprived of their

choice hands, of workmen whose peculiar

skill and dexterity were considered as of

essential consequence; yet there is perhaps

no precedent of regulations for obviating a

deficiency of porters and barrowmen, and

ditchers.

If such a precedent should be found. I am
* See Appendix [K.]
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confident it is not from Glasgow that any ap-

plication would come for a renewal of expedi-

ents, devised at a period when the first princi-

ples of political economywere buried in dark-

ness. These principles are toowell understood

among the leading merchants and manufac-

turers of that city, to allow them to suppose

that, without giving adequate wages, they

can procure the hands required for their

work ; nor will they entertain a doubt that

good wages will attract all thos 3 they need.

Any trifling advantage, that might arise from

forcing a superabundant and of course tem-

porary supply of hands, is an interest much
too inconsiderable to excite, in that liberal

and enlightened body of men, any of the in-

tolerant zeal which some individuals ofa dif-

ferent description displayed upon this ques-

tion. It was from a very different quarter

that the adoption of restrictive measured

was urged.

If any partial interest, however, is prch-

moted by these measures, it is not that of

the Highlands, but of Glasgow and Paisley.

The utmost effect that can result from the

'I
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regvilations that have been adopted, or from

any others of the same tendency, can only

be to force a greater proportion of the people

who must leave the Highlands, to settle in

the seats of manufacturing industry, instead

of going to America ; to force the small

tenants to follow the same course as the cot-

ters. If the restrictions were even carried

as far as a total prohibition of any person

leaving the kingdom, it would not prevent

the depopulation of the Highlands, unless

the people were also restrained from moving

to a different district*.

»
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We hear, indeed, from some gentlemen,

that the spirit of emigration threatens such

a complete depopulation as will not leave

hands even for the necessary business of

cultivation. This, however, rests upon mere

conjecture, and is not supported by any one

example. There is scarcely any part of the

Highlands,where the new system of manage-

ment has come to such full maturity, as to

have left no superabundant population, and

* and unless also they were cvipouered ly

act nj parliament to live withoutfood
."
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reduced it to the proportion absolutely re-

quisite for the business of the country.
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In some districts, the more secluded val-

leys, lying in the midst of high mountains,

retain scarcely any inhabitants ; but num-
bers are every where found along the

larger vales, and near the arms of the

sea, by which the country is so much in-

tersected. In these situations, where fish-

ing affords some additional resource, and

where opportunities of occasional employ-

ment occur, many proprietors have laid out

small separate possessions or crojrs^ and have

never found any deficiency of occupiers for

them. The cotters seem always to prefer a

situation of this kind to any prospect they

may have in the manufacturing districts

;

and hence there are, in almost every part of

the Highlands, more of the inferior class of

people than enough to carry on all the work

that is to be done; a greater population than

is proved by experience to be sufiicient,

among similar mountains in the South of

Scotland*,

* See Appendix [M.]
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That the population of the Highlands ig

ftill more adequate to the demand for labour

than in other parts of the kingdom, there

is a satisfictory proof in the customary rate

of wages, in some of the Southern districts

of the Highlands, v/here the system of sheep-

farming hiis been longest established, vdiere

the small tenants are entirely gone, and the

alarm of depopulation was felt upwards of

forty year . ago, wages are higher than in

the rest of die Highlands, but still below

the rate of the Low Country of Scotland

:

and still there is, from among the remaining

inhabitants even of these parts, a silent

but continual migration towards the great

centres of manufacturing industry. This

drain is, perhaps, no more than sufficient

to relieve the covmtry of the natural increase

of inhabitants. Be that, however, as it may,

it is evident that, if any circumstance should

lead to a further diminution of numbers,

such as to occasion a a\ ant of hands, the

consequence would be a rise of wages,

which would take away from the temptation

to seek employment elsewhere, and, by ren-

dering the situation of the labouring poor
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as favourable as in other parts of the country,

would retain at home their natural increase,

till every deficiency should be filled up.

Thus it must appear that emigration pro-

duces no real inconvenience even to the di-

strict most immediately affected. But these

arguments are, perhaps, superfluous; for, if

the subject deserves the interference of the

Legislature, it is no more than justice, that

among the interests that are to be consulted,

that of the Highland proprietors ought to

be the last of all. They have no right to

complain of a change which is their own

work, the necessary result of the mode in

which they choose to employ their property.

Claiming a right to use their lands as they

see fit and most for their own advantage, can

they deny their tenantry an equal right to

carry their capital and their labour to the

best market they can find ? If the re-

sult of this should prove of such extreme

detriment to the public welfare, as to call

for a restrictive remedy,— if necessity de-

mand a limitation on these natural rights of

the peasantry,—would not the same prin-
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ciples justify, and would not equity dictate,

a corresponding restriction on the proprietors

in the disposal of their lands I

If the gentlemen of the Highlands are

determined at all events to preserve the po-

pulation of their estates, it is unquestion-

ably in their power; by replacing their farms

on the old footing, and relinquishing their

advance of rent. If they do not choose to

make this pecuniary sacrifice, they must

abide by the consequences ; and it is with a

bad grace they come to the Legislature

for the means of obviating them.

lall

le-
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If any one of these proprietors, while he

lets his farms for the most advantageous rent

he can procure, could also concentrate upon

his estate a numerous population, enriched

by productive industry, it would, no doubt,

be much for his advantage. If he has a

view to such improvements, it is incumbent

on him to find the means of carrying them

into effect, as it is to It is advantage they will

ultimately redound. It is his own business

to provide the means of subsistence and

fi
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employment for those he wishes to retain on

his estate ; to render the situation advanta-

geous and acceptable to them. If he cannot

succeed in this, he has no more title to ex-

pect public assistance for keeping his depen-

dants on his estate, than any other proprietor

would have, for establishing a village, and

compelling people to inhabit it, on the sum-

mit of the Cheviot mountains or of the

Peak of Derby.
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VH. Means that have dcen proposed for preserving the

population of the Highlands: im'ynivement of uo'ite

lands; fisheries ; wannfuctures : cannot obviate the

necessity of emigration.

Though the partial interests of the High-

la ! i proprietors do not seem entitled to all

the regard that has been claimed for them

from the Lof^islature ; though it is contrary

to every principle of justice, that unusual

and unnecessary rcbtraints should, for their

benefit, be impo=?cd on the personal liberty

of their dependants
;
yet every friend to his

country would rejoice, if they could find

means of obviating the local depopulation

of their district, by the ntroduction of suit-^

able branches of productive industry.

Among these, the most promising is the

cultivation of waste land. Some attempts

have been made in the Highlands to turn the

superfluous population to this branch of in-

dustry. The success with which they have

been attended is sufficient to encourage

I !!
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further experiments ; and to leave no doubt

that, by this means, a number of people

may every v^here be retained, fully adequate

to any supply of labourers that can be re-

quired for the accommodation of the country.

The maintenance to be derived from this re-

source is indeed a very wretched one : poor

as it is, however, there are few of the class

of cotters who would not readily accept any

situation where they could by this employ-

ment find a support for their families.

The plan upon which the gentry of the

Highlands have proceeded in encouraging

this branch of industry, does not seem cal-

culated to draw from it all the advantage

which circumstances might admit. They

have in general laid out patches of a few

acres of waste land, which they have grant-

ed on very short leases, seldom exceeding

seven years ; leaving the occupiers to their

own management, without further guidance,

and with little or no pecuniary aid*. It is sur-

prising, that under such leases, any improve-

ments at all should be made ; and it is only,

* See Appendix [N.]
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perhaps, from the low value of labour, that

the poor in the Highlands arc disposed to

consider a bare subsistence in the mean

time, as a sufBcient indemnification for

work of which the benefit is in so short

a period to revert to the landlord. Such,

however, are the circumstances of the

country, that these tenures are sufficient to

prompt the occupiers to considerable exer-

tions of their own personal labour ; but

there are few instances where that alone is

sufficient for improving waste lands. Cal-

careous manure is a requisite almost indis-

pensable ; and where it must be purchased

from a distance, the poor occupier cannot

be expected, on such a tenure, to vmdertake

any share of the expense. If, therefore, the

proprietor does not find it convenient to in-

cur the expense himself, it is absolutely

necessary that the terms of the lease should

be much more encouraging.

It is not easy to judge whether these poor

people could by any means be induced to

sink in such improvements the little capital

they may possess : but there is no probability

if

'I
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that they would do so without a lease of such

duration as to be nearly equivalent to abso-

lute property. The calculations which a

rich and intelligent farmer would make, as

to the proportion between his outlay and its

return, would by no means be suitable to a

case of this kind. The poor Highland cot-

ter finds so much difficulty in accumulating

a small sum of money, that it is no wonder

he should be disposed to hoard it with tena-

city, and be reluctant to lay it out for a profit,

which a person accustomed to a liberal scale

of business might think more than adequate.

In proportion as he finds his labour of little

value, he must value his money the more,

and will not part with it without a very evi-

dent advantage indeed. On the other hand,

a very long lease would certainly have bad

effects. The exertions of these poor cotters

are seldom carried further than they are im-

pelled by the necessity of providing a main-

tenance for their families. Whenever this

becomes tolerably easy, their nev and half-

formed habits of industry relax ; and at any

rate they proceed in a trifling and unsyste-

matic manner.
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The improvements would be carried oa

with much more effect, if the proprietor

would advance not only the pecuniary ex-

penses which are indispensable, but make

the occupier an allowance for every work he

executes, of such amount, as to foim (along

with the first crop or two on the improved

land) a fair compensation for his labour. In

this way, there would be no necessity of

giving him a permanent tenure, and the

proprietor might carry forward the improve-

ments with spirit and regularity, keep up

the industry of the people, and render it

far more effective. This, though a tempo-

rary burthen, would soon be compensated

by the increased value of the land, and those

who have the means could not perhaps ap-

ply their capital in a more advantageous

manner. How far pecuniary difHculties may

prevent the proprietors in general through

the Highlands from making these advances,

and how far the situation of entailed estates

may be an obstacle, are questions very in-

teresting in a review of the improvements

of which the Highlands are capable, but not

immediately connected with the subject of
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these observations; for there is no probability

that this resource can have any effect in di-

minishing the emigrations. It is only to the

poorest of the people that it can be rendered

acceptable ; by the tenants, even those of

the lowest order, it would be considered

as too great a degradation*.
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The same may, perhaps, be said of the

fisheries, which seem, next to the cultivation

of waste lands, the most important resource

that is open to the Highlanders in their own
country. The extent to which they may be

carried, will probably fall far short of any

expectations formed upon the romantic ideas,

which some authors have given of the in-

credible abundance of fish. Without listen-

ing to these exaggerations, it is unquestion-

able that several stations are very productive,

and a great extent of coast sufficiently so to

afford an adequate reward for the labour of

the industrious fisherman, and to employ a

considerable number of people. It is also

certain, that this employment is more con-

genial to the habits and inclinations of the

* Sec Appendix [O.j
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people, than almost any other that can be

jproposed, and without any very extraordi-

nary encouragement this branch of business

may be carried as far as natural circum-

stances and the extent of the market will

permit.
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The obstacles arisingfrom the salt-laws, 6cc.

are illustrated in so many publications, that

it is unnecessary here to dwell upon them
;

but it may not be superfluous to observe,

that the general change, in the management

of Highland estates, is likely to remove the

greatest of all impediments to the progress

of the fisheries on the Western coast and

Isles : I mean the connection between fish-

ing and the cultivation of land. The opinion

of practical men, as to the absolute incom-

patibility of these employments,is uniform*;

and experience has also proved, that a very

trifling possession of land, by distracting the

attention of a fisherman, will lead him to

neglect opportunities of more important

* See Appendix [P.]
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profits in his own business. The minute

division of farms, which was the result of

the feudal state, precluded entirely the sepa-

ration of these employments. The natural

remedy to this lies in the rise of the value

of land, and its accumulation in the hands

of active and intelligent farmers. When
land becomes dear, some of those who cannot

procure it, will be under the necessity of

betaking themselves to fishing as their only

employment. The success which may justly

be expected to attend those who first apply

to it with steady and unremitting industry,

is the only bounty which will be necessary

to induce others to follow their example*.

M i^

'!:-'

It is to be regretted that the establish-

ments of the British Society for the En-

couragement of Fisheries have not, in this

respect, been conducted on just principles,

and have counteracted, instead of aiding,

the natural progress of the country. In

the villages where those gentlemen proposed

* See AppcodiS [Q-]
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to fix the head quarters of the Highland

fisheries, they have annexed to the build-

ing lots, portions of arable and meadow

land at lozv rents^ with a right of common
for the pasture of a cow or horse. These

patches of land, though they afford but

a miserable subsistence, are yet a sufficient

resource for men, whose rooted habits re-

quire the stimulus of absolute necessity,

to bring them to a life of regular and per-

severing industry. Accordingly the vil-

lages of Tobermory and Steen, on which

very large sums of money have been ex-

pended, are scarcely possessed of a fishing-

boat, their inhabitants are sunk in inactivity,

and consist in general of the refuse of the

population of the country.

The custom so universally established in

the Highlands and Western Isles, that every

person whatever should have some portion

of land, large or small, has tended to ren-

der fishing an entirely subordinate employ-

ment, followed in an irregular manner, only

as it suits the intervals of leisure from
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business on shore. It is a natural conse-

quence, that the fishing boats and apparatus

are in general extremely bad ; nor is it sur-

prising, that from these combined circum-

stances, an idea should prevail among the

peasantry, that it is impossible by fishing

alone to earn a livelihood. Instances are

quoted, where the proprietors have been

anxious to employ in fishing the tenants who
were dispossessed of their lands ; and have

with this view made liberal offers of supply-

ing boats, nets, and every requisite material,

which have been rejected under that idea.

To establish fishing as a separate employ-

ment, can only perhaps be brought about in

a gradual manner, by encouraging indivi-

duals to pay a greater share of attention to

it, previous to their being totally deprived

of land : and though this may not succeed

with those who have property, there is no

doubt that, among those who are too poor to

have much land, many may be found who
would pursue the business with activity, if

theywere assisted with credit for the purchase

of the necessary materials, and if arrange-

If?

§'
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ments were made for securing them as ad-

vantageous a market as possible.

Ill

It is with pleasure I learn that the practi-

cability of this suggestion has been ascertain-

ed by experimental proof in a village on

Loch Fyne, established by Mr. Maclachlan

of Maclachlan. That gentleman, finding

himself a number of years ago under a ne-

cessity of thinning the population on several

of his farms, selected ten or twelve families

of the poorest cotters, men, however, v/hom

he knew to be capable of laborious exertion.

These he fixed in a situation on the shore,

where he furnished them with two substan-

tial fishing boats of the best construction,

with all their apparatus, on condition that

their cost should be repaid to him from the

produce of their industry. Anxiety to dis-

charge their debt stimulated these men to

exertion, and a season or two of succcscful

fishing left them free proprietors of tlic

boats they had been furnished with. The

proprietor w^as sensible that, from the habits

of these people, they would think it im-

possible to live without some land ; and that
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in fact, from the want of markets for pur-

chasing provisions, such an accommodation

was to a certain degree indispensable in the

present state of the country. He therefore

laid out a part of a farm for them, and, to

avoid disheartening them, allowed them to

possess it for a year or two at an inadequate

rent. By degrees, however, he raised it to

its full value, so that the possessors cannot

trust to the land for their support, having

no means to pay their rent unless they are

industrious in their fishing. Other inhabi-

tants have likewise been brought to the vik

lage, and the original portions of land sub-

divided, so as to become to every indivi-

dtial a mere accommodation, and an object

entirely subordinate. When the further

progress of the country towards a com-^

mercial state leads to the establishment of

markets for provisions, these people, being

already brought to such a degree of advance-

ment, may be entirely deprived of land with-

out any fear of their being disconcerted by

the change. The success of the first fisher-

men has been such, that they have fitted out

a number of additional boats, of the best

mm
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construction, at their own charge, and seve-

ral of them have accumulated considerable

sums of money.

This experiment was made in one respect

under favourable circumstances ; as the situa-

tion, from the vicinity of the richer parts of

Scotland, has the advantage of a constant

and ready market for fish. In the remoter

parts of the Highland coast, and Hebrides,

the people can scarcely get any price for fish

in small quantities ; and in the establishment

of a village there, it would be of essential

consequence to obviate the difficulty by pro-

per arrangements. But if, with a due at-

tention to this point, experiments were made

on the same principles in each of the capital

fishing stations in the distant Hebrides, a

race of people exclusively fishermen would

by degrees be formed, and would spread to

every part of the coast that is adapted to

the purpose.

The success of a few poor people in

each of these, supported in the manner

that has been alluded to, would over-
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come the prevailing prejudices, and encou-

rage others to embark in the business on

their own capital. It is not likely indeed

that any of the middling or more opulent

of the tenants could be brought to this ; nor

is there any reason to be anxious on that ac-

count ; as there are certainly among the cot-

ters a great many more people than there is

any prospect of employing in the fisheries

of the Western coast and Isles, though con-

ducted in the best manner, and to the utmost

extent which the established demand of the

market will admit.

Manufactures are another resource, fre-

quently pointed out as capable of afford-

ing maintenance for all the people in the

Highlands who must be deprived of their

lands. This idea does not appear to be

well fot^nded. Manufactures may perhaps

be carried on to a small extent in the High-

lands in a domestic way by the families of

men engaged in other pursuits ; but a large

establishment could not succeed under so

many natural disadvantages of situation.

In fact, though much has been said on the
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Mechanical artists of various kinds, arc

always at hand in the great centres of com-

mercial industry, and their assistance must

frequently be resorted to. The want of this

accommodation is a great inconvenience to a

manufactory in an insulated situation. An
inconsiderable breakage ofmachinery, which

in a great town might perhaps be repaired

in a few hours, will there be sufficient to

interrupt thewhole business fora long period.

To this inconvenience is to be added the

want of regular and speedy conveyance for

goods, and th^e tediousness of the posts.

h

AH these difficulties might be obviated,

were there any great advantage on the other

hand, or any great profit to be the reward of

success ; but there is no prospect of the kind.

The temporary superabundance of popula-

tion and consequent low rate of wages, is the

only favourable circumstance that can be

named,and this is more than counterbalanced

by the total want of skill, and of habits of

regular industry, in the people. These

could not be introduced without much assi-
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duity and patience, and perhaps some loss to

the manufacturer who should undertake an

establishment ; and should he after all suc-

ceed in effecting this reform, it cannot bo

disguised that, as soon as he has rendered the

situation desirable, other adventurers will

follow him to it, and raise the price of labour

by their competition.

All the permanent advantage arising from

the establishment, would rest with the pro-

prietors of the adjacent lands, and if the diffi-

culties attending the attempt are to be over-

come, the burthen also must rest with them.

The exertions which may be made with a

view to this improvement must be consider-

ed as laudable ; but the object is of no na-

tional importance, and is ofa totally different

nature from the other resources which have

been alluded to, as fit employment for the

superabundant population. By the im-

provement of waste land, or the extension

of the fisheries, a nett and absolute addition

is made to the production of national wealth,

!^ new supply is procured of human ^ubsis*
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tcncc, which would otherwise be lost. But

the success of a manufacturing establishment

in the Highlands would liavc no further

effect, than to fix the seal of a certain por-

tion of intlustry in one part of the kingdom,

instead of another. Manufacturing enter-

prises are limited by the extent of the mar-

ket, as well as by the supply of hands. In

either of these respects, a manufactory esta-

blished in the Highlands, with much pains

and expense, could only occupy the place of

one, which would of itself have grown up

in those parts of the kingdom, where the

undertaking is not subject to the same natu-

ral and political disadvantages, and where

the Highlanders may find the employment

they are in want of.

The establishment of manufactures in

the Highlands, might thus affect the migra-

tions of those classes who now seek em-

ployment in the old established seats of in-

dustry : but to the small tenants, the same

objections which occur against a manufac-

tory in the South, would apply equally to
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n similar employment in a siiuaiion a liule
nearer home. 'I'here is no probability there-
fore, that Mich establishments could have
any effect on those wlio are inclined to emi-
grate to America.
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VIII. Emigration has no permanent effect on population*

Legal restrk'i'wm useiesx and dangerous : discontents

in ike Highlands: emigration useful to the piblie peace,

-L HE concise view that has been taken of the

different resources which have been proposed

for preserving the local population of the

Highlands, may be sufficient to show, that

not one of them is applicable to the circum-

stances of those who are most inclined to

emigration. It must also be observed that

these resources are still to be found only in

the regions of theory ; and to their practical

application there are impediments which

cannot be removed without much patience

and exertion. The country is by no means

arrived, and will require a considerable time

before it can arrive, at such a state, that

every man who is industriously disposed,

may have opportunities of employment

adapted to his situation.

Independantly of any question as to con-

stitutional propriety, nothing peems more

obvious, than the necessity of bringing re-
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sources of this kind to fall maturity within

the country, before any legal interference

i$ hazarded for preventing the people from

seeking them elsewhere. To act upon con-

trary principles would be productive of the

utmost misery, and of a real, instead of an

apparent depopulation. Let us suppose an

extreme case; that, while the change of the

agricultural system is allowed to go on, and

no adequate means of support are provided

for the superabundant population, invinci-

ble obstacles should be contrived to restrain

the people from removing to a different

situation. The infallible consequence must

be, that the lower classes would be reduced

to the utmost distress: the difficulty of pro-

curing either land or employment would

amount almost to an impossibility; and even

if the people should escape absolute famine,

few would be inclined in such circumstances

to undertake the burthen of rearing a family,

or would venture on marriage. The misery

of the people would thus in time produce the

effect which emigration is now working,

and reduce their numbers to a due propor-

tion with the employment that can be given

4
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theiii. On the other hand, if a number of

people, who are under no absohite necessity,

should emigrate, those who remain behind

will find it so much easier to procure em-

ployment and subsistence, that marriages

will more readily take place, and the natural

increase of population will proceed with

more rapidity, till every blank is filled up.

On this subject it will be sufficient to refer

to the valuable work of Mr. Malthus on

the Principle of Population, in which these

arguments are traced to such uncontro-

vertible general principles, and with such

force of illustration, as to put scepticism at

defiance. I may be allowed, however, to

state one or two facts, which, while they

add to the mass of concurring proofs which

Mr. Malthus has quoted, may serve to show

how immediately his principles are applica-

ble to the particular case of the Highlands*

By the returns made to Dr. Webster, in

the year 1755, the seven parishes of the Isle

of Sky contained 11,252 inhabitants. By

those to Sir John Sinclair, between 1791

\f
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and 1794, 14,470*. Some time after Dr.

Webster's enumeration, the emigrations

commenced, and, since the year 1770, have

been frequent and of great aniount. A
gentleman of ability and observation, whose

employment in the island gave him the best

opportunities of information, estimates the

total number who emigrated, between 1772

and 1791, at 4000. The number who,

during the same period, went to the Low
Country of Scotland, going in a more gradual

manner, and exciting less notice, could not be

so well ascertained ; but from concurring

circumstances he considers 8000 as the least

at which they can possibly be reckoned.

Notwithstanding this drain, it appears

that the natural tendency of population to

multiply has more than filled up the blank;

and if, to the numbers which have left the

island, we add the natural increase which

has probably taken place among them also,

in their new situation, we cannot doubt

that there are now living a number of peo-

* See Statistical Account of Scotland. General Table

of Population, VoK xx,

I
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pie descended, from those who inhabited the

island at the period of Dr. Webster's enume-

ration, at least double of its actual population.

Now, let it be supposed, for the sake of

argument, that the whole of these could

again be collected within the island : will

the wildest declaimer against emigration pre-

tend to say, that it could afford support or

employment to them all ? When its actual

numbers are an oppressive burthen, what

would be the case if such an addition were

made? Can it possibly be believed, that,

if the emigrations had not taken place, the

same natural increase would have gone on ?

Jind does not this instance demonstrate, that

to restrain emigration would only be to re-

strain the principle of increasing population?

Another instance of a similar fact is quoted

by Mr. Irvine*. It was communicated, he says,

by a gentleman of unquestionable veracity,

who relates, from his personal knowledge,

that ' in 1790, a place on the west coast

* contained 1900 inhabitants, of whom 500

* Seo Irvine's Inquiry into the Causes and Effects of

Knjigralion, &e. p. 9.
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* emigrated the same year to America. In

* 1801, a census was taken, and the same
* spot contained 1967, though it had fur-

* nished 87 men for the army and navy,

* and not a single stranger settled in it.'

There is, perhaps, no patt of the High-

lands where the people have so strong a

spirit of emigration, and where the gentry

are so much in dread of its effects, as in

that part of the Hebrides called the Long

Island, particularly in North and Sovith

Uist, and Barra. From these islands there

have been very considerable emigrations at

different times ; some of which, though by

no means all, are enumerated in the statistical

accounts. Of the total number of the people

who have left these islands, I cannot speak

with precision ; but from various circum-

stances they appear to have been as great

in proportion to the whole population, as in

other parts of the Highlands. Nevertheless

these parishes, which, in 1755, contained

5268 people, were found to have 8308 at the

date of Sir John Sinclair's statistical survey.

The particulars that may be collected from

I 2
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that publication, as to the crowded state of

population, and the poverty of the people

in consequence of it, make it apparent that

the multiplication of the inhabitants has

gone to an inconvenient and excessive de-

gree.

U

lii.*'

These facts might be corroborated by-

many other examples; but these are perhaps

sufficient to leave no doubt of the principle,

that emigration does not imply the necessity

of a permanent diminution of population,

and is not even inconsistent with an increase,

wherever there are adequate resources for

its employment and support.

This principle, important in itself, leads

to a conclusion of still more importance

—

the emigrations from the Highlands, with-

out ultimately affecting the numbers of the

people, operate a very desirable change in

their character and composition.

'. r
A few of the small tenants, who, with

some amount of capital, combine industry

and good management, gradually extend
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tJieir possessions, and grow up into farmers
on a more respectable scale : the rest of this

class, and the greater proportion, emigrate
to America: the cotters, or as many of them
as can remain in the country, fall into the
station of labourers on these extended farms,
and other subordinate employments, multi-
plying till every blank is filled up. The
peasantry in this way takes the form most
fit for a commercial state of society ; and
in order to wind up and complete the abo-
lition of feudal manners, such a change in,

the people of the Highlands is absolutely

necessary. Their established character,

founded upon the habits which the former
state of the coimtry reqviired, do not accord
with the condition of the lower classes in an
industrious community.

n

I?
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The obstacles to the requisite change are

chiefly found among the more opulent of
the commonalty : among them is the greatest

difficulty of exciting a spirit of industry, or

du-ecting it to any new pursuit, and, nearly

in proportion to the amount of their pro-

perty, are their dispositions intractable. The
-i'

'.
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tenants are no doubt those who come nearest

to the description of men whom an antient

chieftain would value. The cotters may not

retain so much of the generous spirit of their

warlike ancestors ; but they will be more

easily moulded into the character adapted to

the present circumstances of the country,

—

into industrious and contented labourers.

l'-"'%
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While the small tenants emigrate, the cot-

ters, if any productive employment is intro-

duced as a resource for them, will feel their

circumstances ameliorated in proportion to

the growth of their industrious habits. Hav-

ing little in their previous situation to excite

feelings of regret, and animated by the

prospect of bettering their condition, they

will proceed with vigour and cheerfulness in

the career that is opened to them.

If by any coercive means the small te-

nants are obliged to remain and to follow

the same pursuits, it must be with a very

different spirit. They will not forget that

they were once in a higher station, nor will

they allow their children to forget that they
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were once on a level with tlie men who in-

sult them by their uperiority. Instead of

the animating prospect of rising in the world,

they will have the idea of degradation con-

stantly rankling in their minds, to damp
their exertions and to sour their tejnper.

i

It is not to be overlooked that among the

peasantry of the Highlands, and particularly

among the tenants, a spirit of discontent

and irritation is widely diffused ; nor will

this appear extraordinary to any one who has

paid a minute attention to the circumstances

attending the breaking up of the feudal

system. The progress of the rise of rents,

and the frequent removal of the antient

possessors of the land,have nearly annihilated

in the people all that enthusiastic attachment

to their chiefs, which was fbrmerlv preva-

lent, and have substituted feelings of disgust

and irritation proportionally violent. It is

not the mere burthen of an additional rent

that seems hard to them : the cordiality and

condescension which they formerly experi-

enced from their superiors are now no more

:

they have not yet learnt to brook their neg-

Mi
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lect: they are not yet accustomed to the

habits of a commercial society, to the cold-

ness which must be expected by those whose

intercourse with their superiors is confined

to the daily exchange of labour for its stipu-

lated reward. They remember not only the

very opposite behaviour of their former

chiefs ; they recollect also the services their

ancestors performed for them : they recollect

that, but for these, the property could not

have been preserved : they well know of how
little avail was a piece of parchment and a

lump of wax, under the old system of the

Highknds : they reproach their landlord

with ingratitude; and remind him that, but

for their fathers, he would now have no

estate. The permanent possession which

they had always retained of their paternal

farms, they consider only as their just right,

from the share they had borne in the general

defence, and can see no difference between

the title of the chief and their own.

Men in whose minds these impressions

have taken root, are surely not a desirable

population ; and if they do not remove,
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( the irritation tliat prevails an .ig thr ^ may

be transmitted from generatio- to geiveration,

and disturb the peace of the country long

after the causes from which it has arisen may

be considered as worn out. The example

of Ireland may, perhaps, be quoted, to prove

to what distant periods the effect of an anti-

quated ground ofdiscontentmay be prolong-

ed by a train of consequences reacting upon

each other. Amidst all the variety of opini-

ons that are entertained as to the immediate

effect of more recent measures, no one who
is acquainted with that kingdom will deny,

that the mutual animosity of its religious

parties is (at least in a great degree) the

legitimate offspring and consequence of the

horrible feuds that raged in the 17th cen-

tury and preceding ages ; nor can it be

doubted, that if after the forfeitures under

Cromwell and King William, all who felt

themselves immediately aggrieved by these

acts of power, had found the means (as

much as they doubtless had the inclination)

to seek a distant asylum, the internal state

of that country at this day would be much
more satisfiictory.

II
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To state any com;^arison with a part of

the empire so dread lull y convulsed, may ajv

pear an exaggerated view ; but incidents

have occurred in the Highlands, sufficient

to prove that this apprehension is not alto-

gether visionary. For the truth of this, I

may appeal to any gentleman who was in

the shire of Ross or Cromarty in July and

August, 1792. I happened to be there my-

self at that moment when the irritation al-

luded to broke out into actual violence.

Sheep-farming was then in the first stage of

its introduction into that district, but the

people had heard of its consequences in

others. Roused by the circumstance of a

particular estate being turned into sheep-

walks, the tenantry of all the adjoining

country took part with those who were

ejected, and rose in arms. These poor and

ignorant men, without leaders, and with-

out any intelligible plan, actuated by in-

dignation merely against their immediate

superiors, and as if they did not vinderstand

that they were committing an ollR?nce against

the general government of the kingdom,

proceeded to vent their rage in driving away

;*-,!
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the sheep that had been brought to stock

the grazings. They had for many days

the entire command of the country ; and

it was not from want of opportunity that

few acts of pillage or personal violence were

committed. In a letter to the officers of

government at Edinburgh, a general meet-

ing ofgentlemen expressed themselves nearly

in these words :
* We are at the feet of the

* mob, and if they should proceed to burn

* our houses, we are incapable of any rc^

' sistance.'

It is satisfactory to reflect that this irrita-

tion of the common people has been hither-

to against their immediate superiors only,

and that the Highlanders have never given

reason to impeach that character of loyalty

towards their sovereign which their an-

cestors maintained. It cannot surely be

reckoned of no importance to preserve these

sentiments unimpaired ; and this object

ought not to be overlooked in the conside-

ration of any legislative measure which may
appear to these people the result of im-

t • '«;
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clue partiality for the interest of their

superiors, or which can with any plausi-

bility be deemed an infringement of the

principles of equal justice towards the lower

orders.

1;

11

This, however, is not the only view in

which a direct attempt to restrain emigra-

tion may have pernicious consequences.

There is scarcely any part of the Highlands

that has not in its turn been in a state of

irritation as great as that of Ross-shire in

1792; can any comment be necessary to

show what would have been the dreadful

state of things, if this had come to a height

at the same moment over all the country ?

It has been the good fortune of Scotland,

that, from the gradual manner in which the

new system of management has advanced,

this has happened in different districts, at

different times ; and by means of the emi-

grations, the discontented people of one

have been removed, before the same causes

of discontent had prodviced their full effect

in anotlicr. Wliat must we think, then, of
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the policy which would inipe<le this salutary
dram, and would prevent a population in-
fected with deep and permanent seeds of
every angry passion, from removing and
making way for one of a more desirable
character ?
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IX. PnjwJices of the Highland proprietors against Emit

gration: mistakesfrom which ihpy arise.
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If the preceding arguments are satisfactory,

it must appear very unaccountable, that the

gentlemen of the Highlands should express

such extreme aversion against emigration.

Since the removal of the superfluous popula-

tion is necessary for the advance of their

rents, why (it may be asked) do they quar-

rel with that which is so beneficial to them?

But those who reflect how very common it

is for men to mistake their own interest,

will not consider this as a paradox. The

change that has taken place in the High-

lands, is so extensive, its effects are so com-

plicated, and so many circumstances have

concurred to disguise their operation, that it

ought not to excite surprise if they are not

generally understood.

The prejudices which many persons enter-

tain on this subject arise from the most pa-

triotic, though mistaken motives. Ascrib-
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ing the spirit of emigration to mere capri-

cious restlessness, they deprecate in it the

loss of the nursery of soldiers that has hither-

to been found in the Highlands, not advert-

mg to the decay of those causes from which

that advantage was derived. They see the

possibility of employing great numbers in

works of productive industry, and over-

look the distinctions which render these un-

suitable to a great proportion of the actual

inhabitants.

To these have in some instances been su-

peradded mistaken views of private interest.

Some proprietors, accustomed to the advan-

tageous facility of recruiting, would wish to

preserve this power, at the same time that

they profit by the advance of their rents.

A few individuals have perceived the incom-

patibility of these objects, and, unwilling to

relinquish the antient splendour of a nume-

rous train of dependants, have frankly re-

solved to make an adequate pecuniary sacri-

fice : but in a much greater number of in-

stances this incompatibility has been over-

looked, or seen indistinctly ; and the conse-

fi
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quence has been a train of inconsistent ma-^

nagement, vibrating between contradictory

motives.

The ideas of the Highland gentry have

also perhaps been influenced by the very

unjust cry that has been prevalent against

themselves, and the unfavourable impres-

sions, as to the tendency of their conduct,

whicli the public have been led to entertain.

The long continued indulgence of the land-

lords, the sacrifice of rent to which they sub-

mitted for so many years to preserve their

people, are little known beyond their im-

mediate neighbourhood. It would be difii-

cult to find a proprietor in other parts of

the kingdom, who to please his tenants

would accept a rent not half the value of

his land. This has been done by many in

the Highlands, and yet these gentlemen have

been generally reputed severe landlords.

The old system of the Highlands, so long

established and deeply rooted, could not be

broken up without a great degree of popular

odium. V/hen any proprietor grew tired of

h:
^
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the loss of rent he sustained, and resolved

to enjoy the full value of his estate, the

clamours of the tenantry were loud against

his unjust and oppressive conduct (as they

deemed it), and were re-echoed from distant

parts of the kingdom. When a populous

valley was converted into sheep-walks, the

author of the change was held up as an

enemy of the public, who, for a sordid in-

terest, promoted the desolation of his

country ; and the remote consequences

through which these " partial evils" termi-

nate in " universal good," were not to be

seen by superficial observers.

The gentlemen of the Highlands might

have repelled these aspersions, by appealing

to the undeniable general right of landed

proprietors to manage their property for

their own advantage : but this argument

was too much at variance with the establish-

ed prejudices of their neighbourhood to be

well received. Conscious, therefore, of the

unpopularity of their conduct, and sore

under these impressions, they acted as if

K
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dilBdent of the justice of their own cause^

and, instead of meeting the question on fair

and manly grounds, recriminated with ac-

cusations of capricious discontent on the

part of the people, excited only by the

artifices of men who had an interest to de-

lude them.

Such motives of pique, and a remnant of

the feudal pride which a numerous clan was

calculated to inspire, have perhaps more in-

fluence than any view of pecuniary interest,

in exciting a jealous antipathy against emi-

gration in the minds of the more consider-

able proprietors of the Highlands ; and this

may account for a singular contradiction

that has been frequently observed. Many
of these gentlemen have, in their cooler mo-

ments, acknowledged, that the over-popula-

tion of their estates was a loss to them, and

expressed a wish that a great proportion

could be removed, and have nevertheless

been warmed, even to indignation, when

any of their own tenantry showed a dispo-

sition to emigration. When their feelings

4i'
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have been roused, the phantom of antient

prejudice has put to flight every sober con-

sideration of interest.

These impressions among the greater pro-

prietors are sometimes perhaps strengthened

by the clamour of certain persons among

their dependants, or their neighbours of an

inferior order ; some of whom have an

aversion against emigration, founded on

motives not altogether so honourable, though

more active, as arising more immediately

from views of pecuniary interest.

Among the few branches of business

which furnish more or less employment for

labouring people in the Highlands, is the

manufacture of kelp, which, in some in-

stances, constitutes a great part of the value

of property. The sea-weed from which

this article is made is cut on rocks along the

shore, which are sometimes annexed to the

adjoining farms. In most cases, however,

these rocks are reserved by the landlords,

who let them from year to year, or rather

employ labourers to make the kelp at a stipu-

K 2
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lated allowance per ton. Many gentlemen

feel on this account an immediate interest in

keeping down the wages of labour, and

therefore imagine the crowded state of popu-

lation to be an advantage. Some go so far

as to assert that if they had fewer hands, the

making of kelp must be given up altogether,

or at least that the increased expense of the

work would reduce its nett value to a trifle.

This may be ; but the difference ofexpense is

not all clear gain to the landlord : the season

of kelp-making is but a few weeks in the

year ; and in so far as any gentleman retains

a greater number of people on his estate

than full employment can be found for,

he must do it by letting land to them below

its value. In all the great kelp stations, the

land is, in fact, made an object totally sub-

ordinate, and let at rents more inadequate

to its real value than in any other parts of

the Highlands.

Were an accurate comparison to be made,

it is probable that the proprietor would find

it more for his advantage, on the whole, to

pay the fullest price for the manufacture of
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his kelp, and to let his land at an adequate

rent. But it is not in tliis liprht that the sub-

ject will appear to some other persons who

are eng iged in the business. They feel all

the beneht of the low price of labour, while

the sacriiice that is made to maintain that

low price comes out of the pocket of another.

We may add, that a great proprietor, of a

liberal mind, wovild not allow his judgment

to be warped by a difference of 10 or 15.<.

per ton on his kelp ; but to the tacksmen

and other inferior people that diHerence

forms a great proportion of their profit.

Among them, therefore, we find a zeal ap-

proaching to fury, when any thing threatens

to interfere with this interest *.

To men of this class the depression of

the price of labour appears an object of

importance in other respects. If they have

not kelp to make, they feel the same interest

in keeping down the wages of their agricul-

tural servants, or of those they employ to

execute fences and various works of that

kind. From these causes a considerable

* See Appendix [R.]
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body of men feel a direct interest in repres-

sing emigration ; and it is not to be won-,

dered at that their clamours should impose

on the greater proprietors.

i;>

%
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These gentlemen are only occasionally re-

sident on their estates ; and, feeling that

their own personal acquaintance with the in-

ternal state of the country is imperfect, are

disposed to place too great a reliance on the

opinions of others, whose practical infor^

niation they believe to be complete, and

whom they do not suspect to have interests

so directly at variance with their own. This

evil is much increased, by the practice (un-

fortunately too common with the proprietors

of great Highland estates) of lettmg farms

to their factors or land-stewards, and allow-

ing them to engage in various petty branches

of business, by which their interest is iden-

tified with that of the very people on vvhona

they ought to be a check, and is set in op-

position to that of their employers *.

* Sec the latter part of Appendix [T.]
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X. Conduct of the Highland Society. Emigranl Rcgnlu-

tion Bill.

If, from all these circumstances, individual

proprietors so far mistake their own interest,

it will not be svirprising that the same mis-

takes should pervade and influence a public

body. The respectable names which appear

on the list of the Highland Society, and tlic

benevolence which marks their proceedings

in general, leave no reason to doubt of their

conduct respecting emigration having been

founded on the purest motives. Neverthe-

less they have lent the sanction of their

name to representations of the most partial

liature, and have recommended measures

inconsistent with every principle of justice.

111

As this Society claim (and I believe with-

out any competition) the merit of the bill

passed in 1803, for regulating the transporta-

tion of emigrants, the consideration of that

bill cannot easily be separated from a discus-

sion of the arguments and statements upon

!
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which they recommended the measure.

They transmitted for the consideration of

Government, and of several members of the

Legislature, three Reports, on the emigra-

tions from tlie Highlands, in w^hich many
topics conneci:ed with the improvement of

that district are treated with great judgment,

and on the most liberal principles of political

occonomy. Intermixed, however, with these

discussions, we find some of a very different

description*.

If
^'

The first Report commences with a state-

ment of the causes of emigration, among

which are enumerated.

it>
: 4

* These Reports have never been published, but arc

noticed in the Introduction to V^ol. ii. Prize Essays and

Transactions of the Highland Society. The first was

presented to the Society in January, 1602—ihe second

in June following— the third in March, 1803.—Some

extracts have been printed as an Appendix to a *' Report

" of a Committee of the House of Commons on the

^^ Survey of the Coasts Sec. of Scotland, relating to

'^ Emigration"—ordered to be printed June 9th, 1803.

The quotations I have occasion to make, refer to the

copies engrossed in the Records of the Society, with

jji^hich they have been collated.
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' 1. Such an increase of population as the

* country, in its present situation, and with
* a total want of openings for the exertion of
* industry, cannot support.'

* 2. The removal of many of the tenants

* from tiieir farms, in consequence of a con-
* viction on the part of the proprietors, that

* they will be better cultivated and managed,
* and pay better rents, when let in larger

* divisions ; and more particularly, in con-

' sequence of the preference now very ge-

* nerally given to a sheep stock, of which
* the management does not, like that of a
* black-cattle pasture, admit of minute par-

* tition of the farm, nor require nearly so

' many hands.'

* 3. The active circulation of seductive

' accounts of the immense advantages to be
' derived from going to settle in America.'

The two first of the^e are so candidly

stated, and furnish so plain and rational an

account of the fact, that it must excite

surprise in the reader to find the last-men-

\i\i
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tioned reason insisted upon as the principal

and the most extensive in its effects.

M
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The Reporter indeed assumes the fact,

that the condition of a labourer in America

is not so advantageous as in Britain* ; and,

taking for granted, that the flattering ac-

counts which have reached the people as to

America are all false, has to explain how in

the course of so long an intercourse as has

been kept up between different districts of

Scotland and difl?erent settlements in Ame-

rica, no contradiction of these falsehoods

should have appeared. Here he does not

think it beneath the dignity of the Society

to repeat the threadbare and ridiculous story

of Uncle James, and to assert, that all letters,

not of a particvilar tendency, are detainedf

;

as if every letter had to pass a scrutiny, and

as if there was no post-office establishment

in America. Had some inquiry been made

before such an assertion was hazarded, the

Society might have learnt, that throughout

* First Report—page 1 1— (the whole manuscript con-

tains iC).

t See Appendix [S.]
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all British America at least, the posts are

under the same regulations as at home, and
that (under the authority of the Postmaster-

General of England) letters may be conveyed

from almost every part of the colonies, more
tediously indeed, but (sea-risk excepted) with
as much safety as within Great Britain itself.

It is truly surprising, that gentlemen of
respectable abihtics and information, should
give credit to fables of so little apparent

probability. To repeat such stories without
examination, can be productive of no good.
On the contrary, there are so many of the
people in the Highlands ^vho have in-

formation of the situation of their friends

in America on indubitable authority, con-
firmed by concurring testimonies, that it is

in vain to think of concealing from them
the true state of the fact ; and the attempt
to impose on their understanding can only
tend to confirm the jealous suspicions, which
they entertain against their superiors.

In another Report we find details of the
emigrations going on, and representations

»
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of a spirit, from which the immediate and

total devastation of the country is pre-

dicted*. The discussions contained in the

preceding parts of these remarks render it

unnecessary to enter into any particular

refutation of this assertion. It must, how-

ever, be observed, that this representation

(as well as the particulars that are given of*

the artifices of individuals to delude the

people) appears to have been transmitted

from the Island of Benbecula, one of the

prime stations of the kelp manufacture t.

No reference is given in the Report, to t^

authority on which the facts are stated ; ancv

the tenor of the accompanying remarks may
at least give room to doubt the coolness and

moderation of the narrator, a circumstance

of no less importance than his veracity for

ascertaining tlie credibility of his informa-

tion J.

* Third Report—page 1 and 2.

t This Island is a part of the Long Island, concerning

which some particulars are stated in page 115: sufficient

to enable the reader to judge what grounds there are for

apprehending a total devastation,

X See Appendix [T.]
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The facts related are not indeed in them-

selves improbable: the grounds of that

irritation which is felt by the common people

have already been explained ; and it will not

be thought extraordinary, that those indi-

viduals who have determined on emigration,

should speak out their sentiments with Httle

reserve, and make use of the prevailing tem-
per of the country, to induce others to join
in their schemes.

Independantly of any question as to the
policy of retaining against their will, a po-
pulation infected with a spirit of discontent,
it seems very doubtful whether their su-

periors are following the best methods to

allay the ferment. If there exist among
the Highlanders any such wanton discontent

and restlessness as the Society allege, nothing
seems so likely to keep alive and extend this

spirit, as any attempt to repress it by indi-

vidual persecution. Every manly heart will

revolt at such means employed to restrain

the exercise of an acknowledged natural

right, and the indignation which every ac:

of oppression must excite, may actually im-

7
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pel those to emigration who would never

have thought of it.

Should an unreasonable and unnecessary

disposition to emigration be any where ob-

served, those who wish to obviate it, may
perhaps profit by an example, which oc-

curred in the Island of Barra in 1802. A
number of people were preparing to emi-

grate. The proprietor, without allowing

any hint to escape of his regret at the cir-

cumstance, told his tenants, that since such

was their determination, he wished to see

them well accommodated, and would assist

them to negotiate for a ship to convey them

to America. The frankness of this proce-

dure laid every murmur at rest, and no

more was heard of the emigration. Nor is

this the only instance that might be quoted,

where a rising spirit of this kind has been

allayed by the temper and moderation of a

proprietor.

Though the machinations of the leaders

of emigration, as described in the Reports,

are nothing more than might reasonably be
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expected from men of that stamp in a
country where a general tendency to irrita-

tion prevails
; yet the Society consider these

artifices as the prime source of all the dis-

content they observe, and assign as their

ultimate motive, the unjust and tempting
gains accruing to the traders in emigration*.

No explanation however is given of the mode
in which these extraordinary gains arise,

and therefore it may not be ruperfluous to

state a few of the details which are passed

over.

I
1

'

Whenever the circumstances of any part

of the country induced the people to think
of emigration; the usual procedure has gene-
rally been, that the leading individuals have
circulated a subscription-paper, to which all

those, who agreed to join in chartering a ship
for the purpose, subscribed their names ; and
whenever they had thereby ascertained their

number, they called together all those who
had declared their intention to emigrate.

* Third Report—page 4 to 6 : (the whole MS. con-
taining 13.) See also Introduction to Vol. ii. Tran.3ac^
tions of the Highland Society, p. 8 and 9.
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If previous information had been obtained

of the price at which shipping could be pro-

cured, it was usual for some person of the

most respectable situation and property

among the associates to make proposals to

transact the business for them at a certain

rate for each passenger ; if his offer was ac-

cepted, one half of the price agreed upon

vv^as deposited by each in his hands. With

the money so collected, he proceeded to

some of the great commercial ports, to

make the best bargain he could with a ship-

owner, contracting for such provisions and

accommodation as were customary, and

giving security that the rest of the passage-

money should be paid previous to embarka-

tion. When no individual was prepared to

undertake the business in this manner, some

one in whom the rest of the associates had

confidence, was usually deputed to nego-

tiate in the name of the others, and to pro-

cure them the best terms he could. In either

case, however, the price to be paid by the

individual emigrants, was always well un-

derstood to be rather higher than the price

bargained for with the ship-owner. A dif-
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ference of from 10 to 20s. on each passen-

ger, was not considered as unreasonable, to

compensate the trouble, expenses, and risks,

to which the intermediate contractor was

subject. The ship-owner seldom made more

by the voyage than a mere freight ; and the

ordinary gains of the contractor, who was

usually himself one of the emigrants, do

not seem entitled to the epithet of unjust

and tempting, or to be assigned as the mo-

tive for deceits and impositions so artful

and so extensive as to be capable of diffu-

sing the spirit of emigration all over the

Highlands.

It may be readily believed, that in the

course of such a transaction as has been de-

scribed, carried on among men of low rank

and little education, (the contractor being

sometimes but a few steps above the rest of

the associates,) much higgling would take

place, sometimes deceit and imposition, and

almost always a great deal of petty artifice

and vulgar intrigue. It does not appear how

the regulations proposed by the Society can

operate to remedy any of the inconveniences
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arising from these circumstances, or to obvi-

ate tlie deceit and imposition which may
occasionally have been practised by contrac-

tors. In this, as in other trades, competi-

tion must be the best check to abuse.

The emigrants understand the accommo-

dation for which they stipulate, and com-

petition alone can prevent them from paying

too much for it. All that can be necessary

therefore, to put an end to the unju&t and

tempting gains, of which the Society com-

plain, is to enforce, on the part of the ship-

owner and contractor, a fair performance of

their bargain ; leaving it to every one to

make the best terms he can for himself. It

is surely an extravagant allegation, that the

ignorance of the people as to the nature

of the voyage, puts them on a footing with

men who have no will of their own, and

renders it equally necessary to regulate their

accommodatoin as that of the negro slaves'*^.

The necessity of regulation is however in-

ferred from ' the hardships to which the

' emigrants were subject on their passage

* See First Report^ p'. 7«
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* from this country/ which, it is said, ' were
* ascertained beyond the possibihty of doubt
' by auLiientic documents*.' It is rather

smgular, however, that, to find an instance

in point, the Society go back as far as the

year 1773. There is indeed one other in-

stance quoted, in 1791, and from the de-
tails that are given, it is evident that the ship

referred to was too much crowded to be
comfortable. As to the actual result, how-
ever, all we can learn is, that being put
back after twelve days boisterous weather,
the passengers were tired, especially the
women and children, and did not choose to

proceed :—a consequence very likely among
people who for the first time in their lives

Were heartily sea-sick !

In speaking of the emigrations of 1801,
the Society admit that minute particulars

have not come to their knowledge: they
state, however, iip(m hawsaji, " that 5'1 of
" the passengers died on board one of the

vessels before reaching America."—A com-
mittee of the House of Commons receiving

* Vol. ii. Transactions of the Highland Society. In-
troductionj, p. 7.
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this intelligence from so respectable a quarter

deemed it worthy of being quoted among

the grounds for a Legislative Enactmen!:*.

They could not indeed suppose that the

Highland Society would lend the sanction

of their name to a mere vague report : but

surely the Society, being informed of a fact

80 shocking, to humanity, and giving such

entire credit to it, ought to have followed out

tlie inquiry, and brought the accusation

home to those whose criminal negligence or

avarice had occasioned the disaster. This

however they have never yet thought proper

to do, and have never even named the vessel

to which they refer.

In calling for a remedy against the abuses

they allege, the Society disclaim any view

of restraining ' the constitutional freedom of

* the Highlanders,' and declare that their

only object is, * to regulate the transporta-

' tion of emigrants in such a way, that no

' undue profit may arise from its being cou-

' ducted in a manner destructive to the pas-

* See ihe Appendix to the Report above referred to

from a Committee of the House of Commons, '^ on the

*' Survey of the Coasts Sec. of Scotland, relating to

" Emigration."
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* sengers*; It cannot be denied, that this is

a Hberal profession; and if the legislative pro-
visions adopted on their suggestion corre-
spond to this profession, the Society are en-
titled to the graritude of the emigrants, as
well as of the rest of the public. Let us
see then how far this can be traced, and
whether the regulations laid down are ' ab-
* solutely necessary for the preservation of the
' health and hves of the emigrant3-|\'

The most important clauses of the bill are
those which regulate the number of persons
which any ship is permitted to carry, and
the provisions which are to be laid in and
allowed to them. As to provisions, the cus-
tomary food of the people to be conveyed
cannot be objected to, as an inadequate cri-

terion of what is absolutely necessary. A
passenger at sea, with little or no oppor-
tunity of exercise, cannot well be supposed
to require more food than when engaged in
a laborious hfe at home.

A bill of fare is laid down for the passen-
* Third Report.

t Transactionsof the Highland Society. Irarodactfon.
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gcrs, with no part of which they arc fhc?n-^

se/ves at lihcrti/ to dispense ; and in this there

is an allowance of farinaceous food, more

than equal to the entire consumption of

country labourers in any part of Scotland

that I am accjuainted with. Over and above

this, each person is obliged to take Sjlb. of

beef or pork, weekly. The Highland So-

ciety indeed recommended 71b. " as abso-

" lutely necessary for a passenger*." Was
it from their intimate knowledge of the do-

mestic ceconomy of the peasantry of the

Highlands, that the Society were led to

judge such an allowance of animal food in-

dispensablc,~even for an infant at the breast!

This seems to have escaped the notice of the

gentlemen employed by the Board of Agri-

culture to examine the Highlands ; for we

find in one of these Surveys, that ' animal

* food is rarely tasted by the lower order of

' tenantry :' and in another, that among the

farmers ' there is not 51b. of meat consumed,

* in the family throughout the yearf
.'

* See First, Report—page 9. (N.B. the MS. contain

16 pages.)

t Agricultural Survey of the central Highlands by Mr.

Marshall, p. 21 .— Ditto of the Northern Counties, p. 82.
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In the regulation which they recommcndccl

as to the numbers which any ship should be

allowed to carry, the Society surely did not

mean a censure on His Majesty'sGovernment;

yet the allowance of room which they lay

down (as (thHoluiclif twcessan/ for the health of

the passengers) is nearly double of that of the

Transport service, The disproportion does

not iu'^'eed appear quite so great at first

sight ; for the hill requires 2 ton for every

passengci', wl.lle in "he transports H ton is

the usual allowant c but that is for full-aged

men: the bi'i -equires t^e same accommo-

dation for the youngest child, a^ ^or any other

person; and will it be contended, that an in-

fant requires as large a bed as a grown man ?

The regulations upon this head which

were customary among the emigrant passage

ship: deserve attention. They were the re-

sult of experience; and the stale of propor-

tion by which children of different ages were

rated, both as to the payment of passage

money, and the allowances of provisions

and birth-room, appears to be founded on

pretty accurate principles. In their mode of
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reckoning, the passengers of all ages (when

they consisted of entire families, with the

usual proportion of young and old) were

seldom equivalent to more than two thirds

of their number of grown up persons. Ac-

cording to this calculation, two tons for every

individual is as great an allowance as three

tons for a grown man, which is not far from

the proportion that the tonnage of a man of

war bears to her crew alone.
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These regulations are so far from being

absolutely necessary^ that it is difficult to see

what object they can serve, except to en-

hance the expense of passage. This object,

indeed, is not entirely disavowed by the So-

ciety ; and in the history of their Transac-

tions the regulations are spoken of as ' hav-

* ing the effect of a certain necessary burthen

* on the voyages of emigrants*.' It is rather

an unfortunate coincidence, that an object

of so very different a nature should he. com-

bined with the regard which is professed for

the comfort and safety of the emigrants.

Some persons may be inclined to doubt

* Prize Essays and Transactions of the Highland So-

ciety, vol. ii. Introduction, p. 9.
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whether humanity was the leading motive

of the Society.

Whatever may have been their views, it has

certainly been the subject of exultation to

many individuals, that the bill, by rendering

the passage too expensive for the pecuniary

means of the tenantry, must leave them at

the mercy of their superiors : but I appre-

hend, that however oppressive '

.^ conse-

quences may be, the bill can produce this

effect only in a very inconsiderable degree.

Every one who is acquainted with the cha-

racteristic obstinacy of the Highlanders,

must be sensible how much the attempt to

keep them at home by force, will rivet their

determination' to take the first opporiunity

of leaving the country. The circumstances

of the times may protract the execution of

this intention ; but few will be prevented by
all the difference of expense. It has been

observed, that the tenants in general have

been hitherto enabkd, by the sale of their

farming stock, not only to defray the expense

of their passage, but to carry some mone^

'I
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along with them. The Highland Society

estimate the average amount * which is car-

ried in this way, by the emigrants, at 10/.

each family of the poorest class, and by

some a great deal more : they instance one

ship, in which they give reason to suppose,

that the whole party carried with them 1500/.

The enhanced expense of passage arising

from the regulations, will encroach upon this

reserve of cash, and, in some cases, may
totally exhaust it. Should this happen, it

will not deter the emigrant from trying his

fate. Few of the Highlanders are so igno-

rant of America, as not to know that a per-

severing exertion of personal industry will

supply the want of every other resource
;

tliat, if they should have to land there with*

out a sliilling, they may be thereby exposed

to temporary hardships, and retarded for a

few years in their progress ; but the in-

dependence, which is their great object,

will still be within their reach.

What is to be thought, however, of the

superabundant humanity of the Highland

* Third Report.
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Society, of which this is all the result—

•

which, to save the emigrants from the

miserable consequences of being as mtich

crowded on ship-board as the King's troops

themselves, and of living there on the same

fare as at home, reduces them to land in

the colonies in the state of beggars, instead

of having a comfortable provision before-

hand ?

Humanity apart, can such waste be con-

sidered as a matter of indifference in a na-

tional view ? The money which the emi-

grants carry with them serves as capital, by

means of which the forests of the colonies

are brovight into a productive state, the

markets of Great Britain supplied with va-

rious articles of value, and the consumption

of her manufactures extended. Is it con-

sistent with any rational policy, that indi-

viduals should be compelled to waste this

capital in expenses absolutely futile and vise-

less ? The framers of the bill, indeed, can

perceive no distinction between the money
expended by the emigrants for their passage,

and that which they carry with them to the

•H
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colonies ; they set it all down alike-

' to the kingdom for ever *.'

-as ' lost

It cannot, for a moment, be supposed,

that these considerations can have occurred

to the Highland Society, or that they would

have recommended the measure in ques-

tion, if they had been aware of all its conse-

quences. It would not, perhaps, be just to

blame them for not Y ^ving considered the

subject with perfect impartiality, or extended

their views to the general interests of the

empire. The peculiar objects of their insti-

tution lead them to pay an exclusive atten-

tion to the local interests of one district.

They have given their opinion not in the

character of a judge, but as a party in the

cause, as representing one class of men, for

whom they appear as advocates at the bar

of the public.

* See a " Communication from a Gentleman in the

" North of Scotland," inserted in Appendix C to the

" Report of a Committee of the House of Commons,
*' on the Survey of the Coasts^ 8cc. of Scotland, re-

*^ lating to Emigration.'^
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It has fallen to my share to plead a too

long neglected cause, in opposition to these

powerful adversaries: I have treated their

arguments with the freedom which belongs

to fair discussion, but, I trust, without any
sentiment inconsistent with that respect to

which they are so justly entitled, from the

general tenor of their patriotic labours *

* In the Highland Society, and I presume in every

other that is equally extensive, the whole business is

managed by a very small proportion of the members :

nine-tenths of them, perhaps, scarcely hear of the pro-

ceedings that are carried on in the name of the whole.

Having the honour to be upon their list myself, J should

certainly be very sorry to think that everi/ member of

fhe Society is hekl responsible fur all their proceedings.
1^

li<
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Xl. Importance of the tvuirranf.^ to our colonies : custom

of settling in the United States: means of inducing n

change of destination: will not increase the spirit of

emigration.

Jveeping in view the distinction already

Insisted upon, between the cotters and the

small tenants, I think it may now be as-

sumed as safficiently proved, that emigra-

tion, to a greater or less extent, is likely to

go on from the Highlands, till the latter

class is entirely drained off. If this be

admitted, I need not take up much time to

prove, that it is an object deserving of some

attention, and of some exertion, to secure

these emigrants to our own colonies, rather

than abandon them to a foreign country.

Some persons, indeed, have insinuated,

that the colonies are altogether of little use.

That is a point which it would be foreign

to my present purpose to discuss. Those,

however, who are of tliat opinion, ought to

argue, not for their being neglected, but

relinquished ; and, if they are to be retained,

8
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it cannot surely admit of a doubt, that it is

better the overflowings of our own popu-

lation should contribute to their improve-

ment, than to that of a country with which

we are unconnected, and which may become

hostile to us : it is besides of no small im-

portance, that our own colonics should be

peopled by men, whose manners and prin-

ciples are consonant to our own govern-

ment.

It is with regret I have heard persons of

distinguished judgment and information

give way to the opinion, that all the con-

tinental colonies, and particularly the Cana-*-

das, must inevitably fall, at no distant period

of time, into the hands of the Americans*

That continued mismanagement may bring

this about, cannot be denied ; but I think

it equally clear, that, by steadily pursuing

a proper system, such an event may be

rendered not only improbable, but almost

impossible.

The danger to be apprehended, is not

merely from an invading military force, but

^^l^if
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much more from the disposition of the

colonists themselves, the republican princi-

ples of some, and the lukewarm affection

of others. From the original composition

of some of the settlements, formed at the

close of the American war entirely by refu-

gee loyalists, we might naturally expect to

find a population firmly attached to the

interests of Britain. The fidelity, of which

they had given proof during the war, was

recompensed by the scrupulous attention of

Government to their relief and support,

when the contest became desperate ; and, in

all the situations where an asylum was pro-

vided for them, they received advantages

unprecedented in the history of coloniza-

tion. This generous conduct of Govern-

ment has not been forgotten ; and the most

satisflictory dispositions still remain among

these loyalists and most of their descendants.

But the general character of some of the

colonies has received an unfortunate tinge,

from the admixture of settlers of a very

different description. Numbers of Ameri^

cans, of principles the most opposite to the

7
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Loyalists (many of tlicm worthless charac-

ters, the mere refuse of the States), have

since found their way into these provinces.

Unless eiTectual means are adopted to check

this influx, there is every probability that

it will continue; for, in consequence of

some capital errors in the original regula-

tions laid down for the direction of the

officers intrusted with the disposal of waste

lands, and from the state of landed property

arising from these, there is a continual

encouragement for settlers of the same de-

scription. In some parts, where, from local

circumstances, it is peculiarly desirable to

have a population of steady dispositions,

these intruders are fast approaching to an

absolute majority of numbers : there is even

too much probability of their principles

infecting the mass of the people throughout

the provinces.

f:

Under these circumstances, it is evident

what important services may be derived from

such a body of settlers as the Highland emi-

grants would form. It is not merely from

their old established principles of loyalty,

M
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and from their military character, that they

would be a valuable acquisition. It is a

point of no small consequence, that their

language and manners are so totally differ-

ent from those of the Americans. This

will preserve them from the infection of

dangerous principles : but it seems, in this

view, of essential importance, that, whatever

situation be selected for them, they should

be concentrated in one national settlement,

where particular attention should be be-

stowed to keep them distinct and separate,

and where their jieculiar and characteristic

manners should be carefully encouraged.

{ I
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It is much to be regretted, that more at-

tention had not been paid to this principle,

not only with respect to the Highlanders,

but also the Dutch and Germans, who, in

some parts, form a considerable proportion.

Had these also been separated into distinct

national settlements, they would have formed

a strong barrier against the contagion of

American sentiments ; and any general com-

bination against the mother country would

have been rendered almost impossible.
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The local circumstances of the different

provinces, the political and commercial ad-

vantages to be expected from the further

colonization of each, the precautions requi-

site for this security, and the means which

may be found for remedying the errors of

their former administration, are topics which

would lead into too great length, and which

this is not the proper place to discuss. I

must proceed, therefore, to the points im-

mediately connected with the subject of

these observations, to consider the measures

that are necessary for diverting the current

of emigration, and directing it to any parL

of the colonies which may appear to go-

vernment most advisable. It has been sup-

posed that this could not be done without

such encouragements as would tend very

much to increase the evil in general : but I

hope to make it appear that this is a mis-

take ; and that the object may be accom-

phshed without recurring to measures that

can have any permanent bad effect.

i)-

The diiEculty of directing the emigrations

of the Highlanders, arises from their pecu-

M 2
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liai ly gregarious dls; '^r'^n. Circumstances,

in a great measure accidental, induced the

first persons who left the different districts

of the Highlands, to fix themselves in vari-

ous situations. The first steps of this kind

were taken with feelings of awful uncer-

tainty. They were decided upon, under a

total want of information respecting the

country towards which their course was di-

rected ; except, perhaps, by interested repre-

sentations of persons concerned in land spe-

culations. It is said that some of the first

adventurers had fatal experience of the false-

hood of these;—that they were misled and

niined.

:. L

• 1

Whether from the tradition of such events,

or from the habitual jealousy which is ge-

nerally found among men in the earlier

stages of society, it is certain that the High-

landers always show great distrust of any

information which does not come from their

own immediate connexions ; and, from this

disposition, those adventures which have

proved fortunate, have been scarcely less

important to the persons immediately, em-

li'
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barked in them, than to the friends whom
they had left behind. These were soon

informed of their success; and to men who
foresaw the necessity of similar steps, it was
highly interesting to be certain of an asy-

lum. The success of those with whom they

were acquainted, was a sufficient motive to

determine their choice of situation; and
having found a rallying point, all who at

subsequent periods left the same district of

Scotland, gathered round the same neigh-

bourhood in the colonies.

No one of these settlements, however,

gained an universal ascendancy. A number
were formed about the same period of time,

and each attracted the peculiar attention of

the district from which it had proceeded.

The information sent home from each, as

to the circumstances of the country in

which it was situated, did not spread far.

The nature of a mountainous country, and
the difficulty of mutual intercourse, tended

to confine any information to the valley in

which it was first received. These natu-

ral causes were strengthened by those feudal

i
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animosities of the different clans, which

were not entirely forgotten at the period of

the first emigrations. Thus it often hap-

pened, that the inhabitants of one estate in

the Highlands acquired a strong predilec-

tion for a particular place in America, while

on the adjoining estate, separated only by

a river or a mountain, a preference as de-

cided was given to another settlement, per-

haps extrepaely remote from it.
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In this manner the people of Braedalbane

and other parts of Perthshire, as also those

of Badenoch and Strathspey, and part of

Ross-shire, have generally resorted to New
York, and have formed settlements on the

Delaware, the Mohawk, and the Connecti-

cut rivers. A settlement has been formed

in Georgia, by people chiefly from Inver-

ness-shire. Those of Argyleshire and its

islands, of the Isle of Skye, and of the

greater part of the Long Island, of part of

Ross and Sutherland, have a like connexion

with North Carolina,where they have formed

the settlement of Cross Creek, noted in the

istory of the American war for its \o\ »

If
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alty and its misfortunes, and since named

Fayetteville. Some people from Lochaber,

Glengary, &c. who joined the settlements

in New York at the eve of the American

war, were forced, by the ensuing disturb-

ances, to remove themselves, and take refuge

in Canada, to which they have attracted the

subsequent emigrations of these districts.

The people, again, of JMoydart, and some

other districts in Inverness-shire, with a few

of the islands, are those who have formed

the Scotish settlements of Pictou in Nova

Scotia, and the Island of St. John, now
called Prince Edward's.

The continued and repeated commu-

nication between these settlers, and their

relations in Scotland, has given the peo-

ple of every part of the Highlands a

pretty accurate acquaintance with the cir-

cumstances of some particular colony

;

and the emigrants, though their ideas

are often sanguine, are by no means so

ignorant of the nature of the country

they are going to, as some persons have

supposed. But the information which any

3
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of the peasantry have of America, is all

confined to one spot ; to the peculiar cir-

cumstances of that place, they ascribe all

those advantages which it has in common

with other new settled countries. Of the

other colonies they are perfectly ignorant,

and have often very mistaken notions.

Those, in particular, whose views are di-

rected towards the southern states, have

received very gloomy impressions of the

climate of Canada, and of all the northern

colonies. But to rectify these mistaken opi-

nions, is by no means the greatest difficulty

in bringing them to change their plans.

The number of their friends or relations

who have all gone to the same quarter,

give it the attraction almost of another

home.

It is therefore indispensable, that, to over-

come these motives, some pretty strong in-

ducement should be held out to the first

party who will settle in the situation offered

to them. To detached individuals, it would

be diflicult to offer any advantage suffi-

ciently strong to counterbalance the pleasure

I
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of being settled among friends, as well as

the assistance they might expect from their

relations. But if means can be found of

influencing a considerable body cf people,

connected by the ties of blood and friendship,

they may have less aversion to try a new

situation : and if such a settlement be once

conducted safely through its first difficulties,

till the adventvirers feel a confidence in their

resources, and acquire some attachment to

the country, the object may be considered

as almost entirely accomplished. All those

circumstances which operate against the first

proposal of change, will serve to confirm it

when it is brought to this stage of advance-

ment ; and no peculiar encouragement will

any longer be necessary.

Even in the first instance, the encourage-

ment which may be sufiicient to induce

people to change their destination, must be

very far short of that which would induce

men, who have no other motive, to think of

emigration. To excite a spirit of emigra-

tion where no such inclination before ex-

isted, is a more arduous task than those who

111
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have not paid a minute attention to the

subject may imagine. To emigrate, im-

pHes a degree of violence to many of the

strongest feeUngs of human natvire ; a sepa-

ration from a number of connexions dear

to the heart ; a derehction of the attach-

ments of youth, which few can resolve

upon without the spur of necessity. Dr.

Adam Smith has justly observed, that * Man
' is of all species of luggage the most difficult

' to be transported ;' the tendency of the

labouring poor to remain in the situation

where they have taken root, being so strong

that the most palpable and immediate ad-

vantages are scarcely sufficient to overcome

the force of habit, as long as they find

a possibility of going on in the line they

have been accustomed to. In one out of a

hundred, this tendency may be overcome

by motives of ambition or enthusiasm ; but

when a general and universal disposition

to emigration exists in any country, it would

need strong grounds indeed, to justify the

supposition that it arises from any accidental

or superficial cause.
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There occurs, in the history of the High-
land emigrations, one striking example how
little permanent effect arises from any casual

and occasional encouragement. I allude to

the settlement of Georgia in 1 722. The pa-

trons of that undertaking, conceiving the

Highlanders to be people of a description

likely to answer their purpose, sent agents to

Inverness to publish their proposals. The
causes which have since produced so strong

a spirit of emigration in the Highlands had
not begun to operate ; and nothing of the

kind had taken place, except in the case of

some few detached individuals who may by
various accidents have found their way to

America. The settlement, however, was to

be conducted under such respectable patro-

nage, the terms were so liberal, and the ad-

vantages offered to people of the poorest class

so extraordinary, that there was no difHculty

in finding a considerable number of that de-

scription who entered into the undertaking.

But this does not appear to have had any
effect in occasioning a general spirit of emi-

gration. It was forty years afterwards, be-

fore any such spirit was to be observed.
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We neither rind that the people who went to

Georgia were the subject of regret in the

country they left, nor that this operation,

by its subsequent effects, produced any such

inconvenience as to give rise to the slightest

complaint.
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This example seems to prove that the ut-

most effect of such encouragement will by

itself be inconsiderable and transitory ; and

that there is no reason to be apprehensive of

the consequences of any temporary induce-

ments which government might judge pro-

per for the purpose of diverting the emigra-

tion into a different channel. I have ob-

served that there is no necessity for con-

tinuing this encouragement long, or afford-

ing it to any but the first who should enter

into the measures proposed, or at most to ^

few people from each district. Supposing

that such a party ^vere even wholly composed

of persons who would not otherwise have

emigrated, it is not clear that they would

form a nett addition to the general amount of

emigration ; for, if I have been successful in

proving that this disposition arises from un-

in;.
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avoidable and radical causes in the state of

the country, then must it go on till these

causes are exhausted, and the population is

brought to that level which natural circum-

stances point out. A certain number of

people must leave the country ; and whether
it falls to the lot of this or of that man
to go, the general result will not be affected.

If a set of people, who had no such intention,

are by any means induced to go^ they make
room for others to stay, who would other-

wise have been under the necessity of emi-

grating.

The force of this principle is illustrated

by the feehngs of tlie country-people themx-

selves on the subject ; by the anxiety they

frequently show that others should emigrate,

though they have no such intention them-
selves ; merely that they may have a chance

of procuring lands which would not other-

wise be in their offer. It has been known
in more than one instance, that an indivi-

dual, who felt that his example would have
some weight, has even pretended to join in

the emigration, and made every demonstra-
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tion of zeal for the undertaking, till his

neighbours have been fully committed, and

has then deserted them as soon as he could

see any vacant farm, that he could have a

chance of procuring.

iHJi

J ^\

But if peculiar advantages are to be given

to encourage a party of emigrants to settle in

a new situation, is it to be supposed that

these must all be people who would not

otherwise have left the country ? Or rather

is not such a supposition contrary to every

probability ? Let encouragement be held out,

even in the most indiscriminate manner, the

persons most likely to accept the offer, will

certainly be those whose views were previ-

ously directed to emigration. Perhaps, in-

deed, the more opulent among the people

who have taken such a resolution, will not

be easily diverted from their preconceived

plans, and will be little influenced by the

offer of assistance. Those who feel some

difficulty in accomplishing their views, will

be the more ready to listen to terms by

which the attainment of their object is ren-

dered more easy. The encouragement held
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out, must therefore be of such a nature as

to suit those whose means are scanty. There
is a chance, no doubt, that, in this way,
emigration may be brought within the reach
of a few, who could not otherwise have
made the attempt. The difference, however,
must be trifling ; and, at any rate, the ob-
ject in view deserves some sacrifice. There
are individuals, perhaps, in the Highlands,
who may think it better that a hundred per-
sons should emigrate to the United States,

than that a hundred and one should go to
our own colonies. But this is a sentiment
in which, 1 trust, they will not be joined
by many whose opinions deserve respect.
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XII. Measures adopted in pursuance of these vieius by

tfie author : Set. t la,utnt formed in Prince Edward's

Lland: its dijjkulties, progress andfinal success.

When these general principles are under-

stood, the part which I have myself taken, in

regard to the settlers whom I conveyed, in

1803, to Prince Edward's Island, will need lit-

tle explanation. Of these settlers the greatest

proportion were from the Isle of Sky ; a di-

strict which had so decided a connexion with

North CaroUna, that no emigrants had ever

gone from it to any other quarter. There

were a few others from Rosv^-shire, from the

North part of Argyleshire, and from some

interior districts of Inverness-shire, all of

whose connexions lay in some part of the

United States. There were some also from

a part of the Island of Uist, where the

emigration had not taken a decided direc-

tion.

iU m
If my views had extended no further than

the mere improvement of a property in the

7
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colony I have mentioned, I mlglit, without

any loss, and with much less trouble, have

found settlers enough in the districts where

the custom of emigrating to the same

quarter was already established. But this

w^as not my purpose. I had undertaken to

settle these lands with emigrants, whose

views were directed towau^s the United

St es ; and, without any wish to increase

the general spirit of emigration, 1 could

not avoid giving more than ordinary ad-

vantages to those who should join me. The

prejudices entertained against the situation

I proposed, were industriously fomented by

some persons who had conceived a jealousy

against my undertaking ; and, in conse-

quence of this obstruction, I found it ne-

cessary to extend my offers of encouragement

as far as I could, without a total disregard

of my own interest. v' •

To induce people to embark in the under-

taking, was, however, the least part of my
task. The difficulties which a new settler

has to struggle with, are so great and vari-

ous, that, in the oldest and bear established
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colonies, they are not to be avoided alto-

gether ; and it is rare that any one does not,

at some time in the course of the first two

or three years, feel disheartened and repent

of his conduct. Of these discouragements the

emigrants are seldom fully aware. It was to

be expected, that men who had been in-

duced to deviate from their own intentions,

would ascribe all these unforeseen difficulties

to the peculiar disadvantages of the place

they were settled in ; and if, under this im-

pression, they had become disgusted, as

might naturally have happened, the experi-

ment, instead of tending to divert the cur-

rent of emigration, would have had an op-

posite effect.

There cannot be a more extreme contrast

to any old cultivated country, or a scene

more totally new to a native of these king-

doms, than the boundless forests of America.

An emigrant set down in such a scene feels

the helplessness almost of a child. He has

a new set of ideas to acquire : the know-

ledge which all his previous experience

has accumulated, can seldom be applied

;

1
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his ignorance as to the circumstances of his

new situation meets him on every occasion.

The disadvantages to which he is thereby

subjected are such, that emigrants who are

taken at once from Europe to such a situa-

tion, and abandoned to their own exertions

without aid or guidance, can scarcely fail to

involve themselves in inextricable difficulties.

To settlers of this description, success can

be insured only by w^ell calculated arrange-

ments, and an unremitted attention in di-

recting their efforts.

A detached and unsupported settler is

liable, in the first place, to lose a great deal

of time before he fixes on a situation. Un-^

skilled in those indications by which the

nature of the soil in the forests is to be

judged of, he wanders about with all the

jealousy which conscious ignorance inspires.

11 is vague researches terminate probably in

a choice made at random ; in the mean

while, he has not only lost his time, but his

ideas have become unsettled. He will again,

perhaps, take a dislike to the place he has

chosen, and, by repeated changes, sustain

N 2

ill
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more loss than if he had begun at hazard oii

the most barren and unfavourable spot he

met with.

1

Those whose Interests have been intrusted

to the care of their superiors, have not al-

ways fared much better in this respect. A
gentleman, who had accompanied a party of

emigrants to Cape Breton in 1802, informed

me, that, on their arrival^ a situation was

pointed out to them where they might liave

grants. Comparing the land with that they

had left, they were delighted with it, and

were inclined to settle immediately. Another

place, however, was shown to them, and

they were allowed to choose. This situation

was still more agreeable to them ; but before

they could make their determination they

heard of another that was yet finer, and pro-

ceeded to view it. Here, again, they found

that they were at no great distance from

some relations who had formerly settled in

Nova Scotia. Having found every new
situation better than the former ; and, con-

cluding that their friends must have chosen

the best of all, they determined to join

li:I f11 jl
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them. They proceeded therefore, with all

their families and their baggage, to that set-

tlement, where they found that all the best

situations were taken up. They would

willingly have returned, but had incurred

so much expense, as well as loss of time,

that they were under the necessity of remain-

ing t pon inferior land, with diminished re-

sources.

Those who receive gratuitous grants of

land are often subjected to delays, which

more than counterbalance all the advantage.

The Loyalists who were brought, at the end

of the American war, to Nova Scotia, had

to wait above a year, some of them nearly

two, before the surveyors had completed

their work, and their allotments were point-

ed out to them. In Upper Canada, I met with

some emigrants who had left Scotland about

two years before. On their arrival in that

province, they had received a promise of

grants of Crown lands, for which (though

every disposition to accommodate them had

the officers of Governmeby
)

!'
1

n

they had till then been waiting, and not till
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then had they received possession. In the

interval, most of the money they had

brought with them w^as expended, and, in

this exhausted condition, they were be-

ginning the cultivation of tlieir own pro-

perty.

f
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When the new settler is fixed on his land,

his diflicultics are not at an end : he is still

exposed to much waste of time, and can

seldom proceed in his work without in-

terruption. He must first procure pro-

visions ; and though no pecuniary difficulty

should occur, he generally, from his igno-

rance of the country, loses more time than

necessary in this business. In bringing

them home, he often finds himself much at

a loss, from the wild and almost impassable

state of the roads through woods ; the same

difficulty occurs whenever any article, how-

ever inconsiderable, is wanted from the mill,

the forge, or the store. From the want of

a general attention to keep the settlements

compact, and within reach of mutual assist-

ance, most of the people who begin on new

and untouched land, are reduced to a situa-

i

m
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tlon of more than savage solitude. The new

settler from Europe is unaccjuainted with the

methods by which a practised Koodsmdn can

find his way through the trackless forest.

Every time he leaves his hut, he is exposed

to the danger of being bewildered and lost

;

if he has been sufficiently warned of this

danger, to teach him the requisite degree of

attention, still he can feel no confidence that

his children will have the same caution ; and

must still shudder when he thinks of the

howling wilderness that surrounds him. The

horror of these impressions has, in many in-

stances, completely unnerved the mind of

the settler, and rendered him incapable of

every vigorous exertion.

But, though his mental energy should re-

main unimpaired, the practical difficulties

that await him are sufficient to discourage

the most hardy. In every work he has to

perform he is unpractised, and has all the

awkwardnefs of a novice. The settler who
begins on new lands has little access to the

assistance of professed artificers. He must:

build his own house, construct his own cart,,

|j

it
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make almost all his own implements. Amidst

the variety of these operations, to which a

European is unaccustomed, it is well if he be

not often totally at a loss, and vinable to pro-

ceed. Winter may overtake him with his

house unfinished, or, when completed, he

may find it insuillcient to resist the rigours

of the season, and to preserve him from the

loss of health. If illness attack him in his

solitary residence, remote from medical

assistance, his deplorable situation may easily

be imagined. If, however, he escape this

disaster, and proceed with industry to clear

his land, this work, on which all his hopes

must be founded, is so new to him, that it

must be expected to advance with a dis-

couraging degree of slow ness. His awkward-

ness, too, exposes him to frequent accidents

:

the fcilling of the trees, which an experienced

axi-mcDi reuulates with almost mathematical

precision, often takes a novice by surprise

;

and it is no rare occurrence that he is severely

wounded in the course of his work. If he

escape vinhurt, lie will probably, as the re-

ward of a great deal oi severe labour, have

but a small spot of land cleared in the course

:

1
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of many months, perhaps not the fourth

part of what a man accustomed to the busi-

ness might have accomplished with less

exertion. To cut down the trees is but half

the work ; in destroying them, and prepare

ing the land for the seed, a number of mi-

nutiae must be attended to ; if, from want

of experience, these are omitted, the con-

sequence may be fatal to the crop. The

seasons of sowing, and many details in the

management of unknown kinds of grain,

are all to be learnt. Thus, over and above

the danger of losing his seed-time altogether,

by not having his land ready, independently

of the accidents of seasons to which all are

subject, the new settler has to add many
chances that, from his own ignorance and

mismanagement, his crop may totally a"!ci 1.

All these disasters are within the bounds

of probability, though the settler should be

in no degree deficient in exertion ; but, in

the management of a number of people, it

is a matter of much delicacy to keep alive

their industry, and seldom in any great un-

dertaking has this been fully accomplished.

:?^
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In such instances as New South Wales, where

the progress of the colony depended on men
who had no interest in their own work, it is

easy to anticipate the consequence. But even

where the settlers are to reap the entire be-

nefit of their own industry, circumstances,

apparently inconsiderable, may tend to di-

minish their energy. When, to obviate the

disadvantages of a new situation, assistance

has been granted with a liberal hand, par-

ticularly when gratuitous rations of pro-

visions have been allowed, the effect has

almost invariably been, by taking away the

pressure of necessity, to render the settlers in-

active, and to damp their exertions for over-

coming the difficulties of their situation.

A great proportion of the Loyalists and dis-

banded Provincials inCanada andNovaScotia

performed scarcely any work as long as they

received Government rations ; and, when

these were discontinued, found themselves

almost as destitvite as if no aid had ever been

given. The Maroon settlement near Halifax

was totally ruined by mismanagement of

the same kind.
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The industry of new settlers has likewise

been often damped by injudicious regulations

as to the disposal of land. Some grantees

of large tracts in America, have attempted

to settle these with people holding their farms

on lease, like the tenantry of Europe. Ex-

perience has proved, that this is impractica-

ble within the reach of other places where

land may, for a low price, be had in absolute

property. At any rate, the people who be-

gin a new settlement, ought to have every

stimulus to exertion which the most per-

manent tenure can afford. But the opposite

extreme has also its dangers ; the profusion

with which gratuitous grants of Crown lands

have been given in some situations, has been

scarcely less pernicious. It has taught the

settlers to despise wdiat they procured with

so little difficulty; and, by diminishing

their estimation of the spot on which they

were fixed, and their attachment to it, has

tended to enfeeble their exertions for its im-

provement.

The combined effect of these accumulated

difficulties is seen in the long infancy ofmost
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new settled countries. Till the colonists,

from their own lands, and the produce of

their own labovu*, reap a harvest adequate

to their maintenance, they cannot be con-

sidered as fairly establislied. In most in-

stances of the kind, there has been a long

and critical period of dependance on extra-

neous and precarious supplies. I do not re-

fer to the first establishments which were

made on the continent of America, at a pe-

riod wdien little experience had been obtained

on the subject of colonization, and the prin-

ciples, on which a new establishment ought

to be conducted, were perhaps unknown.

But so lately as the year 1783, when the Loy-

alists were settled in Nova Scotia and Canada,

it was not supposed that they could provide

for themselves in less than three years : a great

proportion did not accomplish it even in this

period; and when the bountiful support of

Government was discontinued, many of the

settlements were abandoned. The colony in

New South Wales w^as for six or seven years

dependant on imported provisions ; and,

during all that time, was in hazard of famine,

whenever a store-ship was imexpectedly re-
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tarclccl. The very isLuul where I have fixed

the emigrants I have mentioned above, af-

fords an instance in point : on its settlement

about tlie year 1770, many farmers were
brought from Europe, who, after being sup-
ported for two years by extraneous supplies,

went away in disgust, spreading the idea that
the country was incapable of cultivation.

I will not assert that the people I took
there have totally escaped all difficulties

and discouragement
; but the arrangements

for their accommodation have had so much
success, that few perhaps in their situation

have suffered less, or have seen their difficul-

ties so soon at an end.

This island of Prince Edward is situated

in lat. 46' and 47
' in the Gulph of St. Lau-

rence, near the coast of Nova Scotia,— it is

about 120 miles long, and much intersected

by arms of the sea, along which is a thinly

scattered population, estimated at about 7 or
8000. The lands of this island were granted
in the year 1767, in several large lots, of
which a great proportion fell into the hands

n
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of persons who have entirely neglected their

improvement, and in consequence of this

many very extensive tracts are totally unin-

habited. The settlement I had in view was

to be fixed in one of these, where, for up-

wards of 30 miles along the coast, there

was not a single habitation. The spot se-

lected for the principal establishment was

separated by an arm of the sea, and an

interval of several miles, from any older set-

tlement. Those that were in the vicinity

were of inconsiderable amount, and little

benefit was derived from any intercourse

with them; so that the emigrants who ar-

rived on this occasion were placed in cir-

cumstances scarcely more favourable than if

the island had been completely desert.

These people, amounting to about 800

persons of all ages, reached the island in

three ships, on the 7th, 9th, and 27th of

August 1803. It had been my intention

to come to the island some time before

any of the settlers, in order that every re-

quisite preparation might be made. In this,

however, a number of untoward circum-
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stances concurred to disappoint me ; and on

my arrival at the capital of the island, 1

learned that the ship of most importance

had just arrived, and the passengers were

landing at a place previously appointed for

the purpose.

I lost no time in proceeding to the spot,

where I found that the people had already

lodged themselves in temporary tci^zcaf/iSj

constructed after the fashion of the Indians,

by setting up a number of poles in a coni-

cal form, tied together at top, and covered

with boughs of trees. Those of the spruce

fir were preferred, and, when disposed in

regular layers of sufficient thickness, formed

a very substantial thatch, giving a shelter

not inferior to that of a tent.

VP;" -i

in
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The settlers had spread themselves along

the shore for the distance of about half a

mile, upon the site of an old French village,

which had been destroyed and abandoned
after the capture of the island by the British

forces in 1758. The land, which had for-

merly been cleared of wood, was overgrown
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again with thickets of young trees, intef-»

spersed with grassy glades. These open

spots, thouj?;h of inconsiderable extent with

a view to cultivation, afforded a convenient

situation for the encampment: indeed the

only convenient place that could have beeii

found, for all the rest of the coast was co-

vered with thick wood, to the very edge of

the water.

.]

if

I arrived at the place late in the evening,

and it had then a very striking appearance*

Each family had kindled a large fire near

their wigzcdnf, and round these were assem-

bled groupes of figures, whose peculiar na-

tional dress added to the singularity of the

surrounding scene. Confused heaps of bag-

gage were every where piled together be-

side their wild habitations ; and by the

number of fires the whole woods were

illuminated. At the end of this line of en^

campment I pitched my own tent, and was

surrounded in the morning by a numerous

assemblage of people, whose behaviour indi-

cated that they looked to nothing less than a

restoration of the happy days of Clanship.

8
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After ovir first meeting, I had to occupy

myself in examining the lands, and laying

them out in small lots for the settlers. In

this business I soon began to feel the incon-

venience of not having arrived at the time I

had intended. The plans which had formerly

been made of the land, were too inaccurate

to be of much use : a new survey could not

be completed sufficiently soon ; but some

measurements were indispensable ; and even

this little took up time that could ill be

spared. From this cause^ combined with

some of those errors from which a first ex-

periment is rarely exempt, it happened that

three or four weeks elapsed before the set-

tlers could have their individual allotments

pointed out to them; and during all this

time they were under the necessity of re-

maining in their first encampment.

These hardy people thought little of the

inconvenience they felt from the sUghtness

of the shelter they had put up for themselves;

but in other respects the delay was of very

pernicious tendency. There are few pai :s

of America where there are not people ready

o
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to practise on the ignorance of new-comers,

and by representations, true or false, to

entice them to fix on some place where the

oflScious adviser has an interest to promote.

Some attempts of this kind were made, and,

though not ultimately successful, gave much
trouble. The confidence of the settlers

seemed to be shaken ; and from their abso-

lute ignorance of the country, argument

had no effect in removing any unreasonable

fancy. The terms upon which lands were

offered to them were scarcely equivalent to

one-half of the current rate of the island;

yet they acceded to them with much hesi-

tation, and a long time elapsed before they

became sensible of the uncommon degree

of favour they had experienced.

1,
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At one period, indeed, there seemed to

be a probability of the settlement breaking

up entirely. As long as the people remained

together in their encampment, they partook

in some degree of the versatility of a mob.

It was not till they had dispersed to their

separate lots, till by working upon them

they had begun to form a local attachment.

w
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Riid to view their property vith a sort of

paternal fondness, that I could reckon the

settlement as fairly begun.

In this interval an alarming contagious

fever broke out, and gave me no small de-

gree of anxiety, by its progress among the

settlers. My apprehensions, however, were

relieved by the presence and assistance of a

medical gentleman, whom I was fortunate

enough to have as my companion, and

whose professional skill was equalled only

hv his amiable and humane attention to

every class of patients *. Through his assi-

duous and unremitted exertions, the disease

was soon alleviated ; and few fatal cases

occurred. There we^'e not many of the set-

tlers, however, that escaped the contagion

altogether : it was difficult to intercept it

among people living in such close vicinity,

and in a continual intercourse, which no

means could be found for preventing. This

fever had been occasioned by some acci-

dental importation, and certainly not by the

' Dr. Jolin Shaw, jun. now at Anriapolisj in Maryland.
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climate, which is remarkably healthy. The

disease was nearly eradicated, when the

people began to disperse to their separate

lots, upon which they had all begun to work

before the middle of September.

I conld not but regret the time which had

been lost ; but I had satisfaction in reflect-

ing, that the settlers had begun the cultiva-

tion of their farms, with their little capitals

unimpaired. The principal expense they

had to incur was for provisions to support

them during the winter and ensuing season
;

besides which, all the more opulent pur-

chased milch cows, and some other cattle.

Provisions, adequate to the whole demand,

were purchased by an agent ; he procured

some cattle for beef in distant parts of the

island, and also a large quantity of po-

tatoes, which were brought by water car-

riage into the centre of the settlement

;

and each family received their share with-

in a short distance of their own resi-

dence. Some difficulties occurred, indeed,

in procuring a full supply ; for, though the
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crops of the island afforded a great super-

abundance, most of the farmers who could

spare any considerable quantity, had taken

up the idea, that, from so large an addi-

tional number of consumers, they could

get what prices they pleased, and raised their

demands to such an extravagant degree, that

it would have been better if the whole pro-

visions for the settlement had been import-

ed from a distant market. In fact, it was

found necessary to si'nd to Nova Scotia for

a quantity of flour. Throug!iout this busi-

ness some trouble was unavoidable ; but of

this the settlers in general had no share.

From the moment they were fixed in their

respective allotments of land, they were

enabled to proceed without interruption in

their work.

A gentleman of medical knowledge, who

had accompanied the emigrants, and assisted

in the management of the undertaking, set-

tled among them in a centrical situation,

from whence his professional aid could soon

be afforded to any part. Not very far from

the same place, a forge wa^ erected; a

i
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blacksmith was the only artificer who was

judged to be indispensably requisite ; for,

in consequence of the small progress of the

division of labour among the Highlanders,

every man is in the habit of doing for him-

self most of the other branches of work,

for which the aid of a professed trades-

man would be required by people more

accustomed to the habits of commercial

society.

w

u •

To obviate the terrors which the woods

were calculated to inspire, the settlement

was not dispersed, as those of the Ameri-

cans usually are, over a large tract of coun-

try, but concentrated within a moderate

space. The lots were laid out in such a

manner, that there were generally four or

five families, and sometimes more, who
built their houses in a little knot together

;

the distance between the adjacent hamlets

seldom exceeded a mile. Each of them was

inhabited by persons nearly related, who
sometimes carried on their work in common,

or, at least, were always at hand to come to

each other's assistance. This enabled them
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to proceed with the more vigour, as there

are many occasions, in the work of clearing

away the woods, where the joint efforts of

a number of men are requisite, and where

a single individual can scarcely make any

progress. There is a great advantage in

clearing a considerable field, rather than the

same extent of land in detached spots, as it

does not suffer so much from the shadow

of the surrounding woods. Besides this,

the work of several men being collected in

one place, made so much the greater show.

The progress of each, insulated by itself,

might liave appeared poor and insignifi-

cant; but when united, when the forests

were seen receding on every side, all were

animated by the encouraging prospect of

advancement. Experience, too, was ra-

pidly communicated among people thus

concentrated ; emulation was kept alive

;

and, when any one was inclined to de-^

spondency, the example and society of his

friends kept up his spirits. To their fami-

lies, this social style of settlement was a

comfort of the utmost importance for cheer-

ing their minds, and preventing them from

it:
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sinking under the gloomy impressions of

the wilderness.
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This plan was the more readily acquiesced,

in, from its similarity to the former situation

of the small tenants in their native country

;

and, in many instances, a party of relations

were willing even to take all their land in

one large lot in partnership. This, as a

sociable arrangement, I was disposed to en-

courage : it was found, however, to lead to

much trouble in the subsequent stages of

the business, as the partners soon began to

wish for a subdivision, and this was seldom

accomplished without a good deal of wran-

gling. The advantage of concentrating the

settlements might have been attained with-

out incurring this inconvenience, and is of

such essential consequence to people who
are unaccustomed to the woods, that it

ought not to be given up for any motive of

inconsiderable moment.

Before the settlers had dispersed to their

several lots, while they were still in the en-

campment which theyhadformed on landing.
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of ^ome of the inhabitants of the island were

employed to build a house, so that all had

access to learn the methods used : some

land was afterwards cleared in a situation

they had frequent opportunities of seeing.

From these examples they appeared to re-

ceive no small instruction ; for, though

their first trials of the axe were awkward,

they improved rapidly.

en-

Their houses were, indeed, extremely rude,

and such as, perhaps, few other European

settlers wotild have been satisfied with. The

first buildings of the American zcoodsmniy

from which our people took their model, are

constructed without any other materials than

what the forests afford. The walls are formed

of straight logs, about eight inches in diame-

ter, rough and undressed, laid horizontally,

and crossing each other at the corners of the

building, where they are coarsely grooved

or notched about half through, to allow

each log to touch that immediately below

it : the chinks between them are stuffed with

moss, clay, and small wedges of wood. The

roof i3 formed of birch bark, or that of
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the spruce fir, peeled ofF the trees in large

unbroken pieces, and secured by poles tied

down on them with wythcs or pliable twigs.

This covering, if well laid, is vsufficient to

keep out any rain, but must be protected

from the sun by a covering of thatch ; for

which purpose aquatic grasses, or the small

twigs of the spruce and other sorts of fir

trees, may be used. Houses of this kind, of

fifteen or eighteen feet, by ten or fourteen,

were the dwellings of many of the settlers

for the first season.

I .
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The hardy habits of these Highlanders

gave them, in this respect, a great advantage

over people who are accustomed to better

accommodation, and who would have em-

ployed a great proportion of their time in

building comfortable houses. They, on the

contrary, had soon secured themselves a

shelter, poor indeed in appearance, and of

narrow dimensions, but such as they could

put up with for a temporary resource;

and immediately applied themselves with

vigour to the essential object of clearing

their lands. Notwithstanding this work was
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of a nature so totally new to them, they

applied to it with such assiduity, that before

the winter set in, they liad not only lodged

themselves, but made some progress in cut-

ting down the trees. This was continued dur-

ing winter, whenever the weather was not too

severe ; and, upon the opening of the spring,

the land was finally prepared for the seed.

The zeal with which they proceeded in

their work, was exemplified by a man of

above sixty years of age, who with his

three sons inhabited one of the little hamlets

that have been described. The young men
had agreed among themselves, that as this

new species of labour would be too severe

for their fiither, he should do nothing, till,

from the progress of the clearing, he could

employ himself in some sort of work he had

formerly been accustomed to : the veteran

would not, however, be dissuaded from tak-

ing up the axe, till his sons found they had

no resource but to secrete it from him. In

another instance, this zeal appeared rather

in a whimsical manner. In walking among

the settlements, I came unexpectedly to a

i;i
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house newly erected by an elderly widow

and her two sons. The young men had gone

from home upon some business ; the mother,

having no immediate occupation within the

house, had taken up one of the axes they had

left behind, and with amazonian vigour had

begun to attack a tree. She had made some

progress, when my coming up interrupted

the w^ork—rather fortunately, I believe ; for

the good old lady had proceeded with more

ardour than skill, and there appeared to be

some danger that, in the progress of her

work, the tree would have fallen on the roof

of her new habitation.

The settlers had every incitement to v'gor-

ous exertion from the nature of their tenures.

They were allowed to purchase in fee simple,

and to a certain extent, on credit : from 50

to 100 acres were allotted to each family at a

very moderate price, but none was given

gratuitously. To accommodate those who

had no superfluity of capital, they were not

required to pay the price in full till the third

or fourth year of their possession ; and, in

this time, an industrious man may have it
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in his power to discharge his debt out of the

produce of the land itself.

I

The same principle was adhered to in the

distribution of provisions ; for though seve-

ral of the poorer settlers could not go on with-

out support, every assistance they received

was as a loan, after due scrutiny into the

necessity of the case, and under strict obliga-

tions of repayment with interest. Thus,

while a remedy was provided for cases of

such extreme necessity as might otherwise

have put a stop to the progress of the settlers,

they were not encouraged to reliance on any

resource but their own industry ; and their

minds were not degraded by the humiliating

idea of receiving any thing like charity.

The proud spirit that characterized the

antient Highlander, was carefully cherished

among them : the near prospect of indepeu-

dance was kept constantly within their view,

to stimulate their exertions, and support

them in every difficulty.

I

Having calculated the arrangements ne-

cessary for the progress of the settlement.
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and having left the charge of their execution

in the hands of an agent, whose fidehty and

zeal I was well assured of by long previous

acquaintance, I left the island in September,

1803 ; and, after an extensive tour on the

continent, returned in the end of the same

month the following year. It was with the

utmost satisfaction I then found that my
plans had been followed up with attention

and judgment. Though circumstances had

intervened to disturb, in some degree, the

harmony of the settlement, they had pro-

duced no essentially bad effect ; and the pro-

gress that had been made was so satisfactory

to all concerned, that little difficulty occurred

in healing every sore.

I found the settlers engaged in securing

the harvest which their industry had pro-

duced. They had a small proportion of

grain of various kinds, but potatoes were the

principal crop ; these were of excellent

quality, and would have been alone sufficient

for the entire support of the settlement.

The prospect of abundance had diffused

universal satisfaction, and every doubt as to

6

mi'
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the eligibility of the situation seemed to be

removed. In the whole settlement I met
but two men who showed the least appear-

ance of despondency. There were three or

four families who had not gathered a crop

adequate to their own supply : but many
others had a considerable superabundance.

The extent of land in cultivation at tlie dif-

ferent hamlets, I found to be in general in a

proportion of two acres or thereabouts to

each able working hand: in many cases from
three to four. Several boats had also been

bviilt, by means of which, a considerable

supply of fish had been obtained, and form-

ed no trifling addition to the stock of pro-

visions. Thus, in little more than one year

from the date of their landing on the island,

had these people made themselves indepen-

dant of any supply that did not arise from

their own labour.

m

To their industrious dispositions and per-

severing energy, the highest praise is justly

due. Without these, indeed, every other

advantage would have been of no avail

;

for, if the arrangements that have been de-

il
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tailed have any merit, it may all be com-

prised in this,—that by their means the in-

dustry of the individual settlers was pre-

served unimpaired, was allowed full scope

to exert itself, and was so directed, as to pro-

duce all the effect, or nearly all, that it could

produce.

lit

M
Y.

These first difficulties being over, the

further progress of the colonists may be left

to their own guidance. They are now ac-

quainted with the essential circumstances of

the country, and understand how to im-

prove their situation : their future condi-

tion must entirely depend on the perseve-

rance with which their first exertions are

followed up.

Ml

Having secured the first great object, sub-

sistence, most of them are now proceeding

to improve their habitations, and some are

alrecdy lodged in a manner superior to the

utmost wishes they would have formed

in their native country. These secpnd

houses are constructed in the same general

methods as their first huts, but in a more

8
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careful manner. The logs are partly squared,

and well fitted together ; they are supported

on a foundation of stone ; for the roof, boards

or shingles take the place of bark and thatch

;

a wooden floor is introduced ; the doors and

windows, the chimney and partitions, are

all executed with more care ; and some at-

tention is bestowed on neatness and orna-

ment. This last circumstance, though it may
be deemed of inferior consequence, is a very

pleasing indication of a progress in the ideas

of the people as to comfort, and of the at-

tachment they have taken to the spot that is

to be the inheritance of their children.

ore

The commencement of improvement to

be seen in some of these habitations, is, I

believe, the result, not so much of a per-

sonal wish for better accommodation, as of

the pride of landed property ; a feeling

natural to the human breast, and particularly

consonant to the antient habits of the High-

landers ; a feeling which, among the tenantry,

has been repressed by recent circumstances,

but not extinguished ; and which is ready

to resume its spring whenever their situation

p
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will permit. These sentiments are not con-*

lined to the superior classes of the settlers.

One of very moderate property,who had held

a small possession in the Isle of Sky, traces

his lineage to a family which had once pos-

sessed an estate in Ross-shire but had lost it

in the turbulence of the feudal times. He
has given to his new property the name of

the antient seat of his family ; has selected a

situation with more taste than might have

been expected from a mere peasant ; and, to

render the house of Auchtertyre worthy of

its name, is doing mofe^tlTari would other-

wise have been thought of by a man of his

station.

The point, however, on which the opu-

lence and comfort of a settler ultimately de-

pend, is chiefly the assiduity with which

he proceeds in clearing avv^ay the woods and

extending his cultivated land. It is ob-

served of some Highlanders who have

come on former occasions to this island,

that after the first two or three years thei'

exertions have relaxed. They have, by

that time, found themselves able to maintain

ill'
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their families with ease, aiid to procure all

the comforts they had been accustomed to
;

and, having no further ambition, have pre-^

ferred the indulgence of their old habits of

indolence, to an accumulation of property

by a continuance of active industry. There

is reason, however, to doubt, whetlier this

has not been more the effect of an insecure

or discouraging tenure, than of any in-

herent disposition.
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This effect has certainly been aggravated

in no small degree, by the unsystematic

manner in which the inhabitants of the

island have been allowed to scatter around it.

They have settled, with few exceptions, on

the sea-shores only, in spots abounding with

coarse hay produced on marshes occasionally

overflowed by the tide. These are a great

convenience to a new settler, by furnishing

an immediate maintenance for cattle ; but

are observed, in many other situations, as

well as in this island, to be a great impedi-

ment to industry. They tem]3t the settler

to keep a greater number of cattle than he

\:k\n provide for in a proper manner, or turn

;!
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to real advantage. These cattle must be

allowed to range in the woods ; and the at-

tention required in looking after them, is a

serious interruption to the progress of labori-

ous work, as well as to the habits of steady

application, which the circumstances of a

new settler require. The most important

part of the season too, is taken up in cut-

ting, preparing, and bringing home the hay;

while those improvements must be neglected,

which would not only give the immediate

return of a crop, but create a permanent

acquisition of productive land.

Notwithstanding these pernicious effects of

the too great abundance of marsh hay, a

binall quantity is of great importance to a

new settler during the first two or three

years, till by the progress of his cultivation

he can provide winter forage independently

of this resource. With a view to preserve

this advantage for future settlers, as well as

to obviate the bad effects that have arisen in

odicr cases, the marshes on this tract were

not annexed entirely to the adjoining lands,

as is usual in the island. Each lot of wood-

I
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land had assigned to it only a small portion

of marsh, not of sufficient extent to be a

permanent dependance, or to supersede tiie

necessity of going on with improvements.

The prevailing soil of Prince Edward's

Island may be described as a sandy loam,

such as in England would be reckoned of

medium quality. In some spots on the

coast, it seems a mere barren sand
;
yet the

crops in these places are generally much bet-

ter than a stranger would expect from the

appearance of the soil. It is a remarkable

fact, that the land immediately adjoining the

coast and rivers, is almost without exception,

worse than that which lies further back, even

at a short distance. The country in its

natural state is entirely covered with timber

;

with the exception only of the salt-marshes,

which form but a small portion. The most

common species of timber are beech and

maple, among which are frequently inter-

mixed birch of different kinds, spruce firs,

and other species of the pine tribe. In some

places the phies entirely predominate : this

is considered as indicating a soil of an

i i
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inferior quality : but, on the other hand, the

timber of the white pine is vahiable for exr

portation. The black birch is also in great

estimation. Some of the many varieties of

maple arc valuable and beautiful timber,

but these are not in so great abundance.

The mode in which the woods are cleared

away is a matter of surprise to the European,

who has been accustomed to consider timber

as an article of value. The extent of land

which an industrious man may annually

bring into cultivation, furnishes a quantity

far beyond the consumption of any settler

for fuel and other purposes. A small pro-

portion only is fit for exportation ; the rest

must be destroyed by fire, and the ashes

serve as manure.

h I
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The brush-wood, with which the forests

generally abound, is first cut close to the sur^

face, to allow the workman free access ; he

then begins at one side of a piece of land,

and fells the trees in a regular progress. By
making his cut on the two opposite sides

of the tree only, he can regulate the direc^.
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tion in which it is to fall, and generally

lays it towards the quarter where he be-

gan. The stumps are left about three feet

high ; the timber is left till the proper

season arrives, when fire is applied, and

runs over the whole field, burning not

only the branches, but the vegetation

on the ground, and leaving the whole

surface, to appearance, charred. This first

fire is not of sufficient intensity to consume

the larger branches ; these must be cut off,

and the trees cut across into logs of 12 or

15 feet long, which are rolled together,

piled up and again set on fire. When the

timber is of great size, oxen are used for

dragging the logs together ; but their as-

sistance is not in general necessary on this

island.
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An expert workman will be employed for

six or eight days in cutting down and cross-

cutting the trees of an acre of land ; to pile

and burn them requires about as much
more labour : the whole work may be exe-

cuted for three guineas or three and a half per

ncre, at the usiial rate of wages in the island,

:
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After the timber is burnt, little more re-

mains to be done : the fire has destroyed the

vegetation which might have been inconve-

nient, and the surface, having been preserved

in a mellow state by the shade of the trees,

needs no tillage, further than to cover the

seed with a hoe. In some parts of America,

the harrow is used ; but, in all the northern

parts, the surface is too rough, owing to

trees that have been blown down by storms,

and have torn up the earth along with their

roots, forming little hillocks, which remain

long after the timber is entirely gone to decay.

-J
r
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With this slight preparation of the soil any

kind of grain may be produced ; or, if po-

tatoes are planted, the digging up of these

roots is sufficient tillage for a crop of grain

the second year. After this, all judicious

farmers leave the land in grass till the roots

of the trees decay. In the beech and maple

lands, the stumps may be pulled out with

little difficulty after five or six years ; if

left a year or two longer, they come out

with perfect ease. Where the timber consists

of pine, the decay is much more tedious.
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When the stumps arc removed, the plough

may be used, though for the first or second

time with some difficulty, from the rough-

ness of the surface, and the remnants of de-

cayed routs. After that, however, a farmer

may follow the same agricultural process as

in England, and, according to his manage-

ment, may expect nearly the same produce

as on a similar soil in this country.

The first crop or two upon newly cleared

land, are of course much inferior to those

of England. But without any other manure

than the ashes of the burnt timber, an acre

may easily be made to produce 150 or 160

bushels of potatoes, and 200 is not an extra-

ordinary produce. In the same rough state

of the land, the usual produce of grain is

about 15 or 16 bushels of wheat, and 20 or

25 of barley or oats. From 10 cwt. to a

ton, of timothy or clover hay, may be ex-

pected, if grass seeds are sown; but this is not

usually practised in the early stage of clear-

ing. When the clearing is completed, the

land may easily be brought, by tolerable

cultivation, to prvvdi^'^e crops of double the . li
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amount that can be raised in the first in-

stance. But it must be allowed, that the

settlers who manage their land with sufficient

judgment form a very small proportion.

1 i
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I

!
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The quantity of land which may be

brought into cultivation annually from the

forest, varies with the dexterity of the work-

man, as well as the size of the timber : that

of the island is seldom so heavy as in the

more southern parts of America, where one

man has frequently cleared ten acres in the

course of a year, besides the other work of

his farm. This, however, is a great exer-

tion. In this island six or seven acres may in

general be accomplished by an industrious

settler, though not more expert at the axe

than any active man may become in the

course of two or three years' practice. A
perfect novice could not do so much ; but

any one who does not accomplish two or

three acres, must either be a very indifferent

hand, or deficient in industry.

The climate is not capable of ripening In-^

dian corn with certainty ; but every article

I 'II

I ii.
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that Gomes to maturity in England seems in

Prince Edward's Island to reach as great per-

fection as can be expected from the slight

and careless culture generally bestowed. The

summer is rather warmer than that of Eng-

land ; the winter longer ; but in severity not

perhaps very different from that of the Ne-

therlands. The cattle are often left to sup-

port themselves in the woods during the

early part of winter ; but, on the whole,

from 1 to 1 i ton of hay to each is considered

as requisite for wintering. In summer, the

cattle find abundance of food in the woods,

sufficient at least for the young stock ; but

the settlers are too much in the habit of al-

lowing those of all descriptions to take their

chance alike. The consequence is, that the

produce of the dairy is inconsiderable, and

that the full aged cattle are not well fattened.

The few who pay more attention, find their

advantage in providing bettor pasture for

their cows and feeding cattle. The sheep are

more generally kept in inclosed pastures, as

they cannot, without danger, be allowed to

go into the woods.
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These particulars may be suiEcient to en-

able the intelligent agriculturist to form an

estimate of the circumstances and ultimate

situation to which any emigrant may pro-

bably attain, according to the degree of his

industry.

*
^

I
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The advancement already gained by the

settlers, whose progress I have more par-

ticularly described, has been spoken of above

as uncommon. This, however, is not to be

understood as in comparison with that which

might have been made in the same circum-

stances by natives of America. It is by no

means unusual among settlers of that de-

scription, that the first crop they reap, after

beginning to clear a new farm, is more than

sufficient for the support of a family and for

maintaining them in a degreeofluxury,which

to the Scotish peasantry would appear abso-

lute extravagance. But the Americans have

a great advantage, in their perfect acquaint-

ance with the woods, and in the dexterity

which continual practice has given them in

the use of the axe. No comparison can be

stated between their case, and that of men



who from a country where they had scarcely

ever seen a tree, were taken at once to a situ-

ation, where they could with difficulty find

room even to place their huts till they had

cleared away the wood.

These people could not, perhaps, have

attained a state of independence so soon,

but for a combination of advantages rarely

enjoyed by European emigrants. Their in-

dustry, with all the arrangements for giving

it effect, would not have been sufficient, if

their habits had been less hardy, or their

ideas of the necessaries of life less moderate.

So many instances indeed are quoted of the

ill success of Europeans when placed at once

in the heart of the wild woods, that I have

heard several gentlemen of the highest abili-

ties and experience in the United States, pro-

nounce an unqualified opinion, that a new

settlement could not be formed without a

basis of native Americans.

The decisive experimental proof to the

contrary that has been stated in these pages,

seems to me of some consequence in a

2
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public point of view. It shows the utility

that may be derived from a class of people

who have hitherto been lost to their native

country, and abandoned to their fate in a

foreign land. Though of little service as

manufacturers, it proves that they may be

made excellent colonists; and that our North

American possessions may be peopled and

brought into cultivation, without intro-

ducing into them men whose manners and

principles are so repugnant to our own con-

stitution and government, as those which arc

prevalent among the natives of the United

States.

Of the possibility of inducing the High-

landers to go to our own colonies, I presume

that no further doubt can be entertained 5

and I cannot help flattering myself that no

immaterial progress has already been made

towards this object. In some considerable

districts, the current appears already to be

decidedly turned. How far the example of

these may operate on other parts of the

country, time only can show ; but it can

scarcely admit of a doubt, that some further

8

« ,
',=1.
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exertion in the same line might secure to our

own colonies, all those among our country-

men who cannot be retained in the king-

dom.

^'

This, however, is an object which cannot

be accomplished by the unsupported exer-

tions of any individual. The experiment

that has been detailed may perhaps be useful

as a preparatory step, and serve to point out

the principles on which effectual national

measures might be grounded—measures

which, if f lowed up on an extensive scale

while the object is within our reach, might

secure to the empire most important advan-

tages. Whether these are to be sacrificed

from a deference to the prejudices of indi-

viduals, or to be attained by an adequate

and timely effort, mast rest with those to

whom the interests of the nation are more

particularly intrust^id. 1' ;i;

ill
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APPENDIX.

[A.], page 13.

It appears from the State Trials held after the suppression

of the rebellion in 1715, that the earl of Winton, whose

estate in Lothian stood among the first in the list of for-

feitures, had joined the rebel army with fourteen men

:

Highland chieftains even of middling rank had on the

sanjc occasion brought along with them three, four, or

five hundred. In like manner in the year 1 745 the military

force of the rebels was entirely raised by the Highland

proprietors, though of the estates forfeited on that occa-

sion those in the Lowlands were at least one half of the

value. Pennant mentions this, and at the same time ob-

serves the small amount of the whole.— ' The power and

* interest,' he says, ' of poor twelve thousand per annum
' terrified and nearly subverted the constitution of these

* powerful kingdoms.'

Of the estates to which he alludes, those in the Highlands

may now be valued at about 80,000l. a year, including

two or three which escaped forfeiture from accidental

circumstances, though the proprietors were engaged in

the rebellion. The military force of the rebels appears

never to have exceeded five thousand men. There are

various*do( uments, partly traditional, which ascertain the

number of men which particular chiefs could bring out

previous to that stra; and on comparing them with the

present value of their estates, the proportion appears to

be in general between ten and fifteen por.nds for evci y

man.

This sum is not far from the yearly expcn«;e. of a farm-

a
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servant in the North of Scotland. In the Agricultural

Survey of the Northern Counties clrav^n up in 1793,

for the Board of Agriculture, the total expense of wages

and maintenance for an able-bodied workman is com-

puted at 9I. 10s. for the whole year. Since the date of

that publication some advance has taken place j to what

exact amount I am not informed, but probably about 25

or 30 per cent.

[ B. ], page 20.

To those who are not familiar with the anticnt history

of Scotland, these observations on the former state of the

Highlands will be illustrated by a reference to Buchanan's

History of the Feuds and Conflicts of the Clans, to Mar-

tin's History of the Western Isles, and to Mr. Home's

History of the Rebellion in 1745, particularly the intro-

ductory chapters : many anecdotes are also interspersed

through Pennant's Tours. Thesf books being in general

circulation, particular quotations are unnecessary; but

the inquisitive reader may be glad to see a few passages

from some publications ofthe period reiWred to, and which

are not so generally known.

In a pamphlet published immediately after the suppres-

sion of the rebellion in 1745, entitled "Superiorities dis-

** played, or Scotland's Grievance by reason of the Slavish

" Dependence of the People upon their Great Men,'* is

the following passage :

' With respect to this and other depredations committeol

^ by the Highlanders, the first parliament after the Revo-
' lution sent up their grievances to king William, de-

' ^iivino- a redress of them; whereof this was one:

—

'" That an effectual course may be taken to repress the

•^depredations and robberies committed by the High-

li
'4
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^Mandcrs." See Act 18, anno 16SO. Tlie king's In-

* struction to the duke of tJaniilton, coniuiissioncr to the

' parHament, was in these words, ^' You are to endeavour

'^ to procure an act for an effectual course, to repress the

*^ depredations and robberies by the Highland clans ; and
*' when this matter is digested, you are to transmit the

^' proposals to us, that you may get particular instruc-

'^ tions thereanent.'* A gentleman, in an Account of

* the Affairs in Scotland, printed about that time, gives

' us his observation upon this : it is, " That the depre-

dations by the Highlanders are certainly a great incon-

venience to the kingdom, whereby the inhabitants of the

'\ Lowlands are notonly obliged to keep numbers of armed
'^ men, to watch and guard the passages and descents

" from the Highlands, but likewise to pay considerable

" compositions to these robbers, to procure their protec-

'^ tion and assurance, which the law discharges ; and

*^ this acknowledgement is called black mml, whereby
** these thieves are sustained w ithout industrv or virtue,

** who are hard to he reduced or I'ruiwhi to ;//,9//ce because

*^ of the inaccessibleness of the mountains, and that

" forces are not able to find subsistence there, nor march
" as far in two or three days in a body, as the Highlanders

*' can do in one, and therefore the grievance is just ; but

'^ there is no method proposed for accomplishing the

*' redress : therefore the king did remit to the parliament

" to consider and digest effectual courses for repressing

'* the Highlanders, which are to be transmitted to his

*' majesty, that he may give particular instructions to

'* his commissioner. Like as, though in the mean time

*^ the parliament did refuse to grant a supply, yet the

" king hath maintained a considerable army upon his

" own charge this summer, and hath planted some con-

** siderable garrisons rovnd the verge of the mountains tQ

" secv.re the Lowlands ; and if his majesty should with-

a 2
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'* draw or tlisbaiul tlics'* forces, which he hath not beett

•' t'.nahlcd to pay, llic Highland chms being now com-
*' binc'd in arms and open rcbeUion against the govern-

" nient, ihry would quickly destroy that kingdom, and
'' raise such a flame in E.>gland as might have fatal

** cflects, before it could be etTectcd." A method for re-

' pressing the depredations in the Highlands, was agreed

* to in the third session of the first parliament of king

' VVil'iianj and queen Mary, Act 4, Septenibcr 10, 1()<J().

' Rut, so iar as I can understand, it was nc elTeetual

• cenitd'V.'

I

^

!
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A very curious description of ihc slate of the High-

lands in tiic early part of last ccnturv is given in a book

en titled, *' Letters from a Gentleman in the North of

Scotland to his Friend in London," printed in 1751.

The date of the letters however appears to have been about

17-5 or 1 730. Though anonymous, the internal evidence

of thiir authenticity is so strong, as to lea\'c no impression

of doubt : and the Writer (who appears to have been an

ollicer of engineers quartered at Inverness) shows himself

a man of observation and of candour. As the book is

flow very rare, and the account of peculiar value from

being a detail of fuels immediately under the eye of the

writer, a large extract may not perhaps be unacceptable.

* The Hiiihlandcrs are divided intf) tribes, or clans, i.m-

* dcr chiefs or chieftains, as lliey arc called in the laws of
' Scotland, and each clan again divided into branches, from

' the main slock, who have chieftains over them. These

' arc subdivided into smaller branches of fifty or si xlv men,
' who deduct' their oritiinal from their particidar chieftains;

' :iiid nlv upct!i them as their more innnediatc profcctord
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* But, for bc'ter distinction, I shall use the word chie

' for the head of a whole < Ian ; and tlie principal of a tribe,

* derived from hini, 1 shall call a chieftain.

* The ordinnrv HiL'hlanders esteem it the most sublime

* degree of virrae to love their chief, and pay him a blind

' obedience, although ii he in opposition to the govern-

* ment, the laws of the kingdom, or even to the law of

* God. He IS their idol ; and as thcv profess to know no
* king but him. (I was going further) so will they say

* thev ousifht to do whatever he commands, without in-

* quiry.

^ N' xt to this love of their chief is that of the particular

' hrvn h from whence they sprung, and in a third degree,

* to : fi .sf «..(' the whole clan or name, whom they will

* : -t,, loriu or wrong, against those of any other tribe

' V. iih which they arc at variance ; to whom their enmity,

* like that o;' exasperated brothers, is most outrageous."

* # * * y^ * * -It * * * * * , pr^i^ II p^ 91."*^ seq,

* The chief exercises nn arbitrary authority over his vas-

••' sals, determines all dirt'erences and disputes that happen

* among them, and levies taxes up^n extraordinary occa-

* sions ; such as the marriage of a daughter, building a

' house, or some pretence for his support, and the honour

* of the name. And if any one should refuse to contribute

to the best of his ability, he is sure of severe treatment

;

* and if he persisted in his obstinacy, he would be cast out

* of the tribe by general consent. But instances of this

* kind have very rarely happened.

* This power of the cliiefs is not supported by interest

' as they are landlords, but as lineally descended from the

f old patriarchs, or fathers of the families ; for they hold

* the same authority when they have Ios«^ their estates, as

* may appear from several, and particularly one, who com-
' mands in his clan, though at the same time they maiu-
' tain him, having nothing left of his own.
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' On the other h.uid, the chief, even against the laws,

* is to protect his tollowcrs, as they arc sometimes called,

* be they never so crin)iiial.

* He is their leader in clan-quarrels, must free the neces-

' sitous from their arrears of rent ; and maintain such who
* by accidents are lallen to total decay.

* If by increase of the tribe any small farms are wanting

' for support of sucli addition, he splits others into lesser

' portions
J
because all must be somehow provided for.

' And as the meanest among 'em pretend to be his relations

* by consanguinity, they insist upon the privilege of taking

* him by the hand, wherever they meet him.

* Concerning this last, I once saw a number of very dis-

' contented countenances, when a certain lord, one of the

' chiefs, endeavoured to evade this ceremony.

* It was in presence of an English gentleman in high

' station, from whom he would willingly have concealed

^ the knowledge of such seeming familiarity with slaves of

' so wretched appearance ; and thinking it, I suppose, as

* a kind of contradiction to what he had often boasted at

* other times, viz. his despotic power in his elan.

* The unlimited love and obedience of the Highlanders

' to their chiefs, are not confined to the lower order of

' their followers j but are the same with those who are

* near them in rank.' * * * * * * * * p. 94. ^ seq.

I

II

(;

' Some of the chiefs have not only personal dislikes

' and enmity to each other, but there are also hereditary

' feuds between clan and clan; which have been handed
' down from one generation to another for several ages.

* These quarrels descend to the meanest vassal ; and thus,

' sometimes, an innocent person suflers for crimes com-
* mitted by his tribe at a vast distance of time before his

' being began.

* When a quarrel begins in words between two High-
' landers of different clans, it is esteemed the very height

I

m^ ,
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* of malice and rancour, and tlic greatest of all provoca-

* tions, to reproach one another with the vices or personal

* defects of their chief, which for the most part ends in

* wounds or death.* ******** p, \o(^,^ siq.

* By an old Sroilish law, the chief was made account-

' able for anv depredations, or other violences connnittcd

' by his clan upon the birders of the Lowlands; and in

' extraordinary cases he was obliged to give up his son, or

* some other nearest relation, as a hostage for the peaceable

' behaviour of his followers in that respect.

* By this law (for I never saw the act) he iTiust ^'urely

' have had an entire conmiand over ihem ; at least, tacitly,

* or by inference understood. For how unreasonable, not

' to say unjust, must such a restriction have been to him;

* if by sanction of the sarric law he had not had a coercive

' and judicial authority over those in whose choice and

'power it always lay to bring puni.-hment upon him?
' If he had such an absolute command over them, was it

' not to make of ererj/ chhj' d pi'tly prince in his own ter-

* ritory, and his followers a people distinct and separate

' from all others?' ********* p. 103. <^ seq.

' I have heard many instances of the faithfulness of par-

' ticular Highlanders to their masters, but shall relate only

' one ; which is to me very well known.
* At the battle of Clenshiels, in the rebellion of the year

'4719, a gentleman, (George Munro (/f Culcairne) lor

' whom I have a great esteem, commanded a company of

* Highlandmen, raised out of his father's clan, and en-

* tertained at his own expense. There he was dangerously

' wounded in the thigh from a party of the rebel High-

' landers, posted upon the declivity of a mountain, who
* kept on firing at him after he was down, according to

7
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* their want of discipline, in spending much fire upon one

* single officer, which distributed among the body might
' thin the ranks of their enemy.

* When after be fell, and found by their behavioitr they

' were resolved to dispatch him outright, he bid his ser-

' vant, who was by, get out of the danger, for he might
* lose his life, but could be of no manner of succour or ser-

' vice to him ; and only desired him, that when he returned

' home, he would let his father and his family know that

' he had not misbehaved.

* Hereupon the Highlander burst out into tears, and'

* asking him how he thought he could leave him in that

* condition, and what they would think of him at home,
* set himselfdown on his hands and knees over his master,

' and received several wounds, to shield him from further

' hurt ; till one of the clan, who acted as a serjeant, with

* a small party dislodged the enemy, after having taken an

' oath upon his dirk that he wov.ld do it.

* This man has often waited at table, when his master

' and I dined together, but otherwise is treated more like

' a friend than a servant.' ****** p. io4. <^ seq.

' The gentlemen who are near relations of the chief

* hold pretty largefarms, if the estate will allow it, perhaps

* twenty or thirty pounds a year, and they again, generally >

^ parcel them out to ander tenants in small portions. Hence
* it comes, that by such a division of an old farm (part of

' an upper tenant's holding) suppose, among eight per-

* sons, each of them pays an eighth part of every thing.*

'>****************/,. i4g. ^ sgq^

* You will, it is likely, think it strange, that many of

* the Highland tenants are to maintain a family upon a

* farm of twelve merks, Scots, per annum, whichjs thirteen

I '4^
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and'

* shillings and fourpence sterling, with, perhaps, a cow or

' two, or a very few sheep or goats ; but often the rent is

' less, and the cattle are wantinsz;.

* What follows is a specimen taken out of a Highland
* rent-roll, and I do assure you it is genuine, and not the

' least by myny.'

laster

like
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' The poverty of the tenants has rendered it customary

* for the chief, or laird, to free some of them every year

' from all arrears of rent ; this is supposed, upon an ave-

* rage, to be about one year in five of the whole estate.'

*****************/,, 154, ^ SQQ^

* When a son is born to the chief of a family, there

' generally arises a contention among the vassals, which
* of them shall hav'e the fostering of the child, when it is

* taken from the nurse; and by this means, such differences

* are sometimes fomented as are hardly ever after tho-

' roughly reconciled.

* Tlie happy man, who succeeds in his suit, is ever after

'called the foster-father; and his children, the foster-

' bro^' 'rs and sisters of the young laird.

* 'i . t :y reckon not only endears them to their chief,

* and greatly strengthens their inlerest with him, but gives

* them a sreat deal of consideration amona; their fellow-

* vassals ; and the foster-brother having the same educa-

* tion as the young chief, may, besides that, in time be-

' come his hancliman, or perhaps be promoted to that

' office under the i/ld patriarch himsell", if a vacancy should

' happen ; or otherwise, by their interest, obtain orders

' and a benefice.

* This officer is a sort of secretary, and is to be ready

' upon all occasions, to venture his life, in defence of his

* master ; and at drinking-bouts he stands behind his seat,

' at his haunch, from whence his title is derived, and

' watches the conversation, to sec if any one oftends his

' patron.

' An English officer being in company with a certain

* chieftain, and several other Highland gentlemen, near

* Killichumen, had an argument with the great man; and

* both being well waruied with usky, at hist the dispute

' grew very hot. A youth who was hancliman, not un-
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' derstanding one word of English, imagined his chief

' was insuhed, and thereupon drew his pistol from his

* side, and snapped it at the officer's head ; but the pistol

' missed fire, otherwise it is more than probable he might
* have suffered death from the hand of that little vermin.*

' When a chief goes a journey in the hills, or makes
* a formal visit to an equal, he is said to be attended by all

* or most part of the officers following, viz.

' The Hanchman, before described.

* Bard, his poet.

* Bladier, — spokesman.
* Gilli-more, carries his broad sword.

< Gilli-casflue,
rcarries him, when on foot,

\ over the fords.

< Gllli-comstraine, . . P^^^^ ^ishorse in rough and

(^
dangerous ways.

* Gilli-trushanarnish, the baggageman.

Twho being a gentleman, I

' The Piper, , < should have named him
t sooner.

' And lastly,

' The Pipers Gilli, who carries the bag pipe.

* There are likewise, some gentlemen, near of kin, who
' bear him company ; and besides a number of the com-
' nion sort, who have no particular employment, but

' follow him only to partake of the cheer.

* I must own that all these attendants, and the profound

' respect they pay, must be flattering enough j thougli the

* erjuipage has none of the best appearance.

* But this state may appear to sooth the pride of the

* chief to a vast degree, if the declaration of one of thoin
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was sincere } who at dinner, before a good deal of com-
* pany, English as well as Scots, myself being one of the

* number, affirmed, that if his estate was free from in-

* cumbrances, and was none of his own, and he was then

* put to choose between that and the estate of the duke of

' Newcastle, supposing it to be thirty thousand pounds a

' year (as somebody said it was), he would make choice of

* the former, with the folloiving belonging to it, before

* the other without it. Now his estate might be aboul

^ five hundred pounds a year/ * * * * p. 158.^ seq,

* The tribes will not suffer strangers to settle within

* their precinct, or even those of another clan to enjoy

' any possession among them j but will soon constrain

* them to quit their pretensions, by cruelty to their persons,

* or mischief to their cattle, or other property. Of this.

* there happened two flagrant instances, within a few

' years past.

^ The first was as follows : Gordon, laird of Glenbucket,

* had been invested by the D. of G. in some lands in

* Badenoch, b) virtue, I think, of a wadset or mortgage.

* These lands lay among the Macphcrsons ; but thctenants

* of that name refused to pay the rent to tlic" new landlord,

* or to acknowledge him as such.

* This refusal put him upon the means to eject them by
* law ; whereupon the tenants came to a resolution to put

' an end to his suit and new settlement, in the manner
* following.

* Five or six of them, young fellows, the sons ofgentlc-

' men, entered the door of his hut ; and in fawning word?

* told him, they were sorry any dispute had happened.

* That they were then resolved to acknowledge him a:>

* their immediate landlord, and would regularlv pay him
' their rent. At the same time they begged lie would

' withdraw his process, and they hoped they shoul(. be

* agieeable to him lor the future. All this while tlit.'y
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* were almost imperceptibly drawing nearer and nearer to

* his bed-side, on which he was sitting, in order to prc-

* vent his defending himself (as they knew him to be a

* man of distinguislied courage), and then fell suddenly

* on him ; some cutting him with their dirks, and others

* plunging them into his body. This was perpetrated

* within sight of the barrack of JRuthven.* p. 170. ^ seq.

* The other example is of a minister, who had a small

* farm assigned him, and upon his entrance to it, some of

^ the clan, in the dead of tlie night, fired five balls through

* his hut, which all lodged in his bed ; but he happening

* to be absent that night, escaped their barbarity, but was
* forced to quit the country. Of this he made to me
' an affecting complaint.

' This kind of cruelty, T think, arises from their dread

' of innovations, and the notion they entertain, that they

* have a kind of hereditary right to their farms ; and

* that none of them are to be dispossessed, unless for

' some great transgression against their chief; in which

* case every individual would consent to their expulsion.*

**********:***** *#jf^, 173. (^ sea,

* The chiefs (like princes upon the continent, whose
* dominions lie contiguous) do not invade each others

* boundaries, while they arc in peace and friendship with

* one another, but demand redress ofwrongs ; and whoso-

* ever should do otherwise, would commit an offence in

* which every tribe is interested, besides the lasting feud it

^ might create between the two neighbouring clans.*

*********.»*»***** ^^ IjQ^ ^ scq.

This last remark is confirmed by many curious antient

papers, in which the chiefs of different clans make

treaties of various kinds exactly in the style of indepen-

dent princes.
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Oii the state of the Highlands at the period alluded

to there are some valuable observations in a pamphlet pub-

lished in 1 748, entitled, ' A Letter to a noble Lord, con-

* taining a Plan for eflfcctually uniting and sincerely at-

' taching the Highlanders to the British Constitution and
* Revolution Settlement.' * * * * '^^ •* * p. 14. (^ seq,

* My lord, the Highlanders have been oppressed and

* enslaved by their chiefs, yet oppressed and enslaved

* after such a manner, that they have joyfully submitted

* to their tyrants, and gloried, nay triumphed, in their

* base and ignominious servitude. The large, extensive

* and universal property of their chiefs, and the manner
* in which they planted and tenanted that property, was
* indeed the cause of great influence and power on one

' hand, as it was of great poverty and ignorance on the

* other ; and by this method alone the people might have

' been induced, through mere fear and dread, to a sub-

* mission and compliance with the will and coniniand of

* their lords : but, my lord, the connections prevailing

* there have yet a deeper and a stronger root, that of

* family, blood, relationship, kindred.

' The chief, who is the eldest branch of the first stock,

* is considered as the guardian, protector and father of

* his clan. The relationship runs from him; and is

* counted, through innumerable degrees, to the very re-

* motest and lowest slave of the tribe. The l)lood is ho-

* nourable to the last ; and the n)eauest clcv'n on the

^ mountains will maintain his title of alliance at the point

' of his swoid. In this manner, my lord, the various

' tribes and clans of the Highlands consider themselves

' as so many separate and distinct families, each family

^ having one common interest, one great aim, one prin-

' cipal and ultimate end in view, which is, the honour,
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* the dignity, the interest of the chief: and a discipline'

' suitable to these notions and principles is observed; for,

* from the earliest moments of their youth, they are in-

* structed what degree of blood and relationship they bear

* to him; informed of the honour thereby accruing to-

* themselves ; and taught, that all respect and veneration

* is due to him, as being the representative of that ex-

* tensive family of which themselves are but parts, and as

' being th' head by which the energy, dignity and power
* of the clan is exerted and displayed. They see but every

* where an universal and constant obedience paid him, an
* obedience which all think themselves honoured in payinc^

* as it is paid to their own blood, the head and fountain of

* their kindred.

* Habit and example fix and rivet these principles in the

* heart : and what finally cements and binds this unior?

* between the chief and bis clan is, a maxim inva-

* riably pursued^ that whoever insults or injures the

* most insignificant member of the clan, wounds the ho-
' nour and reputation of the family ; insomuch that th©

' chief and his whole family or clan, look upon themselves

' as most sacredly bound to revenge and wipe off every

* such injury and insult, even at the hazard and expence

^ of the last drop of their blood.

' My lord, I hold this system of nlatlonshtp and the

* ma/nnr of planting the property of the country, to be

* the principal and secret springs of all the power and in-

* iiucnce of the Highland chiefs, all the servitude and de-

' peudencc of the people composing the Highland clans;

* and however others may overlook or despise the first of

^ these, your lordship will easily perceive the diflcrence

' betweeu the last exerting itself alone, and exerting itself

' in union with the first : for though the last might by it-

' self have reduced the people to a state of dependence and

* iJeivilude, yet that servitude would have been such a^

;r Si-

ll:
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would have rendered the people entirely base, abject and

spiritless ; such are, tor instance, the subjects of the

Turk : and such hath been and always Will be the case of

every people who are ruled and governed only by the mere

influence and eflect oF property vested in the person of

one man. For in this case there is raised no licnerous

sentiment, no natural leading, no friendly ties to quicken

and accelerate the native passions and eourao-e of a man.

Nothing, my lord, prevails here, but the cruel and stu-

pefying hand of irresistible power, which cramps and

distorts everv thiuy; nciiurallv <iood and excellent.

* But join this to the first, as is tlie case of the High-

landers, and though power and oppression take place, yet

it shall appear to be otherwise: for, bv this combination

of prineipkis, the Highlander considers the bread he eats

under his master, not as the starved fare of a tyrannv,

but as the natural and kind distribution and appointment

of the great parent and liead of his family and clan. The
service and obedience required is not viewed bv him as

a cruel and compelled subjection to a princely stranger,

whose interest and views are as infinitely removed from

his, as is his royal blood and pedigree; but as the natural

and necessary obedience of a child of that family, whose

honour and dignity is supposed to consist in the

honour and dignity of the chief, and whose own private

excellence and importance is thereby presumed to grow

and increase with that of his head.

' His spirit therefore is not broke, or rendered timid, by

a constant service and submission to his lord; but enli-

vened and exalted 'through a love of glory and desire of

fame. Nor would his atleetion or obedience chano-e alono;

with the property, to a new master; as is the case in

Turkey. For his natural affection would remain, when

the power of the chief was gone; nay it would grow with

his misfortunes, for he would consider them as the dis-

grace and misfortunes of the family and of him.sclf. I

b
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* say then, my lord, that distinct from properly, there i%

' another cause of the extraordinary power of the chiefs,

* I mean the bond of relationsliip ; and as this cause is

' very strong, and can affect and influence when the other

* no more exists, it ought to be considered in a particular

* manner, in settling thu futuic liberty of the llighlandi.*

In confirmation of these observations may be quoted a

remarkable anecdote of the celebrated lord Lovat, who was

attainted on account of the part he took in the rebellion in

1 745. It is mentioned in the Mcnioirs of his Life, pub-

lished about that time, that the estate which he claimed

as heir male and chief of the clan of Frasers, had fallen

mto the hands of a gentleman of another name, whose

claim resting upon a female title was of no validity ac-

cording to the established customs of clanship. From a

concurrence of circumstances, however, that gentleman

fMae Kenzie of Fraserdale) had been maintained in pos-

session for some years; till, on tlic breaking out of the re-

bellion in the year 1 7 1 5, he joined the Pretender's army with

five hundred men, but, says the writer of the memoirs,

* at leaf>t half that clan refused to rise, declared their true

' chief was arrived in England, and they would wait for his

* coming ; which was treated with great ridicule and con-

" tempt by Seaforth and Fraserdale, and the latter marched
* with a detachment of between six and seven hundred men
* to force them into the service, but it had a contrary effect.

* For though they did rise under the lairds of Struy and

' Foyer, yet they showed such a rcs(;lution to defend ihem-
* selves, that Fraserdale and his people did not think lit to

* attack them.' * * * * * * *

Lord Lovat, having made his way into the countrv, put

himself at the head of the elan ; aiul, from enmity against

his rival, joined some other chiefs wiiohad risen in favour

of {i^ovcnmient, and trained some atlvantao;cs over the ad-

hcreiiL-; of the Frelender, ' Tl.is siicccs? however,' pro-

il. %

:f:U
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cceds the author of the Memoirs, ' did not satisfy lord

* Lovat; he was resolved to show his interest and power

* as a Highland chief, and therefore sent a trusty person to

' Perth, where the whole force of ti»e rebels was as:^.mbled

* under lord Mar, to summon the Frasers under the com-
* mand of his competitor to join their lawful chief; aid

* though his friends looked upon this as a very wild and

* strange attempt, yet it had all the success he could desirf;:

* for his clan, taking a favourable opportunity, marched
' off in a body, and actually came to Inverness and joined

' lord Lovat.' * * * * * *

The arts of popularity which were used on the other

hand, by the chiefs, in order to preserve and strengthen

these sentiments among their followers, have continued

to affect the manners of the Highlands even till a recent

date. Pennant appears to have been much struck with

them. ' On the side of the chieftain,* he observes,

* no art of affabilitv, generosity or friendship, which
'^ could inspire love and esteem, was left untried, to secure

' a full and willing obedience, which strengthened the im-
* pressions of education.' * * * Tour through Scot

»

landJ vol, iii. p, 428.

The manners arising from these principles have re-

mained in vigour long after the motives which first

prompted them could have no immediate influence.

Those chieftains, in particular, who still cherished the

antient ideas of the country and were anxious to preserve

the affection of their followers, continued to behave to-

wards them in the accustomed style of cordiality. This

did not escape the observant eye of Dr. Johnson, who^ in

speaking of his residence at the house of Mr. Mac Lean,

of Col, says, * Wherever we roved, we were pleased to

* see the reverence with which his subjects regarded him.

' He did notendeavour to dazzle them by any magnificence

' of dress, his only distinction was a featlier in his bonnet

;

' but as soon as he appeared, ihev forsook their work and

b Q
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* cluslcrcd about him : he took them h^^thc lumdand tlicy

* seemed mutually ddiglited.' * * * Journey lo the

IVestern hlnnds, p. '297.

Among the numerous characteristic anecdotes which

arc related (»r'lhc Highlanders of former time.!*, and which

show in how singular a degree they combined the most

refined sentiments of (idelitv and <jcnerositv, with a total

disrecrard of what in civilized societv are deeme

)f h(

d tht

theconnnon prmciples ot honesty, we may mstance me
well known fact related in the Statistical Account of

Scotland, vol. viii. p. 3bQ, * Mac Ian, alias Kennedy,

* after the defeat of the unfortunate Charles Stewart, at

* Cullodcn, watched over him with inviolable fidelity for

* weeks, and even robbed, at the risque of his life, for his

* support at the very lime that he himself and his family

* were in a state of starvation, and that he knew he

* could gain 30,000l. by betraying his guest. This poor

* man was afterwards executed at Inverness for stealing

' a cow. A little before his execution, he took off his

* bonnet, and thanked God that he had never betrayed

* his trust, never injured the poor, and never refused a

' share of what he had to the stranger and the needy/

The contradiction which shows itself in this conduct

is not perhaps so great as it may at first sight appear.

There is no want of proof, that among the anticnt High-

landers it was always reckoned disgraceful to steal from

one of the same clan, though they were not in the leasi

ashamed of theft or robbery committed against distant

or inimical tribes ; and that every chieftain dispensed

justice among his own followers with strict impartiality,

though he protected them against others, however cri-

minal m the eye of the law. In fact, the clans were little

separate nations, and acted on a small scale, on the same

principles on which we see the great kingdoms of Europe

conduct themselves. Mac Ian, when he stole the cow
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for which lie was hanged, was no more ashamed of uhat

he had done, than a eaptain in thi! British navy would he

oF having taken a Spanish galleon loaded with dollars.

"I'his circumstance of the clans being separate and distinct

political comnnmities, and the chiefs in eilect peitv in-

dependent princes, is the fundamental principle on which

the whole of the anticnt state of the country essentially

depended.

ised a

Iv.'
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Here, indeed, T must observe, that in <; caking of the

feudal system in the Highlands, I do not use the tern> in

the strict and technical sense in which it is understood

by lawyers, but as some historians have emplo\td it, to

signify the state of society, which aro>e from the partial

independence of the great barons, during the period \ un
the executive government of the difllrent kingdoms of

Europe had not attained sufficient j)ower to exercise a

steady and effectual control.

The regular system of feudal tenures never wrs fully

established in the fhighlands. It was only in later times

that the chieftains were induced to apply for chartt "s

from the crown, in the legal and feudal fornj, to corro-

borate the more effectual title they derived from the r'luhl

of the strongest. Some of them even di •' med to accept

of such titles, and declared they would never hold their

lands in a sJiccp's skin. One of coi-iderable note (\jae

Donell of Kepoch) acted on tl is principle down to the

year 1745 ; and after the rebellion hi> lands fell into pos-

session of another chief, who had claimed thrm for niiuiy

ages on the ground of a charter from the crown, \\ itliout

ever having been able till then to make his title eircctual.

From this too it appears, that the system of I leritable

.Turisdictions had by no means so great an effect on the

anticnt state of the Highlands as many have ascribed to

3
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it. In fact, there were some chiefs who nominally held

these jurisdictions over very extensive territories, but

never could enforce their authority beyond the limits of

their own immediate clannish power. On the other

hand, the chiefs who had no legal jurisdiction at all,

exercised every power of the highest courts of law.

Dr. Adam Smith quotes an instance of this kind :—' It

* is not thirty years ago, since Mr. Cameron, of Locheil,

' a gentleman of Lochaber, in Scotland, without any

' legal warrant whatever, not being what was called a

' lord of regality, nor even a tenant in chief, but a vassal

' of the duke of Argyle's, and without being so much
' as a justice of peace, used notwithstanding to exercise

•^ the highest criminal jurisdiction over his own people.

' He is said to have done so with great equity, though

* without any of the formalities of justice.'

—

Wealth

of Nations, hook Hi. chap. 4.

[C], page 33.

Extremely small possessions of land, while they keep

the cultivation of the country in the hands of men inca-

pable of attempting any improvement that requires ex-

pense, lead at the same time to an excessive want of

oeconomy in the most essential points.

In the Highlands we frequently see as many horses

employed upon ten or twelve acres of land as might

have been sufficient for the cultivation of thirty or forty.

In the Agricultural Survey of the Northern Counties,

p. 151, we are informed that " in the parish of Far there

*' are fifty ploughs ; in that of Eddrachylis only ten

:

" and it is said that two good ploughs, constantly eni-

" ployed, might do the labour of the whole."

In the Statistical Account of Scotland, vol. xiii.

—

parish of Nortli Uist,—it is mentioned that the number of
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iiorscs kept In that parish and ishintl amounts to 1 fioo,

though the black cattle arc. oiilv COOO. The whole po-

pulation is stated at 3218 ; and perhaps tltere is not any

other part of the kingdom where the number of horses

bears such a proportion to that of the human species as

in some instances in the Hiirhlands. Bv throw ini^ se-

veral farms into one, the number of these expensive and

unproductive animals is innucdiately reduced. Were

there no other advantaiie than this, the occupier would

be enabled to pav a hisiher rent in proportion to the ex-

tent of land. It cannot be denied that the change pro-

duces also a public benefit, inasmuch as in place of horses

the land will be occupied by productive cattle which add

to the food of man.

In the Statistical Account of Scotland, vol. x. p. SdG,

—parish of Harris,—are some detolls concerning these

different classes of occupiers of land; which may serve to

illustrate the outline that has been Q-iven :
—" The whole

*^ of this, like most other estates in the Hebrides, is

*' occupied bv three different orders of tenants: 1st,

*' IVmcipal tacksmen, or gentlemen ; L'd, Small tenants
;

" 3d, Colters. Tlic connnon and antient computation

'^ of lands in these countries is bv peimies, of which the

*^ subdivisions are halfpennies, farthings, half farthine'^,

" clitigs, See. or thcs'j a gentleman, necording to the

" extent of his tack, possesses a vast manv, perhaps

" twcntv peimies, perhaps uianv more. This rcckon-

*' i:ig compteheu'ls muir, pasture, and arable land:", for

^' which the tacksman pavs so much vearly rent in the

^^ lump during t!ie currency of his lease. Of this ex-

*'' tensive possesvion he ma" subset a third or a fourth,
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*^ Each sub-tenant in Harris jrenerallv holds the divi-

** sion of a iarthin^js for which he pays, according to

^' the supposed value of the lands, from 205. to 40s.

" in money, besides personal services, rated at a day's

'^ labour per week, to the principal tacksman. The
'* personal services of so many sub-taiants are reckontd

** indispensable under the present mode of management,

^' in addition to the prodigious establishment beside- of

'^ cotters and household servants, both male and female,

''^ which a gentleman supports in order to carry on the

'^ common business of the farm throughout the year.

'^ The single article of fuel costs a vast expense of labour.

'^ A gentleman, according to the number of fires his

'^ farm requires him to keep up, cuts of peats from thirty

'^ to fifty irons, and the cutting of an iron employs four

" men ; the drying, stacking, and leading them home,

'^ require an expense of hands in proportion. Repair-

*^ ing of the feal-dykes and inclosures, (a work of per-

^' petual labour,) weeding of corn, making of kelp,

*^ reaping of the different crops, hay, barley, oats, and

"^ potatoes, in harvest, and the laborious tillage for

" raising these crops in winter and spring; besides the

'^ thatching and repairing of houses, tending and herd-

^' ing the cattle, cows, horses, and sheep, separately,

*f with a great variety of other processes in this complex
'f system, all require such a multitude of servants that

'' a stranger is naturally struck with astonishment, and

*^ wonders how the produce of the most lucrative farm

'^ is able to support the expense of so large an establish-

'^ ment of domestics."

The small tenants arc described p. 3(38.

*• A small tenant farm is a little commonwealth of

"' villagers, whose houses or huts are huddled together

^' with too little regard to form, order, or cleanliness.

"' '"jj'"

\s
1
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" and whose landsr are yearly divided by lot for tillage,

" while their ca tie graze on the pastures in common.

*' The small tenants in this country, who hold imme-

" diately of the proprietor, have leases like the principal

*' tacksmen, and possess some a penny, some half a

*' pennv, and some a farthing of lands.

" The stock or soomlrg fur the pasture of a f.irthing

*^ land, is four milch cows, three, or perhaps four, horses,

*^ with as many sheep on the common as the tenant has

" luck to rear. The crops vary according to the ditfe-

'^ rent qualities of the farm>, but may be computed in

*' general at four or live bolls a failhing, for which the

*' tenant generally pays from 30s. to 40s. rent. This

** might be reckoned good pL'nnv\\(.)rth of lands ; but

*' when it is considered that the cattle of these tenants,

" miserablv fed through(»ut the vcar, and often dying

*^ through mere want in the spring season, are neither

" marketable nor yield much milk ; besides that, their

'^ crops are conimonly insuflinient to support their fa-

*^ milies for half the year ; the poverty of this class of

" people, in general, is easily accounted for." The

author goes on to state, that " the produce of the small

" farmer only supports his family from harvest until the

*^ end of spring ; and that he pays his rent, and subsists

'^ during summer, by the manufacture of kelp and other

'^ employments."

The cotters are described p. 369.

" The third class of the people, whom we have deno-

*^ minated cotters, are tacksmen's servants, constantly

" employed in the labours of the farm. They have ge-

(( dlyneraiiy p-rass, on the

*^ cattle, for one milch

i(

same pasture with their masters'

cow with its followers, i. e. a

three-year, a two-year, and one-year old, a working
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** horse and breeding marc, besides sheep, in the num-
" her of which they arc seldom restricted, and a far-

" thing's division of land for corn and potatoes, with

** its proportion of sedware for manure. They have also

" a kail-yard, fuel, and a weekly allovvancc of a peck of

*' meal. They arc allowed a day in the week to work

" for themselves, which, with the help of their families,

" is sufficient for raising and repairing their crops. A.

« grieve or overseer, and grass-keeper, if married men,

" and holding lands in lieu of wages, have more in pro-

*f portion to the weight of the several charges committed

<* to them. Having no rents to pay, and being scdom
*^ under the necessity of buying meal, unless thr harvest

" prove very bad, they live, on the whole, better than

the tenant of a farthing land."n

i
l''

1/

If

I'

i

.*?

if.

1;

[E.], page 54.

It is observed in the Statistical Account of Scotland

—

that ' if a Hi2;hlander is forced or induced to leave the

' small circle which occupied his first afllections, he cares

* not how far he goes from home. Going to another

' parish, or the district of another clan, is to him an en-

* tire banishment; and when he has resolved to set out,

* whether from necessity or choice, he would as soon

^ cross the Atlantic as he would cross an arm of the sea.

' It is only an immediate and verv clear advantafie that

* would induce him to stop.* * * * Fol. iv. p. 574

—

pari>Ji of S/rachf/r.

Of (he truth of this observation I .had mvsclf a rc-

nuirkablc proof. Among the people engaged for my
settlement in America were a few bound under indenture

to a certain rumber of vear? service, and who at the end

i*;9-
!j:I
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of that time were to receive small lots of land. Not

having a convenient opportunity of taking them out

along with the other settlers, I found employment for

them for some months on my estate in the south of Scot-

land. Some of my friends imagined that they might be

induced to settle in that neighbourhood, and, though 1

was not sanguine as to the probable result, I did not

wish to dissuade the attempt. Every reasonable encou-

ragement was accordingly offered ; but the most favoura-

ble answer that could be obtained was, that if the same

quantity of land was to be given to them, and on the

same terms as in America, they would take the proposal

into consideration.

[F.], page 70.

" When the 42d regiment was first raised, and parti-

" cularly when the heirs of Ardkinglass and Strachur

'* were appointed officers in lord Loudoun's regiment in

*' 1 745, though it was not then the mode to make offi-

*'' ccrs' commissions depend upon raising a certain quota

'' of men, yet the two young gentlemen got most of

'^ their company, who followed them as volunteers from

*^ their paternal estates. How different the sentiments

" of the people in 1778 ! When it was proposed to raise

'* a West Fencible rcaimcnt, the gentlemen of Argyle-

'* shire en paired to furnish a certain number of men:
*' but though they had an express promise fiom govern-

*' mcnt (hat they should not be called out of the king-

" do!n, not even into England, except in case of invn-

" sion, the heritors were obliged to bribe them high."

* * * Statistical Account oj Scotland, vol. iv. p. 374

—

parish of Strachur.

PI
lit
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[G.], /)r/^c- 76.

In Bacon's History of Henry Yll. wc find the follow-

ng passage :
—

' Inclosurcs at that time began to be more

frequent, whereby arable land, vvhieh could not be

manured wilh.out people and families, was turned into

pasture, which was easily rid by a few lierdsmen; and

tenancies for years, lives, and at will, whereupon nuieh

of the yeomanry li\cd, were turned into demesnes.

This bred a decay of people, and b ' consequence a

decay of t'jwns, churches, tythes, and the like. The

kino- likewise k'lew full well and in nowise forjiot,

that there ensued withal upon this a decay and dimi-

nution of subsidies and taxes : for the more licntlcmen

ever the lower books of subsidies. In remedying of

this inconvenience, the king's wisdom was admirable,

and the {larliamcnt's at that time. Inclosurcs they

would not forbid, for that had been to forbid the im-

provement of the patrimony of the kingdom ; nor til-

lage they would not compel, for that was to strive with

nature and utility ; but they took n course to take

away depopulating inclosurcs and depopulating pas-

turage, and yet not by th.at name, or by any imperious

express prohibition, but by consequence. The or-

dinance was, " That all houses of husbandry that were

used with twenty acres of ground or upwards should

be maintained and kept for ever."

In the preambles to several acts of parliament about

that date, we find references to the same progress^ e. g,

4th Henry VII. c. 16.

' Forasmuch as it is to the king our sovereign lord

^ great surety and also to the surety of this realm of
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' Enoland, that the Isle of \Vii>ht, in the counlv of

' Southampton, be well inhabited witii English people,

* for the defence as well of his antient enemies of the

' realm of Franee as of other parties, the which isle is

' lately decayed of people by reason that many towns

* and villagi;es have been beaten down, and the fielda

' ditched and made pastures for beasts and catties ; and

' also manv dwelling places, ferms and fermholds, have

* of late times been used to be taken in one man's hold

* and hands, that of old time were wont to be in many

* persons holds and hands, and many several households

* kept in them, and thereby much people multiplied,

' and the same isle well inhabited, the which now by

* the occasion aforesaid is desolate and not inhabited,

' but occupied with beasts and catties, Sec. &:c. :' the

enactment is, that none shall take more ferms than one

in the Isle of Wight exceeding ti n nierks rent.

Another preamble not less rcmarkai)le is that of

25 Henry VIII. chap. 13:— ' Forasmuch as divers and

* sundry persons of the king's subjects of this realm, to

' whom God of his goodness hath disposed groat plenty

^ and abundance of moveable substance, now of late

* within few years have dailv studied, praciisvd, Mini in-

^ vented ways and means how thev nuglit aecuniulale

* and gather together into few hands, as well »iroat mul-

' titude of farms as great plenty of cattle, and in espe-

' eial sheep, putting such lands as they can get, to pas-

^ ture, and not to tillage, whereby they ha\ e not only

' pulled down churches and towns, and enhanced the

' old rates of the rents of the possessions of this realm,

' or else brought it to such excessive fines that no poor

* man is able to meddle with it, but also have raised and

* enhanced the prices of all manner of corn, cattle, \\ oul.
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pigs, geese, hens, chickens, e^^^^ and such other,

ahnost double above the prices which have been ac-

customed ; by reason whereof a marveyjous multitude

and number of the people of this realm be not able to

provide meat, drink, and cloaths, necessary for them-

selves, their wives, and children, but be so discou-

raged with misery and i)overty that they fall daily to

theft, robbery, and other inconveniences, or pitifully die

for hunger and cold ; and as it is thought by the king's

most humble and loving subjects, that one of the

greatest occasions that moveth and provoketh those

greedy and covetous people so to accumulate and keep

in their hands such great portions and parts of the

grounds and lands of this realm from the occupying

of the poor husbandmen, and so to use it in pasture

and not in tillage, is only the great profit that cometh

of sheep, which now be come to a few persons hands

of this realm, in respect of the whole number of the

king's subjects, that some have four-and-twenty thou-

sand, some twenty thousand, some ten thousand, some

six thousand, some five thousand, and some more and

some less ; by the which a good sheep for victual that

was accustomed to be sold for two shillings fourpence,

or three shillings at the most, is now sold for six shil-

lin.o-s or ^\\q shillinss, or four shillinirs at the least

:

and a stone of clothing wool, that in some shires in

this realm was accustomed to be sold for eighteen-pence

or twenty-pence, is now sold for four shillings, or

three shillings fourpence at the least; and in some

countries where it hath been sold for two shillinfiso

four-pence or two shillings eight-pence, or three shil-

hngs at the most, it is now sold for five shillings, or

four shillings eigbtpence the least, and so raised in

Uff
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' every part of this realm ; which things, thus used, !)«

* principally to the high displeasure of Almighty God,

' to the decay of the hospitality of this realm, to the di-

^ minishing of the king's people, and to tht let of the

* cloth making, whereby many poor people have been

* accustomed to be set on work ; and in conclusion, if

' remed\ be not found, it may turn to the utter destrue-

* tion and desolation of this realm, which God defend/

Hume, in his History of England, remarks that,

* during a century and a half after this period, there was

' a continual renewal of laws against depopulation,

' whence we may infer that none of them were ever

* executed. The natural course of improvement at last

* provided a remedy.'

—

Fol. Hi. p. 425. ed. 17G3.

Of the popular clamours on the subject, a curious spe-

cimen occurs in some lines, preserved in Lewis's History

of the English Translations of the Bible.

" Before that sheepe so much dyd rnync,

*' Where is one plough then was there twayne,

*' Of corne and victu-al right greate plcutye,

** And for one pennye egges tuentye.

*' I truste to God it will be redressed,

'* That men by sheepe be not subpressed.

" Sheepe have eaten men fall miiny a }eir,

" Now let men eate sheepe and make good cheers.

" Those that have many sheepe in stoic

" lliey may repente it more and more,

" Seynge the greate extreme neee-sitee,

" And yet they shewe no more charltee."

These ideas appear to have had no less a sanction than

jliat of SirThomas More.—In a dialosrae on the causes nf

the prev;,lLnc,; of crimes in England, which he inti'-oducei
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in the first book of Utopia, he expresses himself as

follows

:

* Your sheep that were wont to be so meek and tame,

and so small eaters, now, as I hear say, be become so

great devourers and so wild, that they eat up and swal-

low down the very men themselves. They consume,

destroy, and devour whole fields, houses, and cities.

For look in what part of the realm doth grow the finest,

and therefore dearest wool, there noblemen and gen-

tlemen, yea and certain abbotts, holy men no doubt,

not contenting themselves with the yearly revenues and

profits, that were wont to grow to their forefathers and

predecessors of their lands, not being cnntont that they

live in rest and pleasure nothing profiting, yea much

knowing the wcalc publique : leave no ground for

tillage : they enclose all into pastures : they throw

down houses : they pluck down towns, and leave

nothing standing, but only the church to be made a

sheep house. And as tho' you lo.H no small quantity

of ground by forests, chases, lands, and parks, those

good holy men turn all dwelling places, and all glebe

land into desolation, aiul wilderness.—Therefore that

one covetous and unsatiable cormorant and very plague

of his native country, may compass about and enclose

many thousand acres of ground together within one

pale or hedge, the husbandmen be thrust out of their

own, or else either by covine and fraud, or by violent

oppression they be put besides it, or by wrongs and

injuries they be so wearied, that they be compelled to

sell all : by one means therefore or by other, either by

hook or crook they must needs depart away, poor silly

wretched souls, men, women, husbands, wives, fa-

therless children, widows, woful mothers, with their
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Is, wives, fa-

rs, with their

' young babes, and their whole household, small in sub-

* stance^ and much in number, as husbandry requireth

* many hands.

' Away they trudge, I say, out of their known and

* accustomed houses, finding no place to rest in. All

* their household stuff, which is very little worth, tho* it

* might well abide the sale : yet being suddenly thrust

' out, they be constrained to sell it for a thing of nought.

* And when they have wandered abroad till that be

* spent, what can they then else do but steal, and then

* justly perhaps be h-^nged, or else go about a begging ?

* And yet then also they be cast in prison as vagabonds,

^ because they go about and work not : whom no man
* will set at work, tho' they never so willingly profer

* themselves thereto. For one shepherd or herdsman is

* enough to eat up that ground with cattle, to the occu-

* pying whereof about husbandry many hands were

* requisite. And this is also the cause why victuals be

* now in many places dearer. Yea besides this the price

* of wool is so risen, that poor folks, which were wont

* to work it, and make cloth thereof, be now able to buy

* none at all. And by this means very many be forced

* to forsake work and to give themselves to idleness.*

From these observations of so great a man, combined

with the testimony conveyed in the preamble to the act

of 25 Henry Vlllth, no doubt can be entertained, that in

England the change from the feudal to the commercial

system was accompanied by an unusual prevalence of

crimes : nor is this difficult to be explained. Men edu-

cated amidst the idleness and irregularities of the feudal

times, could not at once acquire the habits ofindustri'

0U8 workmen j and nothing is more probable than that

c
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on being deprived of their accustomed means i'^" .'pport,

they should seek rchct' in criminal practices, '.il.iipa

this effect might have been alleviated, if such a vent as

emigration affords had then been open to people of this

description.

[11.], page 7Q.

The fact is perhaps even stronger than is here stated.

There is no part of the Highlands where the change in

the system of management has advanced so far towards

maturity as in Argylleshire. In Dr. John Smith's Sur-

vey of that County, drawn up for the Board of Agricul-

ture, we find this remark :

* The state of population in this county, as it stood

* in 1755, and as it stands at present, may be seen in

* the statistical table. Although many parishes have

* greatly decreased in their number of inhabitants,

* owing to the prevalence of the sheep system, yet upon

* the whole the nmnber is greater now th.m it was forty

* years ago. This is owing to the greater population of

* the town of Campblcton and village of Oban, which

' have more than doubled their joint numbers in that

' period ; so that, if these are left out of the reckoning,

* the population in the county will be found to have

* decreased considerably.* * * * p. 29I.

This fact is curious and valuable : the population oi'

Argylleshire has not diminished on the whole, yet the

value of produce which is now sent away to feed the

inhabitants of a distant part of the kingdom, is much

greater than formerly. Independently of that circum-

stance, this fact throws light on the nature of the change

which has taken place by the abolition of the feudal

system, and on the source of the fallacy which has beea

fc

I

.,» i

.
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prevalent on the subject of population. Tlic diminution

in the country is evident to the most inattentive eye ; no

one can avoid seeing ruinous cottages and decayed vil-

lages : but the increase in the town^ is not so obvious.

This effect, though siniultaueous, often takes place in a

distant situation, where it can be traced only by careful

enumerations.

According to the advancement of commerce, \vc find

in every country a greater proportion of the whole popu-

laticm collected in towns. This indeed is an effect which

in a moral point of view may justly excite feelings

of regret j but it seems so unavoidable a consequence,

that we ought to consider it as the price which is

paid by society for the blessings of civilization and re-

gular government.

[!.], page 79.

Dr. Smith, in his Survey of Argyllcshire, drawn up

for the Board of Agriculture, complains nmch of the

effect of sheep-farming on population : at the same

time he acknowledges its superior productiveness. ' That

* our mountains (h- says) are better adapted for sheep

* than for black cattle, cannot admit of a doubt. Under

* the sheep system they make a much better return both

* to farmer and to the landlord, and furnish in the wool

' of the sheep a large fund for mauutacture and for

f commerce.'-^/). 260.

Mr. Irvine^ speaking of the new grazing system, says,

* till this system was adopted, our hills were little better

* than useless wastes to the owners and the public'

—

Inquiry into the Causes and Effects of Emigration, p. 34.

The fact is distinctly explained in. an Essay on the

c 2
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Improvement of the Highlands, by the Rev. James

Headrick.

—

' There arc physical reasons which render

' black cattle an improper stock upon high mountains.

' In such situations they arc always exposed to danger, and

* are seldom able to collect above one third of the herbage

' which could be gathered by sheep.******
^ As the extent of mountainous pasturage far exceeds

* that of the arable land in the valleys, cattle in such

* situations cannot be properly foddered and taken care

* of in winter, of course great numbers die of hunger,

' while the survivors arc very much diminished in value/

Prize Essays and Transactions of the Highland Society,

vol. a. p. 455.

The same opinion is strongly expressed in the Agri-

cultural Survey of the Northern Counties, p. 1 10.— ' For

* every pound of beef that a Highlander can send to mar-

^ ket, a shepherd can at least bring tlirec pounds of

* mutton. This is besides the wool, which furnishes the

* staple for an useful manufacture that never existed be-

* fore. Hence the shepherd is enabled to pay at once a

' double rent with ease; and it can hardly be questioned

* that in process of time Highland property would be

* tripled or quadrupled in value by sheep-farming.'

Mr. Marshall, in his Survey of the Central Highlands,

speaks of tlie increase of produce as so vast that he enter-

tains a doubt whether a market can be found for it :

—

* Where could be found a market for such a number of

^ sheep as the entire Highlands would produce ? Hitherto

' the demand has been greater than the produce, and

* must continue to be so, until the country be stocked.

« Young sheep now travel northward from the central

* Highlands, and from the south of Scotland ; but

* whenever the rage of stocking ceases, though it may
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* happen before the entire Highlands be completely
' stocked, sheep of every age and sex will, in the ordi-
* nary course of things, return in myriads, and overHow
' the central and southern markets ; and unless some
* new market could be opened in England (a thing which
* under the present spirit of breeding sheep there is not
' likely to happen), the Highlands would be under the

' necessity of returning o the corn and cattle system.'

p. 56.*

If, however, this very intelligent agriculturist had
bestowed as much of his attention on Political as on
Rural Economy, he could scarcely have failed to perceive,

that the present spirit of breeding sheep in England will

be no absolute bar to the sheep of the Highlands finding

a market there. There is no other manao;ement which in

these mountains will bear a comparison with the rearing

of sheep
; and therefore, if the farmer cannot otherwise

dispose of his produce, he must reduce his price, till he

forces a market. The price will be very far reduced in-

deed betore sheep-farming sinks to the level oF the old

management of the Highlands in point of profit.—The
farmer who breeds sheep on the arable lands of Encr|and

is in a very dillerent situation : he can employ his land

for many other purposes with nearly eaual advantage.

Independently of breaking it up for tillage, he may apply

his pasture to the dairy, to fattening cattle, or even to

feeding these very sheep from the Highlands. When-
ever, therefore, the price of young sheep i)\\U below a

certain level, he will give up breeding them as an unpro-

fitable business ; and if the sheep which can be reared in

the mountainous districts of the kingdom are found

adequ.,^- :q the full supply of the market, the practice
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of breeding them on fertile arable lands, however

fashionable it may now be, must decline and fall into

disuse.—At all events the progress of sheep-farming

in the Highlands must tend to the diminution of this

practice ; and of the lands which will tfiereby fall to be

converted to a different purpose, it is reasonable to sup-

pose that a great proportion at least will be employed fo?

the cultivation of trrain.

"Ill' I

mnif

<;( '

[K.], page 83. 103.

Having communicated these observations while in the

press to an eminent merchant and manufacturer at Glas-

gow, a man of distinguished judoment and information,

and intimately acquainted with the Highlands, I was

favoured with the following remarks :

' You are quite correct in what you say about finding

^ employment for the Highlanders in the manufacturing

' towns. We have had a good deal of experience upon

* that p.irt of your statement at our mills ai *******,

* where we weave as well as spin.—We have at different

^ times, when wanting hands, recruited from the Isle of

^ Mull, and brought to **** many families fro.n thence,

' but we scarcely ever derived benefit but from the chil-

' dren : the grown up people (for u ant of early asso-

* ciations, I suppose,) seeming almost to be without a

^ capacity of acquiring dexterity in the very common
' operatH as.'

' What you say upon the introduction of manufac-

' tr.res into the Highlands is unanswerable: they pos-

* sess no advantages to nuluce the attempt.—The only

* manufacture that ever occurred to me as naturally

* connected with the Highlands, was to prepare and

U J
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* spin up the wool from their own sheep, something of

* which I believe is already done at Bunaw in Argylle-

* shire, and the yarn told in the clothing counties in

' England/

[L.], page 80.

On this point I have received some very valuable ob-

servations from a most respectable proprietor resident in

the Western Isles, whose name, if I were at libertv to

mention it, would leave no doubt of their accuracy :

—

^ I have always looked upon the indolence attributed to

* the Highlanders as proceeding in a very great mea-
^ sure, from the misplaced attachment of friends and
^ relations, and even the native spirit of hospitality, in

* this respect too general amongst the lower orders. It

"^ is a common practice for people to go to service in the

* Low Country for several years ; but they almost uni-

' formly return, and are often sent for by their friends,

^ to remain idle at home, when tired, as they say, of
^ work. Those friends have frequently but a scantv sub-
* sistence for themselves, but no one will refuse a resi-

* dence or a share of his homely fare to a friend or

' connection. They frequently (unknown) share their

' little portions of land, so that no one dreads the dan-

' ger of absolute want, however idle; and thus a great

* spur to industry is withdrawn. From this cause it pro-

' cecds, that no Highlander can be got to be sufficientlv

* industrious, or to work hard in his own country.*

[M.], page 86.

Of this fact we have, among many other proofs, a

.strong testimony from Mr. Irvine.— ^ In some vaj-

f
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* ley^ the population is so excessive, that it is a question

' with many discerning people, how the one half" of the

' inhabitants could subsist, though they should have the

' land for nothing. Those who would be tenants are so

' numerous, and the land fit for cultivation so scanty,

* that all cannot be satisfied. The disappointed person,

' feeling himself injured, condemns the landlord, and

' seeks a happy relief in America. The tradesmen are

' in the same predicament j they cannot be all equally

^ well employed, because they are not all equjilly de-

*" serving; because there are too many of them, and be-

' cause customers are too few. They curse their country,

* and make haste to abandon it.*

* In some spots with which I am acquainted, there

^ may be from ten to twelve inhabitants, in some places

^ more, to an acre of arable land. Most of them have

' no trade. They apparently live by the produce ot the

' place ; and making every allowance for the scantiness

' of the fare, their patience of hungci, and trilling im-

' portation of necessaries, it is to me inexplicable how
' they subsist. To equipoise population they spread

' themselves begging.' * * * litquiry tuto the Causes

and Effects of Emigration, p. 7.

With all this the reverend author is an enemy to emi-

gration; and this too is the country which, according to

the Highland Society, " is fast approaching to the point

*' of complete depopulation I"—See Tliird Report on

Emigration, p. 1 and 2.

m [N.], page 92.

The following description of the situation of the

Mailers is extracted from the Survey of the Northern
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Counties drawn up for the Board of Agriculture, p. 56.

and with slight variations may be applied to the class of

people who improve waste land in all parts of the

Highlands.

^ In the Black Isle we have numbers of this descrip-

^ tion of cultivators, by whose exertions many consider-

' able acquisitions of arable land have been gained from

' our barren wastes and moors, in addition to different

* properties in this district. They generally follow some

* handicraft employment, such as weaver, shoemaker,

* taylor, carpenter, mason, dyker, &c. &c. and many
'^ are mere day labourers only. These poor people are

* often indiscriminately planted on the skirts of waste or

^ moor lands, next adjoining to those last juliivated,

* and now we shall suppose in the hands of a farmer or

' tenant. After his house is erected for the Mailer, he

' is left at freedom to dig away and cultivate what ground

^ he can, for there is rarely occasion to hmit him. The

* aids afforded him, and terms granted, are various, and

^ generally, I suppose, proportioned to the expectations

* from his exertions.'

* I find that soidc give sev n ) ears' lease gratis, wood
^ for his house, and some otiitr pecunJary allowances,

* At the ( -.piration of the lease, a snmil acknowledgment

' is imposed, and perhaps not, for three or four years

^ more, as his industry deserves.*

* Some assign them one, two, or three acres, and

^ never remove them, on payin?, viz. the men 10s. and

' widows 5s. per ann. and giving \5 days service in har-

'^ vest ; but, however, paymg 6d. per day to the men,

* and 4d. to the women and all others able to work, a

* little drink, but no victuals.'

* Some with seven years' ii.ase, rent free at first, give
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' them labouring utensils, and also seed for the first three

' years ; and some give a life rent, and wood for their

* houses, on paying Is. per annum, but must yearly

' take in two acres. Day services in harvest, and some
* other trifling exactions, may possibly be stipulated for

' by all. The only means the Mailer has for cultivation

' are, his own and family personal labour with the spade,

* his ashes, and the dung from his miserable animal of a

' horse, whi'^h he keeps for the purpose of bringing

* home his turf for fuel : and he generally commences

* with potatoes : when he thrives he possibly acquires

iv/r horses, a few sheep, and perhaps a hog.*

'• I lind that there arc advocates for and against this

'- practice. The general objections to these settlers arc,

* tr 1 they are great depredators, are in declared hostility

lu ^U inclosures and improvements of any higher na-

* tu.e than their own, and unmerciful destroyers of all

* the grounds around them, scalping and tearing up

^ every bit of better soil, and digging holes and pits either

* for their turf, or procuring earth or gravel for their

* dung-heaps ; and this to such a degree, that when re-

' moved, no farmer can meddle with such abused and

* ill-conditioned lands : also the small and tedious pro-

* gress they make, and their natural indolence and in-

* efficiency. On tlie other hand, there are those who
* think thi? mode of improvement sure, tho' very slow

' and ted JUS : that they -'ve the only meanr- within the

* reach of many proprietors, and not rejected even by

* those who might adopi. 2 higher and more effectual

' system, and both have already experienced their good

* effects in the increase of their rent rolls. Almost all

* acknowledge the acconmiodation derived from the

* jissistance of their services, at a certain easy rate, ii;
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* here where day labourers are not otherwise to be pro-

' cured/

[0.], page 96.

' The landlord enlarges his farms to make way for a

* mode of agriculture or pasturage, which he conceives

* more advantageous. Ke removes the former occu-

' pants, and admits a person of more understanding,

* and more efficient capital : he makes a provision for

' those who may be dispossessed, by offering them a

' small tenement ; hut pride and irritation scorn to ac-

^ cept his provision.' *********
' Where it is found more profitable to lay a district

* under grass to the half or two-thirds of its extent,

' it is obvious, that unless you make a previous provi-

* sion of sonie kind, many must leave their country to

* seek food and employment in some other place. In

* this case, one of the most improveable farms should

* be divided into crofts or fields of one or three acres;

' and a judicious selection should be made of those to

* whom they should be offered ; for some men, who
* pride themselves upon being men of spirit, would

' spurn at the thought of descending from the rank of
' a tenant into the station of a crofter. If a man of

' this kind, however, refuses any rational accommoda-

* tion, the country is better without him ; he is ripe for

* emigration. He may be cured by changing his resi-

' dence. His spirit is not sound. 'J'his is the touch-

' stone.' ***** Inquiry into the Causes and Effects

of Emigration, by the Rev. A. Irvine, p. 34 and 104.

These expressions are rather too severe to be applied

\0 a feeling so natural and so universal among mankind.
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The desire of bettering our condition, the reluctance and

mortification that is felt at any retrograde step, seem to

be almost inseparable from ihe human mind. They

may be traced in every rank of society : the greatest

monarch on earth is not exempt from their influence,

nor is the meanest peasant. If these feelings meet with

indulgence in one rank, ought they to be censured with so

much rigour in another?—We do not think it extraordi-

nary that a gentleman of large property should be averse

to sink into the station of a farmer or a shopkeeper : the

reverend author himself would not, perhaps, be well

satisfied if he were reduced to the condition of a small

tenant : and is the tenant to be blamed because he too

clings to ihe small degree of rank he possesses, and will

not submit to sink in the scale of society without an

effort to maintain his station?

In this passage Mr. Irvine has perhaps been influenced

by a glimpse of the arguments which are insisted on in

page 117^ seq. of these Observations ; and by this he

has been led to a practical conclusion more just than

the general tendency of his work can be deemed, ife

certainly cannot be accused of being a friend to emi-

gration ; yet if the gentlemen of the Highlands agree

with him in the sentiment that the country is better

without those whose ** spirit,'" as he describes it, " is

not sound" they will not find many among the emi-

grants to excite their regret.

[P.], page 97.

Innumerable authorities might be quoted for this fact

:

the following may be sufficient

:

' No two occupations can be more incompatible thsn

7
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* farming and fishing ; as the seasons which require nn-

^ divided exertion in fishing, arc precisely those in whicli

* the greatest attention should be devoted to agriculture.

* Grazing, which is less incompatible with fishing than

* agriculture, is even found to distract the attention and

' prevent success in either occupation. This is demon-

* strated by the very different success of those who unite

' both occupations, from those who devote themselves

' exclusively to fishing. Indeed, the industrious fisher

* finds the whole season barely sufficient for the labours

' of his proper occupation. From the middle of spring

* the fishing season continues frequently till after Christ-

' mas, and the intervening space is barely sufficient for

* refitting his nets, lines, and fishing tackle. But the

* population of the coasts of the Highlands is sufficient

* to admit of the professions being separated, which

^ only injure each otlicr when conjoined.*

—

Essay on

the Fisheries, hy Mr. R. Melrill, at Ullapool, in Boss-

shire.—Prize Essays and Transactions of the Highland

Society, vol. ii.p. 413.

[Q-J. page OS.

* From the sera of introducing sheep-stocks, a very

* great change is observable in the dispositions of the

' people. Till then they showed no predilection for a

' seafarino: life.' *^ ****** *

' Within these last thirty years, especially since sheep

' stocks have been introduced, it is remarked that a

' number of people from this district have become

' sailors : but it appears that necessity, not choice, has

' been the cause.'—Statistical Account of Scotland,
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vo/. ?y. p. 574 and 575—parish of Strachur, in Argylle-'

shire,

[R.], pa^o 133.

In reasoning on this subject I have taken for granted

that, according to the received ideas, there is a difference

arising from the accumulation of people in the High-

lands, and that the expense of making kelp would be

greater if the population should fall to its natural level.

In this, however, I must be understood as speaking hy-

pothetically ; for I am by no means convinced, that those

who have work to be executed in the Highlands derive

any real benefit from the present low rate of wages. The

same circumstances, from which this arises, occasion also

a want of industry and skill, which is probably more than

sufficient to counterbalance the advantage.

In several parts of the Highlands I have found that when

labour was done by the piece, the prices given were higher

tiian would have been required for similar work on my
own estate

j
yet in the same places the wages of a yearly

servant were scarcely more than half of those which an

ordinary workman would have procured in the south of

Scotland.

With respect to kelp-making, it is difficult to state so

direct a compiirison. The shores of the south of Scot*

land are seldom so productive as to render kelp an object

of general attention, or to lead to those improved me-

thods of manufacture which will naturally arise where

the quantity is very considerable. The plan upon which

the workmen are employed and paid is different in dif*

fereut places ; and even where the same mode is fol-

lowed, little instruction can be gained from a mere com*

8
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partson of prices, because the labour >quired for making

any specified quantity ol" kelp is various, according as the

situation is more or less ditlicult. A comparison in

which so many complicated circuujstances arc involved,

would require a more minute acquaintance with the busi-

ness than 1 can pretend to ; but I may venture to state

some grounds for suspecting that there is much fallacy

in the ideas commonly entertained on the subject.

A very intelligent overseer of work in the south of

Scotland, who has had much experienr" in kelp-making,

and is not unacquainted with the I .ides, informs mc
that in situations not less difficult than most of the shores

he has seen there, he could in a good season make five

and a half tons of kelp, and in the worst season four

tons, for each workman employed under him. This I

apprehend is considerably more than is generally done on

the coast of the Highlands and Western Isles : at least

in those parts I have visited I have not heard of so

great a quantity being usualli/ done.—In the Statisti-

cal Account of Scotland, vol. x. parish of Harris, it

is mentioned that one ton is the proportion commonly

allotted to each working hand.—In the account of North

and South Uist, this point is not so fully stated ; but

circumstances are mentioned which give reason to be-

lieve that the proportion cannot in general exceed two

ton.

It is also mentioned in the same work, that the land

rent of these islands is entirelv paid away in wages for

kelp-making ; and I have heard the same circumstance

reported from other authorities.—From the description

of these islands it appears, that on their western coast

there is a uniform range of arable land naturally of a fine

•quality, though from the miserable style of agriculture not
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80 productive as it ought to be. In the island of South

Uist, the extent of good land, though not accurately

surv^cyed, seems to be at least thirty square miles, besides

ten or twelve times as much of moorish pasture, partly

improvable. Were this land well managed, and let at

its fair value, it cannot appear improbable that the rent

would exceed considerably the whole price of the eleven

hundred tons of kelp which the shores are reckoned to

produce : but when the use of all this land is given away

for the mere expense of manufacture, at what rate is an

acre to be valued, if this be an ceconomical mode of

management : or where is the profit the landlord derives

from his kelp ?

The expenses of making kelp in the western High-

lands and isles are in various situations from thirty-five

to fifty shillings per ton : in some few instances as high

as three pounds. Where local circumstances are similar,

I do not apprehend the expenses in the low country of

Scotland are much, if at all, higher.—On inquiring of the

same man I have mentioned above, at what rate he could

undertake to make kelp in those parts of the Hebrides

he was acquainted with, on the supposition that he could

have no assistance from the inhabitants, and that all his

workmen must be hired in other parts of the country,

and conveyed there for the season, he formed an esti-

mate of prices not very wide'y difTerent from those that

are at present paid.

Though I f.in far from supposing that the natural pro-

gress of things in the Highlands will ever render such

expedients necessary, yet this may be sufficient to show

how little foundation there is for the idea, that the

manufacture of kelp may be totally annihilated by emi-

gration.

.i

.11 Pi
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[S.^ipaga 138.

Sec First Report to tlie Highland Society, on Emi-

gration, p. 5. (N.B. Tlie entire MS. contains 16.)

* It may easily be supposed, that of those who make
' the fatal experiment, the few among the survivors who
' are capable of relating the fatal tale, find it impossible

* to warn their friends at home of tlie discovery they

* make, while surrounded by none but those whose in-

* terest it is lo keep up the delusion. There is an anec-

* dote for the truth of which the conmiittee cannot

* pledge themselves, but which is generally believed in

* that part of the country where it is said to have hap-

* pened, which is very applicable to this point. It is

* related of a sagacious Highlander who had emigrated,

* that being desirous to warn his friends of their danorcr,

* and yet aware of the impossibility of doing it in plain

* language, the consequence of which would only have

* been the detention of his letter, he wrote a letter

* glossing over the hardships of his voyage, and advisin"-

' his friends to follow him, but with one caution, that

* they should persuade his uncle James to accompany

* them, without which he would not recommend the

' measure. His friends who received this letter knew
* that his uncle James had been dead before he left

* home, and understood perfectly his hint against un-

' dertaking such a voyage.'

It may not be amiss to compare this passage with the

opinion of a clergyman resident in the centre of the

Highlands. " I am persuaded there is not a family,

" hardly an individual, who has not a father, brother,

'^ sister, cousin, or kinsman, in America, with whom
d
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(juiri/ into the Causes t,ji:l LJJ'crts oj' J'.m/giation, p, 06,

[T.], page 134. 140.

Sec Third Report of the Ilighlan-l Society on Emi-

gration,

—

page 4 d^ s((j. {I he iihrne M.S. coiituhilng

13 page"")

rbe lonir detail of unintercstins: cireamstanec^ s con-

tained in the Report would he tedious if extracted at full

leuiith, and a short sunmiary of the material points will

render them sufficiently inicUigfible.

The gfound of the whole is a complaint which is stated

to have been made by son; • tenants in Benbeeuia to the

justices of the peace, against two men of the names of

M' Lean and M' Lellan, whom they accused of having

enticed them to sign agreements for going to America,

of the import of which they were not aware.

It nuist be observed, by thewa}, that allegations of this

kind arc very frequently made by the common Highlanders

without any foundation. All written transacticnis arc in

the English laniiuHge, which is understood only by a

small proportion of the people; and any one who repents

of a bargain he has made, has so obvious an excuse in

this pretence, that it ought always to be received with

some degree of jealousy. On this occasion, however,

the justices seem to have been perfectly well disposed to

believe the tenants on their word.

It is further mentioned that M^ Lean and M' Lellan

had conversed with the people assembled at a place of

religious worship about America, and among other ob-

servations had said, that '' they were not troubled with
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•* landlords or factors*, but that all the people were

*' happy, and on an equal footing, and th.it tlicrc were

" no rents paid there/' One of them also read a letter

from a settler in Canada, exhorting his countrymen '* to

** throw off the yoke of bondage and the shackles of

** slavery, and to quit the land of Kgypt and come to

''this land of Canaan:" adding, ''
I low cm I sny

*' otherwise when T never knew what actual tVcr; )'n or

'' the spirit of equality was till I came to Canad.i ? Wc
*' have wholesome laws and iniparti;d jiulgesj wc hnve

*' the blessings of the gospel, and pe;ice in xhc midst of

*' plenty.—Here are no landlord, no .'actor, no tlircatcn-

" ing for your rents at Martinmas."

** Such appears then," says the Reporter, " to be ihe

" train of sentiments, such the deceitful hopes, and

*' seditious discontents, which the emigrant traders make
*' a liberal useoF."—He o-oes on to comment (mi the cir-

cumstances above noticed, and to observe that " when
" this traffic draws into its service the preaching of scdi-

*' tion, and even the calumniating landlords, factors^

*' and still more the magira-^tcy of the country, in such

'' a way as to irritate the people, and thereby put the

*' public peace in hazard, there is at common law, full

*' power vested in the magistrate to restrain and punish

" such irregularities."

Those who will not take the trouble of investioatinw

the real origin and efieetive causes of any evil thev ob-

serve, are generally inclined to cut the Gordian knot by

some such short hand remedy as this gentlenuni liints at.

A more accurate examination would have shown him,

that the circumstances on which he insists as the prime

i o land-stewords.
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causes of the disorders (xt' the country are the mere

symptoms oF it3 morbid state. However mistaken on

this head, the reporter has given vis facts tliat are im-

portant, as an example of that irritation which has been

already insisted on, as prevalent among the lower orders

in the Highlands, in consequence of the change in the

system of the country.

It cannot escape notice, that the language of M' Lean

and M* Leilan, however objectionable, derived all its

force from the previous existence of discontent in the

minds of the people whom they addressed. If the same

language had been used in the days of genuine clanship,

how dirtcrcntly would the people have received the idea

of going to a country, where they could have no protection

from the chief!—The topics of complaint brought for-

ward, are all founded on the peculiar circumstances of

the llii!;hlands, and totally different from those which a

preacher of sedition in any other part of the kingdom

would have dwelt upon. Not a word is said of the

Government or Laws of the kingdom ; nothing is spoken

of but the harshness of the landlord, and the unusual

hurthen of rents.

The praises bestowed on the government and judica-

ture in Canada, may seem indeed to imply a censure on

that of our own country ; but this would not be a fair

construction, when we consider how little the advantages

of the British constitution have yet reached to these

people.—This may not be understood by those who are

accustomed to the regular administration of justice in all

the southern parts of the kingdom, and who imagine

that things arc every where conducted in the same

manner.—The law, indeed, is the same as in the rest

of Scotland ^ the heritable jurisdictions are abolished :

—
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nevertheless, the circumstances of the Highlands still

give the proprietors of land a degree of power over their

immediate dependants, which is not seen in the more

commercial parts of the kingdom.—This cannot be said

equally of f/// the Highlands ; for, in the southern and

more improved districts, things are approaching to a

similarity with the rest of Scotland ; but in remoter

situations there is still a considerable remnant of the

arbitrary spirit of the feudal times.

From the observations that have been made, on thecene-

ral state of societv in the Highlands, it will be understood

that no man can live there as an independent labourer
;

that every inhabitant of the country is under an absolute

necessity of obtaining a possession of land ; and as the

competitors for such possessions are so numerous that all

cannot be acconmiodated, every one who is not deter-

mined on quitting the country, feels himself very much

at the mercy of the proprietor, on whom he depends for

the means of remaining. To this is to be added the

poverty of the lower orders ; the great extent of parti-

cular estates j the remote insulated situation of many

;

their distance from the ordinary courts of justice, and

the great expense which must on that account be in-

curred by an attempt to procure redress for any wrong.

—

All these circumstances combine to give a landlord in

these remote situations an extraordinary degree of per-

sonal welffht : and the res2;ular authority of a majxistratc

being superadded, no individual among his dependants

can venture to contest his power.

The laws passed after the year 17-15, for abolishing

the feudal jurisdictions in the Highlands, were certainly

useful in so I'ar as they had an efloct, but were of much less

consequence than they have sometimes been supposed.

(i
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Th(* substantial change on the state of the Highland*

has ar-^on from other circumstances already sufficiently

explained. To extend the spirit as well as the forms of

the IJritish constitution through these remote districts,

it is nec'issriry that the progress which has been going

on, ever since the year 17-15, should come to maturity ;

that a commercial order of society should be fully

established, and complete the subversion of the feudal

system

.

In the present state of things, it is not perhaps too

much to say, that in a great part of the Highlands the

proper administration of justice still depends less on the

regular checks of law, than on the personal cha-

racter of ihc resident gentry. The power that is in

their hands is in a great proportion of the country exer-

cised with a degree of moderation and equity highly

honourable to individual gentlemen ; but unless the pro-

prietors of the Highlands were a race of angels, thi«

could not be without exceptions.—Above all, when it

is considered that many extensive estates are scarcely

visited by their owners once in the course of several

years, and that the almost despotic authority of the

landlord is transferred to the hands of underlings, who

have no permanent interest in the welfare of the people,

it is not to be supposed that abuses will not prevail, and

that oppressions will not be practised.

The complaints of the common people are in many

parts as loud as they dare to utter then j but the instances

of injustice which they may occasionally experience,

produce on their minds an aggravated impression, from

the grea and constant sources of irritation arising out

of the general state of the country ; and hence perhaps

their comp'aints are too indiscriminate.

3
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That there is some ground, however, for complaint,

.does not rest on the authority oF the common people

alone. In Knox's Tour tlirough tlic Higlilands, p. 191

.

we find ihi following reni.nk on one ol the Hebrides:

—

" The fishery of the island lui.s long been monopolized

*' bv tile fae or, who pays the ri>hermen tliirteen pounds

** per ton for the ling, and gets, when sold on the spot,

** eighteen. When to the^ic advantages we add the vari-

'* ous emohnucnts arisiny; from his otKce, and liis traffic

'* in grain, meal, cattle, 8ce. his place is better than the

'^ rent of ntanv considerable estates in the Highlands."

It mav perhaps be imagined that Mr. Knox, being a

stranger, has been niisled by exaggerated representations;

but this cannot be supposed of the patriotic author of

the Affrieulturai Survey of the Northern Counties of

Scotland, who, in laying down a plan for the manage-

ment of a Highland estate, particularly insists on the

factors being " restrained from exacting services, aeccpt-

** ing presents, or dealing as drovers in the purchase of

''cattle, under any pretence whatever." /;. IC6.

Of the prevalence 0/ ,< uises we have also the testimony

of a resident clerg) man, Mr. Irvine, in his Inquiry into

the Causes and Ellecis of Emiuraiion.

<< Were it consistent," he says, *' with my inquiry,

" I woifld willingly pass over the conduct of the factors

'* in silence." /;. 41.

** If a person is so unfortunate as to give any one of

" them ofience, no matter liow, he either privately or

'' publicly uses every artifice to render him odious to his

'* neighbours or his landlord, till in the end he finds it

'' necessary to withdraw.

"It would be tedious and irksome to enumerate the

'' various methods by which a factor may get rid of a
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*^ person whom he hates, or let in (as it is termed) one

" whom he loves." /;. 42.

Mr. Irvine goes on with various other observations,

and eonciudes witli saying:—" He that eouid bear the

'* tyranny of such masters, might have been born a

** Mahometan." p. 45.

The power with which the factor? of many Highland

estates are invested, seems to carry with it temptations

almost too great for human nature : but though it is on

this class of men that the weight of popular odium chiefly

falls, ought not the blame in just reason to lie with

those, who suffer such abuses to be committed in their

name ?

Taking things, however, as we find them, it will not

appear extraordinary that the crime, newly laid down

in the code of the Highland Society under the title of

cahimn'mting factors, unknown as it is in the laws of

England, should in some places be deemed the most dan-

gerous and unpardonable of all species of sedition.

<(jM»
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